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Risk is the possibility of suffering damage. In
engineering it may be quantified and is assessed
as a combination of the expected frequency of
an undesired event, e.g., in case of process
plants a fire, an explosion, or a toxic release,
and the damage associated with this event.
Every possibility to suffer damage is a risk if

it is uncertain whether it will become reality.
Damage and uncertainty therefore are the two
elements which determine a risk. If the magni-
tude of damage and the uncertainty of its occur-
rence can be quantified, then a number may be
assigned to the corresponding risk, the risk
number. Frequently, this number refers to a
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certain period of exposure, for example, one
year. It is then called ‘‘risk per year’’.

Nevertheless it is difficult to assess the risk
from a process plant, because accidents are rare
events. Therefore, one cannot extrapolate from
the number of occurrences in one year to the
number expected during the next, as, for exam-
ple, with the number of flu cases, a procedure
called actuarial approach. Hence, the assess-
ment must be based on the knowledge of details.
An accident is decomposed into small steps
startingwith the initiating event (e.g., the failure
of the coolant pump of a reactor for an exother-
mal reaction) up to the damage caused. Ex-
pected frequencies, respectively probabilities
are then assigned to these steps. The general
procedure is shown in Figure 1.

It consists of four steps [1]:

1. Event sequences: All event sequences con-
tributing to the risk must be described in
detail. This is done by using event trees in
combination with fault trees. The various
event sequences resulting from an initiating
event, Di (e.g., the failure of an operational
component or a human error), consist of
concatenations of sub-events A1 A2, . . .,
I1, I2,. . ., which describe the failure (A) or
functioning (I) of technical systems. For
example: Release of chlorine following pipe

rupture due to overpressure. Each sequence
represents a scenario, i.e., a potential devel-
opment of the future.

2. Characteristics: In this step the results of the
different event sequences are described. This
is done in terms of the parameters of the
event characteristics which are essential for
assessing the damage (e.g., intensity of a
possible explosion, level of heat and smoke
generation, etc.). These are quantified by
means of experimental observations or mod-
el calculations. Depending on the range of
values of the above-mentioned parameters
and their significance for an assessment of
the damage the results are divided into clas-
ses or categories k1, k2 . . ., kn for the sake of
simplification. These categories represent
the initial and boundary conditions for the
calculations to be performed for assessing
the magnitude of damage. An example for
such a boundary condition is a leak of chlo-
rine from a cross section of 10 cm2, at a
release height of 10 m, and with a pressure
difference of 500 kPa, which represents a
category covering all chlorine leaks smaller
than 10 cm2.

3. Exposure sequences: In this step all process-
es are described according to time, location,
intensity, and probability (exposure se-
quences E1,. . ., EN) through which the event

Figure 1. Outline of a risk assessment based on detailed knowledge of event and exposition sequences (from [1])
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characteristics could have a detrimental ef-
fect on a single person or a group of persons,
on the environment, or on valuable assets.
An example is a dispersion calculation for
released chlorine to assess howmany people
are exposed to which concentrations during
which period of time. In this assessment
measures like staying indoors or evacuation
may be accounted for.

4. Damage and risk: In this step the relation
between the intensity of the damaging effects
and all damages resulting therefrom is de-
scribed. Firstly, the amount of damage is
assessed. For example, x fatalities or y cases
of acne following chlorine exposure. To
calculate the risk, the damage and its ex-
pected frequency of occurrence are com-
bined, e.g., 10�6 � fatalities per year caused
by chlorine exposure.

Steps (1) and (2) constitute the analysis of the
plant, which sheds light on how unwanted
events may occur and which areas of the design
exhibit weaknesses comparedwith others. After
eliminating potential weaknesses, a safety tech-
nologically balanced design should result, i.e.,
all sequences leading to the undesired event
should make more or less the same contribution
to it and not be dominating. This part of the
analysis is addressed in Chapter 1.

Steps (3) and (4) are the consequence calcu-
lations, which lead to an assessment of the
damage caused by the undesired events. Their
treatment is the subject of Chapter 2.

In conclusion it may be stated that risk is
assessed by examining in detail a limited num-
ber of scenarios which are considered to be
representative for the infinity of conceivable
scenarios. In a formalized way risk may be
represented by Equation (1) [2]

Rn ¼ hSn; fn; dni n ¼ 1; . . . ;N ð1Þ

where Sn describes an event sequence which is a
possible answer to the question ‘‘what can hap-
pen?’’, fn is its expected frequency of occur-
rence, and dn represents its consequences, i.e.,
category and magnitude of damage; N is the
number of event sequences taken into account in
determining the risk. Theoretically, N would be
arbitrarily large, since arbitrarily many event
sequences are conceivable. In practice, howev-
er, event sequences are not taken into account if

they are so unlikely that their occurrencemay be
excluded on the grounds of numerical estimates
or of common sense.

Completeness can of course not be proved.
However, if good records on accidents exist, the
expected frequency of occurrence of an event
that has not yet occurred in the type of plant
under investigation may be obtained with the
help of Equation (19). If the result is below the
value obtained from the sequences which are
taken into account, it may safely be neglected
even if one assumes that no safety barriers for
coping with it are present (probability of barrier
failure 1).

Uncertainties are unavoidable in determin-
ing frequencies of occurrence and magnitudes
of damage. They are normally accounted for in
risk analyses; details may be found in [3–5].

Risk analysis consists of a qualitative assess-
ment complemented by quantification. In what
follows pertinent methods of analysis are
described.

1. Process and Plant Safety Analysis

1.1. Qualitative Methods

A number of methods are available for identi-
fying sources of hazards and initiating events,
some of which were developed specifically for
chemical plant analysis. They are often called
systems analysis methods. OSHA lists the fol-
lowing methods of safety analysis [6]:

. What-if analysis?

. Checklists

. What-if analysis/checklists

. Hazard and operability study (HAZOP)

. Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)

. Fault tree analysis (FTA)

. Other appropriate methodologies

Numerous othermethods exist; inmost cases
they are modifications of the procedures
mentioned. It must be kept in mind that these
methods merely serve to organize existing input
knowledge in such a way that the output may be
used as a basis for a safety-related decision.
They are an aid to the analysts’ imagination and
require thought experiments to be performed.
Safety analysis is a multidisciplinary task cov-
ering all areas involved in the design of a plant.

Plant and Process Safety, 6. Risk Analysis 3



In addition, it normally deals with nonstationary
regimes. It requires comprehensive information
on the process and the plant, usually provided by
P&I diagrams and descriptions of the process
and the plant design etc.

The interrelationships between different
sources of information and the systems analysis
methods are illustrated by Figure 2, where the
safety team leader is assumed to be a process
engineer. It should be noted that a safety analy-
sis is called qualitative (despite the use of model
calculations and experimental results) as long as
no probabilities or expected frequencies are
assigned to the results.

An assumption usually underlying all meth-
ods is that the design of the system is safe if all of
its components work as required. However, it is

advisable to check in the context of the safety
analysis whether this assumption is true or not.

Some of the methods are presented in more
detail below. A comprehensive account with
references and examples is found in [8].

All methods have in common that they trig-
ger thought experiments. These can only be
carried out with success if the analyst, or pref-
erably the group of analysts, has the necessary
background knowledge, for example, in engi-
neering, physics, and chemistry.

1.1.1. What If? Analysis

The ‘‘what if? method’’ involves asking a series
of questions beginning with this phrase as a
means of identifying hazards. Questions such as

Figure 2. Relationship between different areas of knowledge and methods of safety analysis (after [7]).
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. What if the pump stops?

. What if the temperature sensor fails?

are asked. Other similar questions may be posed
as well.

The method involves a review of the whole
design by a team using a list of predetermined
questions.

1.1.2. Checklists

Checklists represent a systematic account of
past experience. They are a reminder of aspects
which should be controlled. Checklists may
have any desired degree of detail and be adapted
to the purpose in question. They allow an ex-
amination of safety-relevant questions with lit-
tle effort. Checklists are used to identify hazard
potentials by examining every component and
subsystem in terms of the topics included in the
list.

The application of checklists is appropriate
for comparable situations. However, the possi-
bility of overlooking problems exists. The pro-
cedure is therefore mainly used to prepare the
application of other methods of analysis.

Often checklists are formulated to require a
simple ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’ as the answer. It is more
useful to formulate open questions like ‘‘is the
safety relief adequate?’’ instead of asking ‘‘is
there a relief valve?’’. The former incites the
analyst to use his knowledge of engineering,
chemistry, etc. A method for assessing the
safety culture on the basis of openly formulated
questions is presented in [9].

1.1.3. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
(FMEA)

The failure mode and effects analysis [10] is an
inductive qualitative or semiquantitative meth-
od for identifying hazardous states. It enables
one to determine the consequences of different
failure modes of components for other compo-
nents, the process, and the technical system. It is
equipment- rather than process-oriented.

Its objective is to identify weaknesses in the
design of systems and interfaces. It is focused on
single failures causing an unwanted state and
reveals whether a backup exists or not. Hence, it

shows whether measures must be taken to
eliminate weaknesses of the design. If the ex-
tension FMECA (failure modes, effects, and
criticality analysis) is performed, in addition
the criticality, i.e., the expected frequency and
associated damage of the unwanted state are
estimated.

The corresponding format requires the fol-
lowing topics to be addressed (1) component,
(2) failure or error mode, (3) effects on other
components, (4) effects on the whole system,
(5) detection method, (6) compensating
provisions and remarks, and in case of an FME-
CA additionally (7) severity, and (8) expected
frequency.

Failures of active (e.g., a control valve) and
passive (e.g., a pipe or a pump casing) compo-
nents as well as operators’ actions are investi-
gated. The method is best suited to analyze
series systems. It is inductive and appropriate
for preparing a fault tree analysis (cf. 1.2.2),
which is a deductive method and better suited
for systems with both series and parallel
structures.

1.1.4. Hazard and Operability (HAZOP)
Studies

The HAZOP (hazard and operability) study
method [11, 12], which was developed in the
1960s by ICI in the UK, is especially suited for
analyses of process plants. Its German version is
known as PAAG [13]. The study is performed
by a multidisciplinary team using the guide
words presented in Table 1. Based on a com-
prehensive description of the plant and the
process, every part is systematically questioned.
The objective is to discover deviations from the
intention of the design and to identify associated
causes and consequences. The design intent is

Table 1. Guide words for a HAZOP study

Guide Word Meaning

NO or NOT Complete negation of the design intent

MORE Quantitative increase

LESS Quantitative decrease

AS WELL AS Qualitative modification/increase

PART OF Qualitative modification/decrease

REVERSE Logical opposite of the design intent

OTHER THAN Complete substitution

Plant and Process Safety, 6. Risk Analysis 5



examined, for example, with respect to process
parameters such as flow, temperature, pressure,
and concentration. In general it suffices to con-
sider the pipes connecting the equipment be-
cause deviations which become manifest there
are usually caused bymalfunctions of the equip-
ment they connect.

The analysis may be applied to both contin-
uous and batch processes and should include
startup and shutdown. For the latter additional
time-related guide words may be useful
(Table 2).

In general the guide words apply to plant
functions and—with the possible exception of
REVERSE—to substances aswell. If necessary,
they must be modified accordingly.

The analysis is to be carried out by a group of
experts with different backgrounds. Areas like
process and safety engineering, process control,
electrical and civil engineering, plant design
and operation should be represented. The group
should be chaired by a person familiar with the
analysis technique but not necessarily special-
ized in the process under investigation.

The procedure is illustrated by the following
example.

System Description. The cooling system,
which is shown in Figure 3, consists of two
loops, the coolant tank (1), two redundant
pumps in each loop (P1A, P1B and P2A,
P2B), and the heat exchanger (2). The latter is
connected to a refrigerating unit. In one of the
loops the coolant, whose temperature is �5�C,
is pumped by one of the pumps P2Aor P2B from
the cold side of the coolant tank to the con-
sumers of the production process. After extract-
ing heat from the consumers the coolant is
pumped back into the warm side of the coolant
tank.

The second loop serves to transport the cool-
ant from the warm side of the coolant tank
through the evaporator (2) where it is cooled
to �5�C. Transport is effected by either pump
P1A or P1B. After passing through the evapo-
rator the coolant is returned to the cold side of
the coolant tank. The coolant temperature is
lowered from 1 to �5�C in the heat exchanger.
The heat is removed by evaporation of a halo-
genated hydrocarbon in the refrigerating unit,
whose details are not shown in Figure 3. The
cooling unit is controlled by temperature switch
TS 4001. It ensures the appropriate temperature
of the coolant (�5�C), which is returned from
the refrigerating unit to the cold side of the
coolant tank.

Table 2. Time-related guide words

Guide Word Meaning

EARLY Relative to the clock time

LATE Relative to the clock time

BEFORE Relating to order or sequence

AFTER Relating to order or sequence

Figure 3. P&I diagram of the cooling system of a plant for producing hexogen [14, 15]
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The flow in the warm loop is monitored by
flow switch FAL 01, which provides an alarm in
the control room on low flow. Both temperature
and pressure of the cold loop are monitored.
Instrument TI04 indicates the temperature in the
control room, giving an alarm signal for high
temperature via TAH04. If the pressure in the
loop is too low, instrument PAL 06 gives an
alarm. The operating handbook contains the
instructions for actions to be taken after perceiv-
ing any of the alarms.

Cooling failures, if undiscovered or unat-
tended, would lead to the exothermal process
downstream not being cooled adequately. This
would cause a runaway reaction if the reactor
safety devices failed as well.

HAZOPStudy. TheHAZOP study is shown
in Table 3.

It should be noted that

. For realizing the required action the informa-
tion about its necessitymust be available, e.g.,
by an alarm (here indicated under the heading
consequences)

. It is important to make sure that the time for
detection and realizing the required action
is sufficiently large to prevent a dangerous
state

1.2. Qualitative Methods
Appropriate for Quantification

1.2.1. Event Tree Analysis

Event tree or event sequence analysis is an
inductive method. Starting from a defined initi-
ating event (e.g., pipe rupture, failure of energy
supply) and depending on the functional success
or failure of the operating and safety systems
(barriers) required for coping with it, its differ-
ent possible consequences are determined [16].
The paths of events resulting therefrom are
combined in an event tree, as shown in Figure 4.
It is useful to distinguish between plant-internal
and plant-external events:

. Plant internal events are, for example:
. Mechanical failures of active components
(e.g., pumps) and passive components
(e.g., pipes and tanks)

. Malfunctions or failures of process control
equipment

. Failure of the supply of electricity or other
media to equipment

. Human error

. External events are, for example:
. Natural events such as lightning, earth-
quakes, and flooding

. Impacts from other hazardous installations
in the vicinity (e.g., industrial plants)

. Impacts from transportation media (e.g.,
aircraft crash or explosion of a passing tank
car or truck)

. Sabotage

Since it is impossible to treat all conceivable
initiating events, it suffices to deal with the
important ones, i.e., those which dominate with
respect to frequency of occurrence and/or
consequences.

The expected frequencies of the initiating
events are in general derived from observation.
Either estimates are directly obtained from
operational experience (e.g., for the occur-
rence of pipe leaks) or the initiating event is
decomposed into such subevents for which
operational experience is available. The fre-
quency of occurrence is then assessed by fault
tree analysis (cf. Section 1.2.2). Additionally,
there are cases where one has to rely on expert
judgment.

Depending on the countermeasures required
and the operational and safety systems available
for these measures, their failure results in bi-
furcations of possible event sequences. These
are represented by the event tree. Every path
through such a tree represents a scenario, i.e., a
possible development of the future triggered by
the initiating event.

Which of the systems must maintain their
function and which ones are demanded is as-
sessed by simulating the dynamic behavior of
the process. The simulation is based on mathe-
matical models for physical and chemical pro-
cesses. Each branch of the event tree is the static
description of an event proceeding in time. The
process is represented by a few bifurcations
where, depending on the failure (downward
branch) or functioning (upward branch) of the
required system, the further course of the pro-
cess is determined.

Plant and Process Safety, 6. Risk Analysis 7



Table 3. HAZOP study for the system of Figure 3 (guide words which do not proceed were left out after examination)

Guide word Deviation Possible causes Consequences Action required

Coolant flow from the heat exchanger to the cold part of tank 1

NO or NOT No flow P1A failure Depletion of contents of cold part; flow alarm via FAL01 Activation of reserve pump P1B

MORE Abnormally high temperature Refrigerating unit failed Cold part gradually warms up; alarm via TAH 04 Shutdown of plant; repair of refrigerating unit

LESS Less flow Pipe leak Depletion of contents of cold part: detection on walk-around Shutdown of plant; repair of pipe

Coolant supply from the cold part of tank 1 to the process

NO or NOT No flow P2A failure No supply to the process; pressure alarm via PAL06 Activation of reserve pump P2B

LESS Less flow Pipe leak Insufficient cooling of process Emergency trip of plant; repair of pipe

Coolant flow from the process to the warm part of tank 1

NO or NOT No flow P2A failure No return to tank, depletion of warm part; pressure alarm via PAL06 Activation of reserve pump P2B

LESS Less flow Pipe leak Depletion of warm part of tank; detection on walk-around Repair of pipe

Coolant flow from the warm part of tank 1 to the heat exchanger

NO or NOT No flow P1A failure Depletion of contents of cold part; flow alarm via FAL01 Activation of reserve pump P1B

LESS Less flow Pipe leak Depletion of contents of cold part: detection by FAL01,

if before instrument, on walk-around or TS 4001

Shut-down of plant; repair of pipe
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To determine the minimum requirements
for fulfilling a success criterion (e.g., 75% of
pump flow must be available for sufficient
cooling) frequently information from accident
simulations which have been carried out in
other contexts is used, e.g., the licensing pro-
cedure. The event tree analysis for the techni-
cal systems of a plant may be divided into two
tasks:

. The analyses dealingwith the event sequence,
as far as it is determined by the functioning of
the operational and safety systems

. The analyses which deal with the event
sequences resulting from the assumption that
the operational and safety systems fail; these
concern events within the plant up to the
release of hazardous substances and energy

Event trees are based on binary logic, i.e.,
components and systems either function fully or
fail completely. Possible intermediate states
are assigned to one of the two, normally the
failed state. The material bases for the logic
structure are results from plant dynamic calcu-
lations, experimental results, and engineering
judgment.

In performing an event tree analysis the
following aspects must be observed:

. Mutual dependenciesmay exist. For example,
the countermeasures following an initiating
event may not be completely independent.

. Secondary failures may occur, i.e., for any
event of a sequence a possible impact from
previous events must be accounted for. If, for

example, a fluid flowing from a leak impacted
a sensor of a protective system, the possible
increase of its failure probability must be
accounted for.

Hence, all probabilities assigned to events
are conditional probabilities depending on the
outcome of events prior to the one under con-
sideration; independent probabilities may be
used if the impact of dependencies is negligible.

The following steps must be performed
(based on [17])

Qualitative analysis
1. Identify (and define) a relevant accidental

(initiating) event that may give rise to un-
wanted consequences

2. Identify the barriers that are designed to deal
with each particular accidental event

3. Construct the event tree
4. Describe the (potential) resulting accident

sequences

Quantification
. Determine the frequency of the accidental
event and the (conditional) probabilities of
the branches in the event tree

. Calculate the probabilities/frequencies for the
identified consequences (outcomes)

. Compile and present the results from the
analysis

The description of event tree analysis
given here is based on the analysis of plant
internal sequences. Note, however, that event
trees are fundamental for describing accident

Figure 4. Event tree showing the consequences of the failure of the coolant control valve of a reactor for an exothermal reaction
(quantification based on assumed frequencies and conditional probabilities)

Plant and Process Safety, 6. Risk Analysis 9



consequences, e.g., the events following the
release of a flammable substance like fires or
explosions (cf. Chap. 2).

1.2.2. Fault Tree Analysis

Fault tree analysis [18–20] is a deductive meth-
od, which usually serves for quantification. Just
like all methods of systems analysis it requires
in the first place a qualitative investigation of the
system under analysis. After system failure or
more generally the undesired or unwanted event
(e.g., toxic release) has been defined, logic
relationships with the so-called primary or basic
events are identified and represented by a fault
tree (Fig. 5). The primary event may represent
the failure of a technical component, an operator
error, an impact from outside like flooding
or the spreading of a fire from neighboring
installations.

Fault tree analysis is a complete procedure.
Due to its deductive nature it yields all combi-
nations of events leading to the undesired event
if it is consistently applied. Limitations are not
inherent in the process of analysis but result
from a possible lack of knowledge and care by
the analyst. Obviously, a fault tree analysis
cannot reveal phenomena which are unknown
at the time of its execution.

The fault tree represents the result of the
qualitative part of the analysis. This is based
on questions such as ‘‘How can this happen?’’.
These questions enable one to firstly relate the
undesired event with the failure of sub-systems
functions such as cooling or energy supply.
Successively these failures are broken down
into the failures of sub-sub-systems, etc. until
the level of the primary events is reached.
Hence, only portions of the plant of a size which
can be handled by the human intellect at any one
time are analyzed; they are then logically con-
nected with the analyses of other portions.

In general, a variety of failure combinations
of various components or events such as human
error are obtained which make sub-systems fail.
The failure of a sub-system may either directly
cause the undesired event or do so in combina-
tion with failures of other sub-systems, compo-
nents or human error. The combinations are
described by logical AND and OR gates. The
output of anOR gate is true if any one, several or

all of its inputs are true (inclusive OR); theAND
gate requires all of its inputs to be true in order
for its output being true.

Thus complex relations within systems are
described by using binary logic, which consid-
ers only the functioning or failure of compo-
nents, or the occurrence or nonoccurrence of
events. This, together with a suitable graphical
presentation, permits a transparent and compre-
hensive treatment, even of very large technical
systems. The fault tree is the logical model of a
technical process with regard to the undesired
event. Specific problems like human error, de-
pendent failures, and external events (e.g., the
impact of an explosion blast wave on the sys-
tem) can be accounted for. Dependence is espe-
cially important because it may weaken or
disable layers of protection. Fault tree analysis
is particularly suited for the investigation of
systems whose design fulfils the single failure
criterion and which therefore can only fail as a
consequence of multiple failures. Depending on
the effort to be invested varying degrees of
detail including coarse or screening analyses
are possible (cf. Sections 1.7, and! Plant and
Process Safety, 7. Risk Calculations, Chap. 1).

The fault tree represents a simplified model
of the systemwith regard to the undesired event.
Its advantage is that the influence of components
on one another and the consequences of their
failure, human error, and impact fromoutside on
the system may be accounted for. To model an
entire system accounting for the process para-
meters (e.g., pressure, temperature, concentra-
tion, mass flow, etc.) and their evolution with
time after the occurrence of the primary event
usually proves too difficult. Nevertheless the
knowledge of the time-dependent behavior of
the physical, chemical, or other relevant process
parameters (e.g., biological) following the oc-
currence of a primary event is necessary. This
knowledge is reflected by the logical structure of
the fault tree, i.e., the choice of AND or OR
gates. The latter is supported, for example, by
decisions on whether temperatures or pressures
occur during the accident event sequence which
exceed material limits. The knowledge on sys-
tem behavior in general stems from dynamic
calculations of material loads, experiments, or
engineering judgment. The latter should be ex-
erted with conservatism, i.e., an unfavorable
result for the system should be used.
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Figure 5. Fault tree for the failure of the cooling system of Figure 3 [21]
xi, i ¼ 1, . . ., 22 are binary indicator variables describing the state of the component, i.e., xi ¼ 1 failed, xi ¼ 0 working)
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When performing a fault tree analysis it is
generally assumed that all components are de-
signed, built, and installed such that they fulfill
their function if they work properly. For exam-
ple, one supposes that a relief valve has a cross
section which is sufficient to maintain the pres-
sures within the equipment to be protected by
discharge within permissible limits. The as-
sumption of correct functioning must be
checked in the context of the analysis, especially
if failure combinations are considered which
may lead to loads beyond the design limits of the
components. In such a case correct functioning
may not be assumed. An example is a pressure
switch exposed, after the breach of a steam pipe,
to temperatures and air humidities for which it is
not designed.

Fault tree analysis may be used during the
design of a plant and thus influence its final
configuration. It may be used as well to assess
existing designs. In the latter case knowledge is
gained on the efficiency of existing design
procedures and their potential improvements.
Fault tree analysis should especially be used if
there is little operational experience with a type
of a plant. In such a case the probability of plant
failure may not be derived from records on
operation (actuarial approach) but must be as-
sessed starting from probabilities for the occur-
rence of primary events. In any case the expres-
sion of the undesired event in terms of primary
events reveals possibly existing design weak-
nesses which cannot be discovered if the actu-
arial approach is used.

When determining the failure probabilities
of components use is made of the circumstance
that many items of the same type of component
are used and that several plants use the same
type of component. Additionally, components
usually fail more frequently than the systems in
which they are installed. Hence, sufficient op-
erational experience (number of component
failures and operating time) can be collected in
relatively short periods of time. Although the
possibility exists to assess the failure probability
of a plant directly if the number of a plant type
and the operating experience is sufficiently
large, fault tree analysis does not lose its value.
It provides insight into system structure, enables
one to identify design weaknesses and to judge
the effectiveness of planned remedial actions.
Such knowledge cannot usually be obtained

from records on a specific type of plant. In
general it may be stated that fault tree analysis
searches for the conditions of plant failure and
hence may be regarded as the antithesis of the
design process, which aims at identifying the
conditions for functioning. Hence it is useful for
identifying design weaknesses in both its quali-
tative and quantitative parts. Eventually, the
synthesis of design and safety analysis leads to
a better plant.

The following steps are required for carrying
out a fault tree analysis:

1. Familiarization with the process and plant
using the corresponding descriptions, R&I
diagrams, information from the plant design-
er and operator, etc.

2. Determination of the undesired and initiating
events by using checklists, information on
material properties, reports on events, and
studies of similar plants.

3. Development of the fault tree or trees.
4. Preparation of probabilities for the failure of

technical components, human error, and ex-
ternal impacts.

5. Numerical evaluation of the fault tree or
trees.

6. Valuation of the results, proposals for im-
provements, if necessary, and renewed eval-
uation of the fault tree(s) after having intro-
duced the improvements in them

Fault trees for complex technical systems
can only be evaluated with computer
programs. Basically, two different methods are
distinguished

. Simulation methods

. Analytical methods (cf. [22]).

Simulation methods may either be used for
directly simulating system reliability para-
meters or for identifying the minimal cut sets
of the fault tree. Analytical methods serve to
determine the minimal cut sets.

A minimal cut set is a combination of com-
ponents whose simultaneous failure is just suf-
ficient to make the system fail. (The word
‘‘component’’ is used to denote any primary
event, and the expression ‘‘system failure’’ to
signify the undesired event.) Mathematically
speaking, it represents a necessary and sufficient
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condition for a system failure. In general, sev-
eral minimal cut sets exist for a technical sys-
tem. Each of them constitutes a possible mode
of its failure.

The decomposition of a fault tree into its
minimal cut sets provides information about the
logical structure of the system under consider-
ation. In this way, it is possible to determine
which component failures alone or in combina-
tion with others make the system fail (minimal
cut sets with one or several components). The
number of failure modes of the system to which
a component contributes can also be determined
(number of minimal cut sets in which it figures).
This information is the basis for identifying
weaknesses of the system; for example,minimal
cut sets comprising just one component indicate
the absence of redundancies. Yet, their rele-
vance can only be judged properly if probabili-
ties are attached to them. To assess the failure
probability of the system, its structure function,
which describes mathematically the failure of a
system in terms of the failure of its components,
is formed by using the minimal cut sets of its
fault tree. Failure probabilities of the compo-
nents [e.g., according to Eq. (2) or (10)] are then
introduced into this function and thus the failure
probability of the system is obtained (c.f. [23]).

1.3. Quantitative Analysis

1.3.1. Failure Rates

Engineering systems are made up of compo-
nents such as valves, pumps, pipes, measuring
devices, control loops, etc. These must fulfill
certain tasks within the system. If they do not
comply with these tasks because their technical
properties have changed in such a way that they
lie outside the regions of tolerance of the sys-
tem, they have failed. Hence, the design of the
system determines when a component is con-
sidered to have failed. For this reason a fault-
forgiving design is desirable [24]. There are
many reasons for component failures, e.g., fab-
rication flaws, corrosion, overload, unfavorable
environment, and wear, to name just a few. It is
known that components fail after a certain
period of time, but this knowledge concerns the
average. The point in time of failure of an
individual component cannot be predicted.

Hence, models describing the operational be-
havior of components are statistical in nature.
The failure behavior is then characterized by the
failure rate, whose time dependence is in gen-
eral described by the so-called bathtub curve, as
shown in Figure 6.

The failure rate is composed of contributions
representing different failure causes as
explained below.

Period I: Early Failures. This period re-
presents early failures due to hidden
manufacturing or material defects. It is also
called the period of infant mortality and is
usually eliminated by product testing with the
intention of rejecting substandard components.
Substandard components which escape this pro-
cedure are identified by observing their behav-
ior during production and then replaced. Hence,
it may be assumed that period I is not relevant
for plant operation.

Period II: Random Failures. This period
with its constant failure rate represents random
failures of such nature that future failures do not
depend on past operation. These random fail-
ures are caused mainly by random fluctuations
of operating and environmental conditions
which cause loads which exceed design
strength.

Period III: Wear-Out Failures. During this
period the failure rate increases. This is due to
physical and chemical changes during the
deployment of the component, which reduce its
strength. In general, maintenance strategies pro-
vide for replacement before wear-out becomes

Figure 6. Contributions to component failure rate l(t) [25]
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manifest. However, prediction of the beginning
of wear-out is not possible, and replacement
relies on engineering judgment. Hence, there is
good reason to assume that components in
operation are inscribed in period II and therefore
characterized by a constant failure rate
[l(t) ¼ l ¼ const.].

Note that the curve of Figure 6 also applies to
piece parts. Therefore one or several piece parts
may have reached period III whilst the remain-
der is still in period II. Replacement of these
piece parts would then make the component ‘‘as
good as new’’.

If l is constant, component lifetimes t are
described by an exponential distribution (Eq. 2)

FðtÞ ¼ Pft � tg ¼ 1�e�lt t � 0 ð2Þ

for the component failure probability and

�FðtÞ ¼ Pft > tg ¼ 1�FðtÞ t � 0 ð3Þ

for its survival probability, also called
reliability.

The corresponding probability density func-
tion is obtained by differentiating Equation (2)
with respect to t

f ðtÞ ¼ dFðtÞ
dt

¼ le�lt ð4Þ

The average lifetime of a component, also
called mean time to failure (MTTF), is obtained
by

E½t� ¼ T ¼
Z¥
0

t�f ðtÞdt ¼
Z¥
0

expð�ltÞdt ¼ � 1

l
�expð�ltÞ

� �¥
0

¼ 1

l

ð5Þ

Hence, the average lifetime in the case of a
constant failure rate is equal to the inverse of its
failure rate. The important property of the ex-
ponential distribution is that the probability of
failure in the future does not depend on its past
history. It can be proved that the exponential
distribution is the only one with a constant
failure rate; hence the indication of a constant
failure rate (e.g., in a collection of reliability
data) makes the use of the exponential distribu-
tion mandatory.

1.3.2. Constant Failure Probabilities

Sometimes components are to be treated which
have to fulfill their task at a certain moment in

time. For example, an emergency Diesel gener-
ator must go into operation when the supply
from the grid fails. Occasionally components
must be modeled which only function during
certain periods of time, for example, during
charging and discharging operations.

The probability of a component to function at
a certain instant in time is called availability on
demand p

p ¼ const: ð0 � p � 1Þ ð6Þ

Its complement, i.e., the probability that a
component fails at a certain instant in time or has
failed before and not been repaired is called
unavailability or probability of failure on de-
mand:

u ¼ 1�p ð0 � u � 1Þ ð7Þ

On modeling components which have to
fulfill their function on demand it is supposed
that the failure is caused by the demand itself,
for example, by overload or wrong handling.

If component behavior is described by a
failure rate, the assumption is that corrosion,
dirty environment, etc. are at the root of failure.
Such influences are also present during standby
(e.g., of components of safety systems). If they
cause a failure it manifests itself on demand.
Therefore, frequently failure rates are also used
to describe standby components. However, the
numerical values may differ from those appli-
cable to their operating phases.

1.4. Methods for Increasing
Reliability

An important objective of safety analyses is to
point out ways to increase the survival proba-
bility of technical systems. One possibility is
redundancy, i.e., more components than actual-
ly needed are installed; they lead to AND gates
in a fault tree. Another measure frequently
encountered is the installation of reserve com-
ponentswhich take over the function of themain
component in case that it should fail. A distinc-
tion is made between hot reserve (redundancy)
and cold reserve. A component running in neu-
tral that takes over a function after just a short
delay is called warm reserve.

The followingmodel describes a cold reserve
under the ideal condition that
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. The need to activate the reserve component is
noticed with probability 1 (normally an in-
strument switches on the reserve component
or an alarm prompts an operator to switch on
the reserve component)

. The reserve component starts with probability
1, i.e., it is available

. The change to the reserve component is such
that there is no interruption of the operation

The failure probability of a system of two
components q

ð2Þ
S ðtÞ described by the same fail-

ure rate then is

q
ð2Þ
S ðtÞ ¼ 1�e�ltð1þltÞ t � 0 ð8Þ

A relaxation of the above conditions leading
to a more realistic model of the system can be
achieved by using fault trees.

1.4.1. Maintenance Models

If components are not repaired, unavailability
and failure probability are identical. If they are
repaired, this is no longer true. A low unavail-
ability is not identical with a low failure proba-
bility. For example, an imaginary cable car
stops running several a times a day, but is
restored within minutes; it then has a low un-
availability but a high failure probability.
Which of the two parameters is appropriate to
characterize a component or a technical system
depends on the circumstances. Sometimes both
parameters are required. An emergency Diesel
generator needs high availability (probability to
start) and a high survival probability (function-
ing until the grid supply is restored, i.e., until
mission time t).

Repair on Failure. If components of a
standby system announce their failure or com-
ponents are essential for plant operation, it is
assumed that the failure is detected immediate-
ly. If additionally the following requirements
are satisfied:

. Repair is started immediately after failure

. Component lifetimes are exponentially
distributed

. Repair times are exponentially distributed

. Repair leads to a state ‘‘as good as new’’

we obtain the asymptotic unavailability

u ¼ Tr
TrþT

¼ l

lþm
ð9Þ

where Tr is the average time needed for repair
(mean time to repair: MTTR), and m the repair
rate m ¼ 1/Tr. If there is a delay until the failure
becomes known and further delays until the
repair is initiated, the sum of the repair time
and all other delays may replace Tr. This is
known as mean downtime (MTD); it allows
one to account for the total time during which
the component is not available. Time-dependent
results for this casemay be obtained by using the
theory of Markov processes [26]. Additionally,
this enables one to model even more complex
situations of maintenance. If the assumption of
exponentially distributed lifetimes, repair
times, etc. is to be relaxed, analogous results
are obtained by using renewal theory [27].

1.4.2. Recurrent Functional Tests

Components of a technical system are often
tested in certain time intervals. This applies
especially to standby components, whose state
(functioning or failed) can only be established in
this way, unless the component failure is self-
announcing.

The mathematical model makes use of the
following assumptions:

. Component lifetimes are exponentially
distributed

. The time interval between functional tests u is
constant

. Failures are only discovered on test

. The time needed for the test and a possibly
required repair or replacement is much smal-
ler than the average lifetime of the component
and hence taken to be equal to 0

. If the component has failed, it is either re-
placed or repaired in such a way that it is ‘‘as
good as new’’, i.e., lifetimes are distributed
with the same failure rate as before the repair.

We then have the unavailability

uðtÞ ¼ 1�exp½lðt�nuÞ� t � 0; n ¼ 0; 1; . . . ð10Þ

In Equation (10) n is the whole-numbered
part of the quotient t/u. This leads to the
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so-called sawtooth curve, which is shown in
Figure 7.

The maximum unavailability results imme-
diately before the test, i.e.

umax ¼ 1�expð�luÞ ð11Þ

and the time-averaged unavailability is

�u ¼ 1

u
�
Zu
u

f1�exp½�lðt�nuÞ�g�dt ¼ 1þ 1

lu
½expðluÞ�1� ð12Þ

A component with an exponentially distrib-
uted lifetime cannot be improved by mainte-
nance. An improvement would be equivalent to
a reduced failure rate. In the present model the
unavailability is equal to 0 after every test. If the
component workswhen tested it is new, because
l ¼ const. means it does not age. If the compo-
nent has to be repaired the ‘‘as good as new’’
hypothesis is required to ensure an unavailabil-
ity of 0.

Since failure rates usually are numerically
small, the arguments in the previous formulae
are often�1. In such a case, the approximation

expðxÞ 	 1�x

holds. This is frequently used, for example
in [28, 29]. Then the expressions of Table 4
result. When using them it is advisable to check
whether the argument is actually �1 or not.

1.5. Reliability Data

For applying the above equations reliability
data, i.e., component failure rates and failure
probabilities, are required. Their quality deter-
mines to a considerable extent the quality of the
results of a probabilistic analysis.

The reliability data applied should ideally
stem from the plant under investigation, i.e.,
they should be plant-specific. Whilst this objec-
tive may be achieved for analyses of nuclear
power stations (cf. [30]), it may not yet be
realized for plants from the process industry.

One should at least strive to apply data from
the same type of industry in analyses for which
plant specific-data are not available. This sug-
gests that key factors of influence on component
lifetime such as the type of component used, its
working conditions and environment, as well as

Figure 7. Time-dependent unavailability of a component with l ¼ 1000� 10�6�h�1 with and without functional tests in time
intervals u ¼ 720 h

Table 4. Approximate expressions for reliability parameters

Parameter Equation Denomination in [24, 25] Approximation

Unavailability (2) l�t
Availability (3) 1–l�t
Unavailability of a system with reserve (8) 1�[1�(l�t)2]
Unavailability (9) l�Tr (if l�Tr � 1)

Maximum unavailability (11) Probability of failure on demand (PFD) l�q
Time-averaged unavailability (12) Average probability of failure on demand (PFDavg) l�q/2
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the maintenance procedures applied are at least
similar. It is well known that even these relaxed
requirements may rarely be satisfied in the case
of process plants. This calls for a collection and
evaluation of reliability data, which should be
governed by strict quality assurance [31, 32].

When detailed fault tree analyses are carried
out reliability data are required at component
level. The main published sources are [33–37];
not all of them refer to the process industry, a
problem which is addressed in Section 1.8. If
risk-based studies are to be performed (see !
Plant and Process Safety, 7. Risk Calculations,
Section 7.1) aggregates like pipes with valves
and fittings, columns, vessels, etc. are consid-
ered as a single unit. Failure rates are then
supposed to cover all sorts of malfunctions and
refer to the loss of containment [38, 39].

Frequentist Reliability Data Evaluation.
Usually the lifetime observation process is con-
sidered to be a Poisson process [40]. Hence, the
lifetimes of the individual components are taken
as exponentially distributed, i.e., failures are
regarded as random events such that the past
does not influence future behavior. The compo-
nents are characterized by constant failure rates
l. (For simplicity’s sake theword ‘‘component’’
is used here to denote components, aggregates,
or sub-components.)

The maximum likelihood estimator under
these hypotheses is given by

l ¼ k

mt
ð13Þ

In Equation (13) k is the number of failures of
a specific failure mode observed, m the number
of components at risk, and t the corresponding
relevant time of observation.

The number of components at risk m
constitutes the group of components which are
considered to be technically similar and to
be working under comparable conditions. This
is the real-world approximation to the
statistician’s requirement of identical compo-
nents working under identical conditions. As a
result, the judging analyst considers them to
form a sufficiently homogeneous class so that
they can be described by the same distribution
with the same parameter l.

The relevant time of observation reflects the
time during which the conditions determining

the failure rate prevail. However, this does not
imply that failures cease to be random. For
example, a component exposed to a corrosive
environment would be expected to exhibit a
higher failure rate than an identical one working
under noncorrosive conditions. Nevertheless,
the moment of its failure cannot be predicted.

The following choices are available:

. Calendar time: t ¼ Tc, time during which the
items were observed

. Plant operation time: t ¼ Tp, time during
which the plant was in operation

. Component operation time: t ¼ Te, time dur-
ing which the item was in operation

Bayesian Reliability Data Evaluation. The
Bayesian approach [41] nowadays represents
the state of the art for evaluating reliability data.
It rests upon the theorem of BAYES

f ðl=EÞ ¼ f ðlÞLðE=lÞR¥
0

f ðlÞLðE=lÞdl
ð14Þ

where

. f ðlÞ is the prior probability density function
(pdf). It reflects the (subjective) assessment of
the failure rate before the lifetime observation
E is made.

. LðE=lÞ is the likelihood function. It repre-
sents the probability formaking observationE
under the condition that l is true.

. f ðl=EÞ is the posterior probability density
function (pdf). It represents the synthesis
between the knowledge about the failure rate
before the lifetime observations were made
and the result of the latter. Hence, it is a
mathematically consistent expression of a
learning process.

The denominator in Equation (14) serves to
normalize the result so that the integral of
Equation (14) is a probability, i.e., its value lies
between 0 and 1.

An important difference between the fre-
quentist and the Bayesian approach is that the
former determines a fixed but unknown param-
eter whilst the latter considers l to be a random
variable. The frequentist estimation of l pro-
vides a value and the corresponding confidence
interval. The Bayesian approach, on the other
hand, leads to a probability distribution. Both
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approaches reflect the fact that the reliability
data are uncertain.

The evaluation of fault trees requires addi-
tions, subtractions, and multiplications to be
performed. These can be carried out according
to well-established laws if probability distribu-
tions are involved. On the other hand, such rules
are lacking for confidence intervals. Thus, the
use of the Bayesian approach enables one to
propagate uncertainties of input data through
fault trees and to have them reflected by the final
result.

This is the reasonwhy theBayesian approach
is preferable, even if prior knowledge in the
form of previously evaluated data or expert
judgment is not available. We then make use
of the so-called noninformative prior pdf; the
procedure for other types of prior pdfs is de-
scribed, e.g., in [41].

The present case of a constant failure rate is
characterized by the Poisson likelihood function
L(E/l)

LðE=lÞ ¼ ðlmtÞ
k!

�e�lmt t; l � 0 ð15Þ

which gives the probability of k failures being
recorded on observing m components at risk
during time t if the failure rate l applies to this
component. Possible choices for t were
discussed above.

The corresponding noninformative prior pdf
is [41]

f ðlÞ / l�
1
2 ð16Þ

By introducing this prior pdf and the Poisson
likelihood of Equation (15) into Equation (14) it
is obtained

f ðl=EÞ ¼ lk�1=2�e�lmt

R¥
0

lk�1=2�e�lmt �dl
ð17Þ

and after integration

f ðl=EÞ ¼ Gðkþ1; lmtÞ
Gðkþ1Þ ð18Þ

In Equations (6)–(18) G(kþ1, lmt) is the
incomplete and G(kþ1) the complete Gamma
function [42]. The expected value of
Equation (18) is

M ¼ 2kþ1

2mt
ð19Þ

Note that Equation (19) produces a useful
result even if no failure (k ¼ 0) was observed

during time t. This is not true for Equation (13),
where the estimate for the failure rate would be
0, a result which would definitely change if the
component in question were observed for a
longer period of time.

The percentiles of the posterior distribution
may be determined by using the relationship
between the incomplete Gamma function and
the x2-distribution [42]

�l ¼
x2
ð2kþ1Þ;ð1þgÞ=2

2mt
ð20Þ

and

l ¼
x2
ð2kþ1Þ;ð1�gÞ=2

2mt
ð21Þ

In the evaluation of reliability data, g in
Equations (20) and (21) is normally taken to
be 0.9. Hence, Equation (20) provides the 95th
percentile and Equation (21) the 5th percentile
of the posterior distribution.

If g ¼ 0 is used in eitherEquation (20) or (21)
the distribution median (50% of the values lie
below and 50% above) is obtained.

For ease of application in uncertainty propa-
gation the resulting posterior probability func-
tions are often approximated by the log-normal
pdfs, since many relevant computer codes use
this type of distribution. The procedure is
explained below.

Approximation by a Log-Normal Distribu-
tion. The pdf of the log-normal distribution

is given by

f ðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sl

�exp �ðln l�mÞ2
2s2

 !
l > 0 ð22Þ

where l is the failure rate, m the mean value of
its logarithm, and s the corresponding standard
deviation. The distribution is characterized by
its expected value

M ¼ exp mþ s2

2

� �
ð23Þ

its median

l50 ¼ expðmÞ ð24Þ

and its 5th and 95th percentiles denoted by l05
and l95, respectively

l05 ¼ l50
K95

and l95 ¼ l50�K95 ð25Þ
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K95 is the uncertainty factor, defined as follows:

K95 ¼ expð1:6449�sÞ ð26Þ

where the value of 1.6449 is the argument of
the standard normal distribution corresponding
to a probability of 0.95. Hence, as is normally
done for failure rates, the factor is chosen such
that 90% of the values of l lie between l05
and l95.

The approximation of the resulting distribu-
tion from the previous section is carried out as
proposed in [43]. This implies that the 95th
percentiles and the medians of both equations
are equated and that the K95 factor is calculated
by dividing the 95th percentile by the median.

Dependent Failures. Besides independent
failures of components, dependent failures may
occur [44]. Their consequences may be partic-
ularly severe if they affect redundant compo-
nents or subsystems presenting themselves si-
multaneously or within a short interval of time
such that the failed states coexist. The following
types of such failures are distinguished:

1. Failures of two or more redundant compo-
nents or subsystems caused by functional
dependencies, i.e., resulting directly from
the structure of the system. For example,
functional dependencies may result from a
common auxiliary system (e.g., instrument
air supply), from a common control device,
or from multiply affecting human error.

2. Failures of two or more redundant compo-
nents or subsystems resulting from a single
previous failure. They are called propagating
or secondary failures.

3. Failures of two or more similar or identical
redundant components or subsystems due to
a single shared cause. They are referred to as
common-cause failures (CCF).

To adequately treat dependent failures in a
reliability analysis, failures of components due
to functional dependencies are modeled in the
fault trees.

Propagating failures, as far as they cannot be
excluded on grounds of spatial segregation or
adequate design of the components, should also
be modeled in the fault trees (e.g., secondary
failures induced by missiles, by pipe whip, or a
humid environment). Their modeling may

require calculations from a variety of fields,
e.g., structural mechanics.

After analyzing the previous two classes of
failures there remain those dependent failures
which are due to shared causes (CCF; design,
construction, or maintenance errors, e.g., un-
suitable lubricants in pump bearings). If possi-
ble, these should be quantified on the basis of
operating experience. Several types of failures
must be distinguished in this context:

. Failures which can either occur or be detected
only in case of an accident

. Failures detected on demand of a function (in
functional tests or in other recurrent system
demands)

. Self-announcing failures

Operating experience primarily provides da-
ta for the last two types of CCFs, which are
detected during the normal operation of the
plant. Failures which occur or can be detected
only during an accident must usually be pre-
dicted by analytical methods. The potential for
such failures is, however, likely to be detected if
operational requirements or routine functional
tests are representative of the requirements
on components or systems under accident
conditions.

The quantification of CCFs detected during
operation or functional tests is difficult, since
observations are usually scarce. This may be
explained as follows:

. Only a small fraction of component failures
are CCFs.

. Causes of system failures which have been
detected are usually eliminated. Similar fail-
ures will then only recur with an even smaller
probability.

If operating experience is not sufficient for
the quantification of common cause failures,
recourse must be taken to models. Such models
are described, for example, in [45, 46], where a
detailed account of modeling and parameter
estimation is given. Since operational experi-
ence with CCF in process plants is virtually
nonexistent, only the so-called b factor model is
described here. The b factor method is based on
the assumption that a constant fraction of all
component failures (namely b ¼ 10%) are
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dependent failures. Hence we have

lindependent ¼ lð1�bÞ lCCF ¼ lb ð27Þ

The generic b factor of 10%, which is sup-
posed to be valid for all types of components,
was derived for the intermeshed one out of two
systems formerly used in U.S. nuclear power
plants. It also contains contributions from func-
tional dependencies and from inadequate spatial
segregation. However, it does not take into
account that the probability of a system failure
decreases with an increasing number of redun-
dant subsystems or components. Likewise, the
influence of administrative measures or of hu-
man redundancy on the probability of depen-
dent failures is not included.

A firm establishment of an adequate b factor
for process plants would require a comprehen-
sive evaluation of operating experience. Hence,
the value of 10% may only serve as a default
value until more precise information is avail-
able. (A recent evaluation in German process
plants suggests a value of b ¼ 0.08).

1.6. Human Error

The safety analysis of a process plant would be
incomplete if human interventions were not
accounted for. Humans are involved in process
control during startup, production, and shut-
down, as well as in maintenance and in coping
with incidents and accidents. The extent to
which human intervention is required depends
on the degree of automation of the plant. The
design, construction, and erection of plants are
also human activities and hence may be subject
to human error.

Human error is defined as an act outside the
tolerance bounds. These are determined by the
technical boundary conditions and may there-
fore be influenced by the designer. The analysis
includes intentional (the operator believes that
he is doing the right thing, although it is wrong)
and unintentional error. Malevolence is not
addressed. To make a human act successful
each of the steps ‘‘information’’, ‘‘processing’’,
‘‘decision-making’’, and ‘‘action’’ must be per-
formed successfully. This highlights the man–
machine relationship. The information is usual-
ly provided by an alarm, and the next two steps
are performed by the operator just as the last

step, for which normally a technical device is
needed, e.g., a valve.

To analyze human error, classifications are
useful. The best known and probably most
widely used method for this is THERP (tech-
nique for human error rate prediction) [47]. It is
the only one for which applications in process
industry became known, as stated in the meth-
od-comparing study [48]. For this reason only
THERP is presented here.

In THERP the following broad classes are
distinguished:

. Human error due to the work environment,
especially equipment design and written and
oral procedures, where it is possible that the
demand placed on the operator does not
conform to his capabilities and limitations
(described by external performance shaping
factors, PSFs).

. Human error rooted in the personality (e.g.,
physical constitution, skills, motivations, ex-
pectations) or caused by factors whichmay be
influence by personal decisions (e.g., drinking
of alcohol); these are described by internal
PSFs.

The following types of human error are
normally addressed:

. Error of omission: failure to initiate perfor-
mance of a system-required task or action

. Error of commission: incorrect performance
of a system-required task or action, given that
the task or action is attempted, or the perfor-
mance of some extraneous task or action
which is not required by the system andwhich
has the potential for contributing to some
system-defined failure

. Error of sequence: performance of a task
or action while disregarding the correct
sequence

. Time error: performance of a task or action
outside the fixed time (e.g., too slow, too fast,
too late)

. Extraneous task: task or action which is not
required by the system and which has the
potential for contributing to some system-
defined failure

Furthermore the following distinctions may
be made:
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. Random error: Action outside the tolerance
limits not following a given scheme

. Systematic error: Action outside the tolerance
limits following a given scheme

. Sporadic errors: Rare acts outside the toler-
ance limits.

When quantifying human actions in reliabil-
ity and risk analyses, humans are regarded as
part of the system, i.e., they are treated as a
system component. They must fulfill a certain
task within a given interval of time, otherwise
the ‘‘component human’’ is considered to have
failed. Humans are distinct from technical com-
ponents in that their behavior is characterized by
a substantially larger variability and complexi-
ty. Therefore, the description of their behavior
in terms of reliability parameters is difficult. In
particular, complex interdependent actions in-
volving several persons or decision situations
are hardly amenable to probabilistic treatment.
Furthermore, there is an agreement that only
such actions or elements of actions can be
described by reliability parameters which
refer to skill or rule-based behavior, as defined
below.

Operator actions are classified into three
categories [49]; based on the definitions in [50],
these are:

1. Rule-based actions (or behavior). Behavior
in which a person follows remembered or
written rules, e.g., performance of written
post-diagnosis actions or calibrating an in-
strument or using a checklist to restore man-
ual valves to their normal operating status
after maintenance. Rule-based tasks are usu-
ally classified as step-by-step tasks unless the
operators must continually divide their at-
tention among several such tasks without
specific written cues each time they should
shift attention to a different task. In the latter
case, in which there is considerable reliance
on memory, the overall combination may be
classified as a dynamic task, especially in a
post accident condition.

2. Skill-based actions (or behavior). The
performance of more or less subconscious
routines governed by stored patterns of be-
havior, e.g., the performance of memorized
immediate emergency actions to control an
incipient runaway or an initiating event like

stirrer failure, or the use of a hand tool by a
person experienced with the tool. The dis-
tinction between skill-based actions and
rule-based actions is often arbitrary, but is
primarily in terms of the amount of con-
scious effort involved; in layman terms, the
amount of ‘‘thinking’’ required.

3. Knowledge-based actions (or behavior). Be-
havior which requires one to plan one’s
actions based on the functional and physical
properties of a system.

For the purpose of analysis actions pertaining
to the first two areas of behavior are broken
down into single elements to a degree such that
reliability parameters can be assigned to these
elements. Actions inscribed in the third area
should normally be anticipated by elaborating
pertinent scenarios. The required actions should
be laid down in the operating manual so that
they then belong to area (1).

In area (3) frequently actions after an acci-
dent must be assessed. The HCR method de-
scribed in [51] is often used to estimate the
corresponding nonresponse probability.

The THERP method is composed of four
steps:

1. Identification of those failure combinations
which will make the system under consider-
ation function or fail, if human error is taken
into account.

2. Identification and analysis of the human
tasks related to the system function in ques-
tion (task analysis).

3. Assignment or estimation of the relevant
failure probabilities taking into account the
specific conditions for the performance of
the action by performance shaping factors
(PSFs). The basic human error probabilities
of [47] are multiplied by these factors, which
are greater than 1.

4. Assessment of the influence of human error
on the probability of failure combinations
(composed of the failure of technical com-
ponents and human error) and on the unavail-
ability of the system function (as part of the
reliability analysis).

Two elements of this method deserve special
attention, the task analysis, and the decomposi-
tion of a complex action into its constituents.
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The task analysis precedes the quantitative
evaluation and implies a systematic identifica-
tion of the parameters which affect human
reliability. In performing the decomposition
existing dependencies must be identified and
accounted for.

The analysis of human actions needed for
operating plants is generally performed in the
following steps:

. Plant familiarization
. Collection of information
. Plant visit
. Examination of operational regulations/
information from technical systems
analysis

. Qualitative evaluation
. Determination of requirements for the
action

. Valuation of the circumstances for carry-
ing out the action

. Fixing the objectives

. Identification of performance shaping fac-
tors and interactions influencing human
actions

. Identification of the potential for human
error

. Modeling of human actions

. Quantitative evaluation
. Determination of probabilities for human
error

. Quantification of performance shaping
factors and interactions

. Assignment of probabilities for error
recovery (possibly by a second person)

. Implementation in the technical systems
analysis (e.g., as a primary event in a fault
tree)

It is fundamental for assessing human error
to identify and describe the human acts with
importance for the event sequence under analy-
sis (qualitative assessment). This corresponds to
the task analyses, which are characteristic of
ergonomic studies. Firstly, the important ac-
tions, the moment in time at which they are
required and the time period available for their
executionmust be determined. Furthermore, the
requirements for the action, the information
necessary, respectively available, and the pos-
sibilities of correction in case of omission or
faulty execution must be established. Addition-
ally, other factors of important influence on
human reliability, such as the state of knowl-
edge on the process in question, ergonomically
favorable or disadvantageous layout of the
workplace, tools, or the environment are identi-
fied. On the basis of this task analysis, reliability
data (normally failure probabilities on demand)
are assigned to the tasks identified. They stem
from the data collection provided in [47] (cf.
Table 5). If no data are available, analogiesmust
be used, for example, for ‘‘detection by strong
ammonia smell’’ ‘‘reaction to a compelling
signal’’.

The uncertainties of the failure probabilities
are treated by using log-normal distributions
(see Section 1.5). This is an inappropriate choice
for a probability, which is defined on [0,1], and
was replaced by a b distribution, for example
in [52].

Table 5. Excerpt of data for the quantification of human error (5th percentile q05, median q50, 95th percentile q95), according to [47]

Action Basic probability of failure

qH,05 qH,50 qH,95

Response to an alarm with signal horn and light signal 0.00005 0.0001 0.001

Reading an analogue meter 0.01 0.003 0.01

Reading a digital meter 0.0005 0.001 0.005

Discovery of an instrument failure if there is no failure signal 0.02 0.1 0.2

Changing of the position of a manual valve

with position indicator on the valve 0.0005 0.001 0.01

with position indicator away from the valve 0.001 0.002 0.01

without position indicator 0.003 0.01 0.1

General human error (error of omission or commission) 0.0033 0.01 0.03

Discovery of the wrong position of a valve on control without a checklist 0.1 0.5 0.9
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If complex sequences of actions must be
analyzed they are decomposed into individual
steps down to the level at which data are
available.

It is important for the assessment to account
for possible dependencies. Such dependencies
can exist both between the actions of several
persons and several consecutive actions per-
formed by one and the same person (e.g., be-
cause of high stress). This is accounted for
in [47] by a specific model which enables one
to assess probabilities under the condition that
the previous act carried out either by another or
the same person has failed.

The error probabilities of [47] apply for
‘‘optimal’’ conditions; if these do not prevail
they must be modified by performance shaping
factors (PSF). In what follows some of the PSFs
are described. They lead to multipliers for the
basic probabilities >1, if conditions are not
‘‘optimal’’. A method of basing the choice of
the multiplier, for which there is little guidance
in [47], to a large extent on ergonomic and
physiological evidence is presented in [53].

. Ergonomic layout of the control room: An
increase in failure probabilities is to be as-
sumed if the arrangement, labeling, and de-
sign of the control mechanism are such that
error is enhanced. This may be the case, for
example, if stereotypes are violated, or if
labeling of instruments and buttons is confus-
ing or hardly legible. A stereotype is the
expected reaction of a human to an outside
influence. For example, turning a button in a
clockwise direction is associated with switch-
ing off.

. Feedback through indications and alarms:
The probability of human failure is reduced
if feedback through indications and alarms
which render the detection of an error proba-
ble exists. The possibility of the discovery of
an error is to be taken into account, especially
if the operator is warned immediately after
committing it. This applies most of all if
system response to the error is rapid.

. Human redundancy: A further important way
of detecting errors results from human redun-
dancy, i.e., a decision or an act involves more
than one person with adequate qualification.
Redundancy is assumed as well if a person’s
acts are also controlled by another.

. Psychic stress: On assessing human error it
must be taken into consideration whether the
plant personnel is under stress. Figure 8 shows
the hypothetical relationship between stress
and human reliability
. Optimum reliability is attained according-
ly in case of moderate stress, which is high
enough to fully capture the operator’s
attention.

. Low stress decreases the attentiveness be-
cause uninteresting and undemanding
tasks cause a decrease in attention. Low
stress is applicable, for example, to routine
control walks.

. An optimum stress level exists in routine
operations in the control room during nor-
mal operation of plant, maintenance, and
functional tests. These activities do not
lead to excessive adaptation nor are they
too simple. Therefore, reliable perfor-
mance may be assumed.

. Very high stress and hence a high proba-
bility for human error reigns shortly after
the occurrence of an accident. With in-
creasing time after the accident lower
probabilities for human error may be as-
sumed, if the plant is brought under control
by appropriate automatic or human inter-
ventions during accident progression
thereby reducing the stress level.

. Qualification and training of operators: It may
normally be assumed that the staff of complex
technical installations is carefully selected
and hence has a sufficient qualification. This
may not apply to the same extent to training
before starting to work in the plant; hence, by
plant-specific training and recurrent training

Figure 8. Hypothetical relation between the realization of a
task and the existing stress level (according to [47])
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the skills and knowledge must be maintained.
Whilst often efficient training before
employment of personnel takes place, recur-
rent training is not so frequent. The latter has
considerable importance for maintaining the
necessary knowledge, especially for handling
accident situations.Frequently the effective-
ness of existing training programs is not
checked. The quality and recurrence of train-
ing has therefore to be taken into account in
assessing the reliability of the plant personnel.

. Written instructions: Normally lower failure
probabilities are assumed for actions based on
written instructions. Criteria to assess the
quality of written instructions are, for exam-
ple, good readability and clarity. If instruc-
tions concern actions for accident handling,
additionally ready access, updating and
clearness should be taken into account. Fur-
thermore it should be noted that written
instructions exonerate the operator, should
the result of following them be negative.

. Dependence of human acts: An important
influence factor in assessing human reliability
is the interdependence of human acts. Two
types are distinguished here: direct and indi-
rect dependence. There is direct dependence
if the interdependence is between several acts.
Similar tasks carried out by the same operator
one after another may serve as an example
(e.g., activation of two components, one im-
mediately after the other). Indirect depen-
dence implies that there is interdependence
between several acts and a factor of common
influence. Such a factor may, for example, be
a measuring device wrongly set or calibrated,
which is used to calibratemeasuring channels.
Complete independence of human acts is to be
expected if they are totally different or carried
out considerably separated as to place and
time. Additionally, the dependencies between
several operators involved in the same task
must be accounted for, as mentioned above.

Apart fromTHERP numerous other methods
were developed. Critical overviews are given
in [48] and [50]. More recent methods are
ATHEANA [54] and SPAR-H [52].ATHENEA
is based on the behavioral sciences view
of human performance comprising four
stages, i.e., monitoring and detection, situation
assessment, response planning, and response

implementation. The human error probabilities
were estimated or obtained by eliciting judg-
ments from experts [55]. SPAR-H discusses a
general psychological model of human infor-
mation processing as its basis. Generic error
rates and PSF multipliers are apparently based
on the authors’ observations/reviews of event
statistics and on a comparison with data in
existing HRA methods.

An application of the THERP methods is
presented in the following example [56].

Example: Isolation of a Leak in an Ammo-
nia Pipe. The system shown in Figure 9

serves for transporting ammonia at a tempera-
ture of �30�C to a pressurized storage down-
stream,which supplies ammonia to a production
process. A rupture of the pipe is expected to
occur with a frequency median of f50 ¼ 7.9 �
10�3 a�1 (K95 ¼ 10). If the location of the
rupture is such that the leak can be isolated
larger releases of ammonia may be prevented
by closing the pneumatic valve A.

Valve A can be closed locally (six places) or
from the control room. Two operators are pres-
ent day and night. One of them is to walk
through the plant once every hour. The walk-
around takes 10 min.

Fault Tree Representation. The probability
that the leak is not isolated can be assessed by
using the fault tree shown in Figure 10.

The leak is not isolated if

. Valve A is stuck and can therefore not be
closed (primary event x1)

. The solenoid valve fails (primary event x2)

. The operator does not press the button for
closing the valve (undeveloped event x3)

Figure 9. Schematic of storage tank and pipe
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Reliability Data for Technical Components.
For quantifying the fault tree the following
reliability data are used:

. Pneumatic valve: l50 ¼ 11.5 � 10�6 h�1;
error factor K95 ¼ 5; mean value l ¼ 18.6
� 10�6 h�1

. Solenoid valve: l ¼ 8.1 � 10�6 h�1;
error factor K95 ¼ 5; mean value l ¼ 13.0
� 10�6 h�1

Frequent operational demands on the valve
allow one to make the assumption that at least
once per week its correct functioning is checked
(operational demand as an equivalent for func-
tional test). The unavailability is then calculated
according to Equation (12) with u ¼ 168 h
giving:

. Pneumatic valve: u1 ¼ 0.0016

. Solenoid valve: u2 ¼ 0.0011

Calculation of the Probability of Failing to
Actuate the Valve. The following tasks must be
performed after the leak has occurred:

1. Detection of the leak: It is conceivable to see
that the leak has occurred, but only at day-
time and if the operator looks out of the
window or his colleague is on his walk-
around. Therefore, it is assumed conserva-
tively that the leak is only detected by an
increased smell of ammonia. An assessment
showed that the threshold of smell percep-
tion is reached after about 5 min.

2. Closing of valve A: According to the oper-
ating manual, valve A must be closed

whenever a stronger than usual smell of
ammonia is perceived. This is a safety-
geared measure. A conflict of interests is not
possible because the production is not affect-
ed by a temporary interruption of ammonia
flow to the pressurized storage. For this
reason closing the valve because of a false
alarm would not be problematic. The model
must account for the fact that we are dealing
with a case of human redundancy (two
operators). The event tree is presented in
Figure 11 and explained in what follows.

It is estimated that the probability of not
noticing the smell is qH,50 ¼ 0.001 (on the basis
of a datum for not observing a compelling signal
given in [47]). Since at this point in time it is still
unclear whether the leak is located such that it
can be isolated or not, the resulting high stress is
accounted for by amultiplier of 5. Therefore the
value used in the evaluation is qH,50 ¼ 0.005
with an error factor K95 ¼ 3.

The main operator then fails to close the
valve with a probability of qH,50 ¼ 0.01. Again
a stress factor of 5 is applied, so that qH,50 ¼
0.05 with K95 ¼ 5 is used.

The second operator may either be inside the
control room or on his inspection walk. He is
assumed to comply with his duty only with a
probability of 0.5. He spends 5/6 of the remain-
ing time inside the control room as well, so that
the total probability of being outdoors is 1�
(0.5þ0.5�5/6) 	 0.08; an error factor of
K95 ¼ 2 is considered appropriate.

If the second operator is inside the control
room his decision on whether there is an in-
creased smell of ammonia or not is influenced by
the opinion of his colleague. If themain operator
denies the elevated smell, high dependence of
the opinion forming process of the second oper-
ator is assumed.Thecorrespondingmodel in [47]
gives a conditional probability with a median of
0.5with an error factor of 2 in this case. If, on the
other hand, he is convinced that there is a leak
(complementary probability to the foregoing
assessment) he carries out the act of closing
analogously to his colleague if he had diagnosed
the situation properly, as explained above.

If the second operator is outdoors he will
analyze the situation the sameway as the control
operator, because in this case they are assumed
to act independently.

Figure 10. Fault tree for calculating the probability that the
leak is not isolated
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The numerical evaluation of the fault tree of
Figure 11 leads to:

Median: 5.4 � 10�2

Expected value: 8.0 � 10�2

5th centile: 1.3 � 10�3

95th centile: 2.3 � 10�1

Error factor K95: 4.3

Expected Frequency of a Larger Release.
Using the failure probabilities for the technical
components and the probability of human error
aswell as the expected frequency of pipe rupture
a total frequency for the leak not being closed
off

Median: 4.3 � 10�4 a�1

Expected value: 1.7 � 10�3 a�1

5th centile: 2.8 � 10�5 a�1

95th centile: 6.6 � 10�3 a�1

Error factor K95: 15.3

results.
In this particular case the contribution of

human error amounts to approximately 97%,
so that automating the closing of the valvemight
be considered.

1.7. Semiquantitative Methods

1.7.1. LOPA (Layer of Protection
Analysis)

Amore recent development in the sector of risk
analysis for process plants is the layer of
protection analysis (LOPA) [57]. It uses the

Figure 11. Event tree for assessing human error (primary event x3 in the fault tree of Figure 9) and its numerical evaluation
based on mean values.
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underlying idea of event tree analysis (Sec-
tion 1.2.1). Generic failure rates are attached
to the initiating events, for example, failure of a
coolant pump. Likewise this is true for the
unavailabilities of protective barriers which are
meant to control the initiating event (e.g., limit-
ing or SCRAM systems). These barriers must be
independent from one another. To obtain an
estimate for the risk the expected frequencies
of undesired events, such as the release of
hazardous materials, which occur after the bar-
riers have failed are combined with categorized
accident consequences. LOPA provides an or-
der-of-magnitude estimate of risk and shall not
replace a detailed analysis.

1.7.2. SQUAFTA (Semiquantitative
Fault Tree Analysis)

An important obstacle to using fault tree
analysis for process plants is the dearth of
appropriate reliability data. This leads to
time-consuming and error-prone searches. In
any case the quality of the analysis suffers from
the circumstance that non-plant-specific data
cannot completely capture the specific situa-
tion (i.e., type of components, quality of main-
tenance, etc.) in the plant under investigation.
This is why the program system SQUAF-
TA [58] uses generic ranges for reliability
data (see Section 1.8). These ranges are in-
tended to account for their uncertainties. The
latter stem amongst others from the fact that
data is transferred from the plant of origin to
another plant with different conditions. The
uncertainties are propagated through the
numerical evaluation of the fault tree. Results
are given for minimal cut sets and the entire
tree in natural language. A numerical output
supports the identification of design weak-
nesses. The program system is accompanied
by a library containing reliability data for
components deployed in process plants. These
are selected to account for the relevant main-
tenance interval by indicating a cardinal num-
ber. An analogous procedure is provided for
the expected frequencies of initiating events
and human error probabilities.

The procedure provides the advantages of a
fault tree analysis at lower work expenditure.
Dependencies, which are often present in

process plant safety barriers and should not be
neglected in order to avoid nonconservative
results, are accounted for.

1.8. Numerical Evaluation of a Fault
Tree Including Reliability Data
Comparisons

In what follows the fault tree of Figure 5 is
evaluated numerically. The presentation fol-
lows [21]. The objective is not only to show
the numerical results but also to address the
potential impact of different sets of reliability
data on the result. This is important because
plant-specific reliability data are practically not
available for process plants.

Reliability Data. The reliability data origi-
nally prepared for the analysis were taken
from [59–63]. In some cases the influence of
corrosive media was accounted for by multiply-
ing the failure rates by factors of 2 or 4, depend-
ing on the judged degree of influence. They are
denoted by ‘‘original’’. Human error probabili-
ties were evaluated following [47] (cf.
Section 1.6).

The data set marked ‘‘GRS’’ results from a
systematic collection and evaluation in the com-
pany operating the plant, but for different pro-
ductions, e.g., TNT and nitroglycol [34]; the
data are site-specific in case of the hexogen plant
and plant-specific for nitroglycol.

The data set ‘‘OREDA’’ stems from the
offshore experience presented in [35].

By far the most comprehensive collection is
the reliability data collection in the nuclear
power plant Biblis B [33]. It refers to a different
industry. Yet, it reflects approximately the time
period of the construction of the plants.

Not all the components to be assessed were
covered by each of the sources. In these cases
the original data were used. Sometimes the
delimitation of the components was doubtful;
the corresponding failure rates may therefore
not totally cover the components.

The aforementioned problems naturally do
not occur if plant-specific data are used. Addi-
tionally, the working environment of the
components and the quality of the housekeeping
is then reflected in the failure rates. The
data denoted by ‘‘GRS’’ come closest to this
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requirement for the hexogen plant and hence for
the system to be analyzed here.

All data sets, except for the original one,
were evaluated on the basis of the number of
failures and the accumulated time of operation
by using a Bayesian approach with an uninfor-
mative prior density function and the Poisson
likelihood function of Equation (15). The result
is approximated by a log-normal distribution
characterized by its median and the error factor
K95. The latter implies that the interval generat-
ed by dividing the median by K95 and multiply-
ing it by K95 comprises 90% of the values of the
corresponding failure rate.

The underlying idea in [58] (cf.
Section 1.7.2) is that reliability data are always
affected by uncertainties, which are enhanced
by their transfer from other installations to the
one under investigation. Accepting this fact
they may as well be represented by ranges.
The ones chosen are indicated in Table 6 as
expected frequencies for initiating events, de-
noted by the failure rate l of the corresponding
component, and as probabilities for the una-
vailabilities of standby components u. The
results of the calculations are stated in terms
of their mean values and the associated stan-
dard deviations.

The frequency range containing the arith-
metic mean of the 5th and 95th percentiles of
the failure rate l is assigned; furthermore, the
probability range containing the arithmetic
mean of the time-averaged unavailabilities
calculated by using the 5th and 95th percentiles
of the failure rate l is chosen. The time-
averaged unavailability is obtained from
Equation (12).

The reliability data and class assignments
used for the evaluation of the fault tree of
Figure 5 are presented in Table 6.

Minimal Cut Sets. The fault tree of Figure 5
has the following minimal cut sets, which are
presented in relation with the initiating event to
which they contribute:

Initiating event 1:

k7 ¼ x1�x4�x10; k11 ¼ x1�x2�x10; k15 ¼ x1�x5�x10; k16 ¼ x1�x8�x10;
k17 ¼ x1�x3�x10
k18 ¼ x1�x6�x7x10
Initiating event 9:

k3 ¼ x9�x10
Initiating event 11:

k1 ¼ x11

Initiating event 12:

k4 ¼ x12�x16; k8 ¼ x12�x13; k9 ¼ x12�x17; k12 ¼ x12�x1;
k13 ¼ x12�x15; k14 ¼ x12�x18�x19

Initiating event 20:

k2 ¼ x20�x22; k6 ¼ x20�x23

Initiating event 21:

k5 ¼ x21�x22; k10 ¼ x21�x23

To obtain the corresponding probability, the
following theorems are used [23]:

The expected value of a sum is equal to the
sum of the expected values:

E½x1þx2þ . . . xI � ¼ E
XI
i¼1

xi

" #
¼
XI
i¼1

E½xi� ð28Þ

and, in case of mutual independence, which is
always assumed (common cause events are
introduced into the fault tree separately)

E½x1þx2þ . . . xI � ¼ E
YI
i¼1

xi

" #
¼
YI
i¼1

E½xi� ð29Þ

And the expected value of the indicator
variable xi is equal to its unavailability.

E½xi� ¼ ui ð30Þ

where E[] denotes the expected value of the
quantity in brackets.

Hence using the ‘‘rare event approximation’’,
i.e., products of small quantities are neglected

U 	
XJ
j¼1

E½kj� ð31Þ

Table 6.Assignment of the expected frequencies of initiating events

and the unavailabilities of standby components to different classes

Class Expected frequency

range, a�1

Probability range

1 10.0 < l � 1.0 0.1 < u � 0.8

2 1.0 < l � 0.1 0.01 < u � 0.1

3 0.1 < l � 0.01 0.001 < u � 0.01

4 0.01 < l � 0.001 0.0001 < u � 0.001

5 0.001 < l � 0.0001 0.00001 < u � 0.0001

6 free choice free choice
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approximates the unavailability of the entire
system. If initiating events are involved, the
unavailability of the initiating event is set equal
to 1 in a first step. The result thus obtained is
thenmultiplied by the expected frequency of the
event.

The procedure is shown for initiating event
No. 21, which involves components 21, 22, and
23. From Table 6 (original data) we have:

21: Failure of thermostat for R1: l50 ¼ 3.2 �
10�6 h�1; error factorK95 ¼ 2.2;mean value
l ¼ 3.6� 10�6 h�1 ¼ 3.14� 10�2 a�1. The
latter is the annual frequency for the initiat-
ing event No. 21.

22: Failure of TAH04: l50 ¼ 3.2 � 10�6 h�1;
error factor K95 ¼ 2.2; mean value l ¼ 3.6
� 10�6 h�1. Considering the time between
functional tests of u ¼ 672 h, Equation (12)
gives u ¼ 1.208 � 10�3. A calibration error
with a median u50 ¼ 0.01 and a dispersion
factorK ¼ 5, hence u¼0.016 is added to this
value. This gives a total for event No. 22 of
u ¼ 0.0173.

23: No countermeasure on alarm TAH04: q50
0.005; error factor K95 ¼ 10; mean value
q ¼ 0.00133.

Applying Equations (29) and (30) and setting
the unavailability of eventNo. 21 of u ¼ 1 gives

E½k5� ¼ 0:0173 and E½k10� ¼ 0:00133

Using Equation (31) gives the unavailability
of the barriers

U 	 0:0187

Multiplying this value by the expected fre-
quency of event No. 21 gives the expected
frequency of the contribution of initiating event
No. 21 to the undesired event as

5:87� 10�4 a�1

This corresponds to result in Table 9 (last
line of the column ‘‘original data’’).

Results. The fault tree of Figure 5 is evalu-
ated by using the reliability data from Table 7.
The initiating events are assessed by using the
frequencies from the table directly, whilst all
other components are treated on the basis of
Equation (12) by using the times between in-
spections u indicated in the footnote of Table 7.

Table 8 provides the corresponding numeri-
cal values. Theywere obtained by using straight
Monte Carlo with 106 trials [64]. This large
number ensures that even the tails of the dis-
tributions for the reliability data are well repre-
sented. Since the fault tree leads to just 18
minimal cut sets, this is possiblewith computing
times below one minute.

It is evident that the differences are not
excessive; the relative difference between the
highest and the lowest mean value is 37%
(excluding the range-based calculation). The
range calculated covers the major part of any
of the resulting probability density functions. It
thus provides an appropriate assessment giving
somewhat conservative values.

An analysis concerning the individual initi-
ating events is presented in Table 9. Despite
numerical differences it is evident that the un-
availabilities of the barriers are virtually unaf-
fected by the choice of the data set.When ranges
are used, the absolute values are higher, but their
order is not affected.

An overview of the components whose fail-
ure contributes most to the final result is provid-
ed in Table 10. It is obtained by setting the
failure rate of the component indicated in the
leftmost column to zero and calculating the
reduction in system failure frequency. It is evi-
dent that the first eight components play an
important role, although their ranking is not
identical. No substantial differences in the iden-
tification of components with large impact on
the result can be noted.

Conclusions. The calculations performed
for the cooling system show that results using
different data sets do not differ substantially; in
particular, the comparison of the relative im-
portance of different initiating events is virtual-
ly not affected. Thus, the same weak points of
the designwould be identified irrespective of the
data set used. Even the gross method using
ranges does not call for a substantial modifica-
tion of this statement. These findings are
supported by [65, 66].

However, the results do not prove that this is
true in general. Therefore, one should strive to
provide plant-specific reliability data that re-
move all doubt concerning their applicability.
However, in the meantime the dearth of data
available for probabilistic analyses of process
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Table 7. Reliability data from different sources for describing the basic events of the fault tree of Figure 5

Component no. i Description Original GRS OREDA Biblis Ranges

Median,

10�6 h�1

Factor of

dispersion K95

Median,

10�6 h�1

Factor of

dispersion K95

Median,

10�6 h�1

Factor of

dispersion K95

Median,

10�6 h�1

Factor of

dispersion K95

Class

assignment

1 Operational failure pump P1Ab 42 1.9 52.2 1.1 31.6 3.2 13.7 1.3 1

2 Alarm via flow meter FAL1 failsa 16 5.8 185 2.5 3.6 2.0 17.2 1.4 2

5 Reserve pump P1B does not startc 11 3.2 28 1.4 2.8 3.3 22.9 1.2 3

7 Check valve behind PA1 does not closec,d 0.28 6.0 8.3 2.5 0.17 8.4 0.19 2.5 5

8 Check valve behind PA2 does not openc,d 0.28 6.0 8.3 2.5 0.17 8.4 0.7 1.7 5

9 Supply to cold part of the tank too low

because of a pipe leakb,d
1.4 6.0 1.4 6.0 1.4 6.0 1.4 6.0 3

11 Undetected leak behind pressure switchb,e 0.06 6.0 0.06 6.0 0.06 6.0 0.06 6.0 4

12 Operational failure pump PA2b 42 1.9 52.2 1.1 5.1 2.5 13.7 1.3 1

13 Failure PAL06a 6.5 4.2 0.93 8.4 2.8 2.0 7.5 1.2 4

16 Reserve pump P2B does not startc 11 3.2 28 1.4 2.8 3.3 22.9 1.2 3

17 Check valve behind P2B does not openc,d 0.28 6 8.3 2.5 0.17 8.4 0.7 1.7 5

18 Check valve behind P2A does not closec,d 0.28 6 8.3 2.5 0.17 8.4 0.19 2.5 5

20 Failure of refrigerating unit R1b,d 168 3.0 23.3 3.3 168 3.0 168 3.0 1

21 Failure of thermostat for R1b 3.2 2.2 33.1 2.5 4.8 2.2 3.0 1.3 3

22 Failure of TAH04a 3.2 2.2 60.4 1.5 4.8 2.2 3.0 1.3 3

Human error probabilities in 10�6

3 No attention paid to flow alarm FAL1 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 3

4 No manual start reserve pump P1B 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 3

6 Hand valve before P1A not closed 10000 5.0 10000 5.0 10000 5.0 10000 5.0 2

10 Leak not detected 1000000 1.0 1000000 1.0 1000000 1.0 1000000 1.0 6

14 Pump P2B not started manually 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 3

15 No attention paid to pressure alarm PAL06 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 3

19 Hand valve before P2A not closed 500000 5.0 500000 5.0 500000 5.0 500000 5.0 1

23 No countermeasure on alarm TAH04 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 500 10.0 3

Usual time between inspections q ¼ 672 h.
aA calibration error with a median u50 ¼ 0.01 and a dispersion factor K ¼ 5 is added in the calculations.
bInitiating event;
cq ¼ 168 h.
dEstimated error factor.
eEstimate, numbers in boldface indicate that the value was taken from ‘‘original’’ due to a lack of a corresponding datum in the referred source.
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plants should not be an impediment to their
useful application in improving plant safety,
especially when dominating initiators and acci-
dent sequences are to be identified. The latter
only requires relative and not absolute
statements.

2. Consequence Analysis

Causes for releases and the procedure for cal-
culating their expected frequencies of occur-
rence were presented in Chapter 1. The follow-
ing sections deal with the treatment of the
consequences if the substances involved are
flammable, explosible, or toxic or exhibit sev-
eral of these properties at the same time, which
means dealing with the right-hand side of
Figure 1.

The models presented below are determin-
istic. However, their boundary conditions,
represented by ‘‘characteristics’’ in Figure 1,
are probabilistic in the strict sense. This is
shown, for example, in Figure 12, where the
expected frequencies of different leak sizes are
presented. The deterministic approach implies
on the contrary that a specified boundary or
initial condition, e.g., a leak with a diameter of
10 mm2, occurs with probability 1.

Hence, the main difficulty in assessing con-
sequences does not lie so much in the adequacy
and quality of the models, but in the correct
formulation of the boundary and initial condi-
tions. Another complication is the fact that the
boundaries are mostly open, e.g., the atmo-
sphere, and not fixed like the walls of a pipe.
Potential accident paths are presented in
Figure 13.

Accidents may occur inside the plant
equipment, e.g., a runaway reaction inside a

reactor or equipment or an internal fire with
subsequent loss of containment, or follow
releases due to causes stated in Figure 13. The
state of aggregation of the substances involved
is determined by their process and storage
conditions, i.e., pressures and temperatures
inside the containment. Additionally, their
composition must be contemplated. Releases
range from slow discharges through pinholes
through rapid discharges from full bore holes to
virtually instantaneous discharges (puff re-
leases) after catastrophic failures of vessels,
which last for a few milliseconds. Therefore
the following discharge conditions are normally
contemplated:

. Liquid

. Compressed gas

. Pressurized liquefied gas

both as puff releases or releases spread over
time. During and after release the substances
involved interact with the environment in a way
which depends on their properties, those of the
environment, and the physical conditions of
their release. Accordingly, the releasedmaterial
may ignite immediately, form a pool, or dis-
perse in the atmosphere.

The models used for calculating discharge
presented in ! Plant and Process Safety, 5.
Engineered Safety Measures, Section 3.2 can
be applied as well to the discharge from leaks by
using an adequate discharge factor.

If the discharge is in gaseous form and
no immediate ignition takes place the
substances disperse in the atmosphere. If a
liquid is released, pools are formed. The sub-
stance then evaporates. Pools grow with in-
creasing released quantity and change their
geometry. If there is a discharge into a bund
the geometry is determined by that of the bund.
The level then rises with an increasing spilt
quantity.

By way of example the different possible
outcomes from a release of a gas stored
under pressure are shown in Figure 14. They
are represented by an event tree (see
Section 1.2.1). It is desirable to attach proba-
bilities to the different paths of the event tree.
However, this is a difficult and somewhat
controversial task; values may be found, e.g.,
in [68–70].

Table 8. Characteristic parameters of the expected annual frequen-

cies of cooling system failures (distribution parameters based on 106

Monte Carlo trials)

5th

centile

Median Mean 95th

centile

K95

Original 0.019 0.061 0.078 0.20 3.2

GRS 0.046 0.091 0.100 0.18 2.0

OREDA 0.016 0.055 0.073 0.19 3.4

Biblis 0.012 0.045 0.063 0.17 3.8

Ranges 0.47
0.41
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Table 9. Expected frequencies of the initiating events, unavailabilities of the corresponding barriers, and expected frequencies of cooling system failures from the different initiating events

Original data GRS OREDA

Initiating

event

Annual frequency

of the initiating

event

Unavailability

of barriers

Annual frequency

of the undesired

event

Annual frequency

of the initiating

event

Unavailability

of barriers

Annual frequency

of the undesired

event

Annual frequency

of the initiating

event

Unavailability

of barriers

Annual frequency

of the undesired

event

1 0.40 2.94�10�2 1.17�10�2 0.46 9.41�10�2 4.31�10�2 0.36 2.04�10�2 7.25�10�3

9 2.22�10�2 1 2.22�10�2 2.22�10�2 1 2.22�10�2 2.22�10�2 1 2.22�10�2

11 9.51�10�4 1 9.51�10�4 9.51�10�4 1 9.51�10�4 9.51�10�4 1 9.51�10�4

12 0.40 2.32�10�2 9.20�10�3 0.46 2.33�10�2 1.07�10�2 0.36 2.01�10�2 7.16�10�3

20 1.84 1.87�10�2 3.43�10�2 0.27 3.83�10�2 1.02�10�2 1.84 1.93�10�2 3.54�10�2

21 3.14�10�2 1.87�10�2 5.87�10�4 0.34 3.83�10�2 1.30�10�2 4.72�10�2 1.93�10�2 9.08�10�4

Total 7.9�10�2 1.0�10�1 7.4�10�2

Biblis Ranges

Initiating

event

Annual frequency

of the initiating

event

Unavailability

of barriers

Annual frequency

of the undesired

event

Annual frequency

of the initiating

event

Unavailability

of barriers

Annual frequency

of the undesired

event

1 0.12 2.66�10�2 3.23�10�3 5.5 6.1�10�2 0.34

9 2.22�10�2 1 2.22�10�2 5.5�10�2 1 5.5�10�2

11 9.51�10�4 1 9.51�10�4 5.5�10�3 1 5.5�10�3

12 0.12 2.33�10�2 2.83�10�3 5.5 6.1�10�2 3.4�10�1

20 1.84 1.85�10�2 3.40�10�2 5.5 5.6�10�2 3.1�10�1

21 2.66�10�2 1.85�10�2 4.92�10�4 5.5�10�2 5.6�10�2 3.1�10�3

Total 6.4�10�2 1.0
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2.1. PoolFormationandVaporization
from Pools

If a fluid is released, a pool is formed. Vapori-
zation must then occur before a cloud is formed,
which is dispersed in the atmosphere. The pro-
cess of vaporization determines the rate at
which the substance enters the cloud; it repre-
sents the source term. In [71] the following three
situations are distinguished:

1. Spillage of a volatile liquid at atmospheric
temperature and pressure, e.g., acetone spill-
age of a superheated liquid
a. at ambient temperature and under pres-

sure, e.g., butane
b. at high temperature and under pressure,

e.g., hot cyclohexane

2. Spillage of a refrigerated liquefied gas at low
temperature but atmospheric pressure, e.g.,
cold methane

Releases both into bunds and directly onto
the ground must be addressed. If the release is
into a bund the geometry and area are given. If,

on the other hand, a spillage on the ground must
be modeled, a circular pool is generally as-
sumed. According to [72] the following factors
are crucial in determining the vaporization rate
of the pool formed after spillage:

. Average liquid pool temperature governed by
the heat balance for the pool

. Liquid pool surface area

. Mass transfer coefficient from the pool

There is a large variety of models addressing
the problem of pool size and evaporation from
the pool; an overview and evaluation is given
in [73]. It appears that GASP [74] is one of the
most advanced models despite missing details
in pool formation and restriction to circular
pools. A number of rule-of-thumb approaches
may be found in [75, 76]. In [77] specific aspects
of treating mixtures are addressed; [78, 79]
provide an overview of experimental work done
in the area.

In GASP the following system of differential
equations is solved [72]

dr

dt
¼ u

du

dt
¼ 4gh

r
�CF

dV

dt
¼ qs

rl
� urA
Atop

� qd
rl

dT

dt
¼ AtopðH�rlurALvÞ

cp;1rlV
þ qsðTqs�TÞ

rlV

dVd

dt
¼ qs

rl

dVE

dt
¼ urAAtop

r: radius of the pool, m;

u: spreading velocity of the pool, m/s;

Table 10. Reduced values of the frequency of system failure in %

assuming that the specified component or human act does not fail in

ascending order based on original data (without basic events 9, 11,

and 20 and all events representing human error; cf. Table 7)

Component

No. i

Original GRS-A-1500 OREDA Biblis Ranges

1 29.8 21.5 49.2 37.7 16.2

2 38.1 25.8 60.4 53.6 24.0

12 70.8 94.9 58.0 64.1 84.6

13 79.1 99.2 69.2 80.0 92.4

16 92.3 97.4 90.8 84.8 92.4

5 92.3 97.6 90.8 84.8 92.8

21 99.4 83.6 92.8 98.2 99.2

22 99.4 83.6 92.8 98.2 99.2

Figure 12. Expected annual frequencies for leaks of different sizes in a pipe with DN 25 (calculation based on [67])
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g: acceleration due to gravity, m/s2;

h: height of the pool, m;

CF: frictional resistance;

V: pool volume, m3;

qs: liquid supply rate to the pool, kg/s;

rl: liquid density, k/m3

urA: liquid surface regression rate, m/s;

Atop: pool surface area, m2;

qd: drainage rate, kg/s;

T: pool temperature, k;

H: heat flux density, W/m2;

Lv: heat of vaporization of pool liquid, J/kg;

cp,l: heat capacity of liquid, J kg�1�K�1

Tqs: liquid supply temperature, K;

Vd: volume of liquid discharged into the pool, m3;

VE: volume of liquid vaporized from the pool, m3

Figure 13. Potential types and characteristics of accidents in process plants
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According to [73] the following features are
addressed in GASP, whose treatment may re-
quire slight modifications to be made to the
above equations:

On land
. Spreading of liquid on land (either unconfined
or confined by a bund)

. Instantaneous and continuous releases

. Smooth and rough ground

. Conduction from the ground, convection
from the air and solar radiation

On water
. Spreading of liquid on water (either uncon-
fined or confined)

. Instantaneous and continuous releases

. Heat transfer from contact with thewater, film
boiling heat transfer, convection from the air,
solar radiation

LNG
. LNG treated as methane
. Vaporization of LNG pools on land and on
water by
. Boiling (vaporization at constant temper-
ature driven by the heat flux to the pool)

. Evaporation (vaporization driven by re-
moval of vapor from above the pool
surface

. General heat balance allowing for chang-
ing temperature

Figure 15 shows the source term for atmo-
spheric dispersion for the example of a spillage
of cold chlorine given in [72]. It was calculated
with GASP (cf. [74]) and the PHAST code [70],
which is in widespread use for process plant risk
assessments. Some explanations for the differ-
ences encountered, among them the wrong
spreading law for the pool, i.e., rðtÞ � t1=2 and

Figure 14. Event tree for the release of a gas stored under pressure (Pi, i ¼ 0,. . ., 3: conditional probabilities for the event to
follow the path in question) [68]

Figure 15. Evolution with time of the evaporation rate of the pool, comparison between GASP and PHAST
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flaws in the relationship for the evaporation heat
flow used in PHAST, are given in [80]. This
shows that care must be exercised in assessing a
source term from pool vaporization; this applies
a fortiori if rule-of-thumb approaches are
used [75, 76].

2.2. Vapor Cloud Dispersion

Industrial gases are transported, stored and used
in steadily increasing amounts. Since many of
these gases are either toxic flammable or both,
there is heightened concern amongst the public
and the regulatory bodies over the potential
hazards in case of accidental releases.

The objective of this chapter is to explain the
basics of vapor cloud dispersion. In particular
the present German practice for obtaining esti-
mates of the size of the area endangered by
accidental spills is elucidated.

2.2.1. Formulation of the Problem

Accidental releases are characterized by

. Variable spill rates

. Variable gas properties

. Variable spill scenarios (instantaneous,
continuous)

. Variable atmospheric conditions during the
spill

. Variable obstacle configuration into which
the gas is released

This results in a large number of possible
parameter combinations which need to be sepa-
rated into suitably defined sub-groups. The first

distinction is usually made with respect to the
density of the release.

Industrial gases are typically heavier than air,
either due to their higher molar mass or since
they are liquefied by pressure or stored and
transported at very low temperatures. Once the
gas is released a heavy gas cloud develops
which forms a flat layer near the ground with
a typical front vortex (gravity head) and a sharp
density step at the upper edge. This heavy gas
cloud is largely driven by gravity and develops a
momentum of its own, initially quite indepen-
dent of the atmospheric conditions. With in-
creasing distance from the source more and
more ambient air is entrained into the vapor
cloud, thereby decreasing the density difference
and adding momentum of the surrounding wind
flow into the cloud. When the density of the
cloud comes close to the density of the ambient
air, the initial heavy gas dispersion phase is
over. Atmospheric turbulence instead of inter-
nal cloud turbulence determines themixing, and
the diluted cloud disperses as if it were a neu-
trally dense gas and solely subject to atmospher-
ic conditions (passive dispersion phase).
Figure 16 gives a visual impression of the initial
(gravity spreading) dispersion phase of a heavy
gas cloud.

In terms of concentration the gravity spread-
ing dispersion phase extends usually down to a
few percent of the source concentration. This
corresponds to the lower flammability limit of
most flammable gases, i.e., for these gases a
heavy gas dispersion model usually covers the
whole area of interest.

In case of toxic gases which can still be
harmful at concentrations of a few ppm or less

Figure 16. Sketch of the development of a heavy gas release with time t
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it is necessary to extend the calculation over a
much larger area. If the gas is heavier than air the
heavy gas model needs to be coupled with a
second model which uses the output of the
heavy gas code as input and simulates the cloud
dispersion in the subsequent passive phase. For
neutrally dense or buoyant spills only the second
phase model needs to be applied.

2.2.2. German Practice

Licensing procedures for potentially dangerous
plants require a certain degree of uniformity
which ensures that different plant operators are
treated equally. In Germany the Engineering
Society VDI releases guidelines for numerous
purposes. For applications as discussed here the
VDI-Guidelines 3783 Part 1 and Part 2 are
relevant [81, 82]. They contain screening tools
for accidental releases of neutrally dense and
buoyant (Part 1) or heavy (Part 2) gases. These
tools were already developed more than 20
years ago. However, they are still intensely used
since their program codes run on simple PCs,
come with user-friendly menus, and require
onlymodel inputs which can easily be provided.

Screening Tool for Neutrally Dense or
Buoyant Vapor Clouds. The screening tool

for neutrally dense or buoyant vapor clouds is
based on the Gaussian dispersion formula for
instantaneous point sources with reflection at
the ground. For worst-case assessments reflec-
tion takes place also at an inversion layer above
the cloud, thereby confining the vapor cloud
within a narrow layer between the ground and
the assumed inversion height. Sigmaparameters
according to [83] are used and an effective
source height is calculated according to Guide-
line VDI 3782, Part 3 [84]. Line, area, and
volume sources are code-internally generated
through superimposition of multiple point
sources, and time-varying or continuous spills
through stringing together several release
sequences.

Gaussian models are applicable to pollutant
emissions into stationary and uniform atmo-
spheric flows, for example, tall stack releases
in flat, unobstructed terrain. For concentration
predictions in complex structured industrial
areas where flow conditions are usually far from

uniform or stationary and where the vapor
clouds are released near the ground into an
industrially shaped landscape, this model type
cannot properly be applied. Guideline VDI
3783, part 1, is therefore increasingly criticized,
and VDI is looking for alternatives. However,
finding a more reliable alternative is not an easy
task, as is subsequently shown.

Tools which have the potential to accommo-
date obstacles in a reasonable way are micro-
scale meteorological models of prognostic type.
These models are based on the Navier-Stokes
equation. Directly solving the equation in a
turbulent flow requires a very fine grid to cap-
ture all the relevant scales, down to the so-called
Kolmogorov scale (usually less than a millime-
ter). Furthermore, a time-dependent solution
over sufficiently long periods is needed to yield
stable time averages of the flow variables. This
approach is called direct numerical simulation
(DNS). As its computational demand is too high
for the Reynolds numbers typically encountered
in atmospheric boundary layers, DNS is not
applicable here.

The computational demand can be substan-
tially reduced when the time-dependent equa-
tions are solved on a grid that is fine enough (on
the order of a meter in the case of a plant or city
quarter) to resolve the obstacles and the larger
atmospheric eddies. This approach is called
large eddy simulation (LES). The small scales
are formally removed from the flowvariables by
spatially filtering the Navier–Stokes equations.
The influence of the small scales then appears as
subfilter stresses in the momentum equation.
Since the large eddies are always unsteady, LES
models require input conditions which are time-
dependent as well. Whilst less demanding than
DNS, LES still requires significant computer
resources, which go beyond the capabilities
most users presently have.

In view of this the still most wide-spread
method used for the computation of turbulent
atmospheric flows is the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach. Within this
approach the equations are averaged in time
over all turbulent scales, to directly yield the
statistically steady solution of the mean and
turbulent flow variables. Like LES the averag-
ing leads to additional terms in the momentum
equation, known as Reynolds stresses. They
represent the effects of the turbulent fluctuations
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on the averaged flow and must be parameter-
ized. This is the task of turbulence closure
models. In most models presently in use the
Reynolds stresses are assumed to depend line-
arly on the strain rate, as do the molecular
stresses. The eddy viscosity appears as a pro-
portionality factor that can be calculated by
using additional differential equations for the
various order moments. Many modelers regard
the two-equation turbulence closure schemes,
which solve differential equations for the tur-
bulent kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate e,
to be a good compromise between universal
validity and operating expense. In particular,
the standard k�e model is widely used in engi-
neering and micro-meteorological applications,
despite the fact that it produces too much tur-
bulent kinetic energy in regions of stagnant
flow. Several modifications have been proposed
which ease this problem, but mostly at the
expense of the quality of other flow property
predictions.

Another option is the use of standard turbu-
lence models from the RANS approach in time-
dependent simulations. Contrary to LES the
averages are defined as ensemble or as time
averages over small time intervals, although the
latter definition leads to more additional terms
in the momentum equation than in the case of
ensemble averaging. This approach is also
known as unsteady RANS (URANS). This type
of model is used in standard meteorological
meso- and macroscale applications (weather
forecasts, etc.). URANS models are driven by
time-dependent boundary conditions. They ac-
count, e.g., for different land uses with different
radiation budgets and provide time-dependent
predictions. In the context of urban applications,
URANS models are under development. How-
ever, muchmore powerful computers than pres-
ently available and substantial research efforts
will still be needed before the first reliable
unsteady obstacle resolving predictions for
urban-scale dispersion problems become
available.

A further class of models which are still in
use are diagnostic models. They do not use the
Navier-Stokes equation and are based solely on
mass conservation. The important influence of
pressure gradients and forces on the flow devel-
opment can only indirectly, i.e., empirically, be
taken into account. These models start with a

first guess of the three-dimensional flow field
that is subsequently modified until the diver-
gence of the flow falls below a chosen limit and
mass conservation is assured. For a given ob-
stacle array many different mass-conserving
flow fields can be found, depending on the
particular choice of the initial flow field and
the ‘‘tuning of knobs’’ inside the model which,
e.g., determine whether the fluid at a specific
position moves over or goes around an obstacle.
Although practitioners tend to ignore that, diag-
nostic models may be helpful in analyzing
known cases, in particular when a good set of
observational data is available for the area of
interest. However, they cannot themselves be
regarded as tools for the prediction of new and
thus still unknown cases.

Lagrangian models, finally, are pure disper-
sion models, i.e., they follow individual plume
parcels and model their paths on the basis of a
random walk process. They need a complete
mean and turbulent flow field as model input,
which is usually delivered in form of 3D-
gridded fields by either a diagnostic or prognos-
tic model. Consequently, the quality of La-
grangian model predictions is closely linked to
the quality of the model that was chosen to
provide the flow field.

In view of these difficulties it is not yet clear
what Germany’s next-generation dispersion
model for accidental releases of neutrally dense
or buoyant gases will look like. There are ten-
dencies to take the cheap way and to choose a
diagnostic model for the flow field in combina-
tion with a Lagrangian model for the concentra-
tion field. There is evidence, however, that such
a combination will not be able to provide reli-
able predictions.

Screening Tool for Vapor Clouds Heavier
than Air. Modeling heavy-gas dispersion is

much more difficult than modeling neutrally
dense or buoyant plumes. Since chemical spills
do not usually occur in flat and unobstructed
terrain and heavy gases disperse near to the
ground, obstacles play a much more dominant
role than in case of buoyant releases, which can
rise to higher elevations and for which shortly
downwind from the source it is often possible to
consider the buildings within the roughness
parameterization only. For the gravity spread-
ing phase of heavy gases, this would not be an
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option. Truly obstacle-resolving prognostic nu-
merical models are needed which are very
demanding with respect to computer power.
They are becoming available now but were out
of reach in the 1980s when after the incidents in
Bhopal and Seveso the authorities urgently
demanded aid in decision making.

Therefore, when preparing the guideline for
heavy-gas dispersion calculations (VDI 3783,
Part 2), the VDI committee disapproved numer-
ical models and opted instead for a guideline
based on physical modeling, i.e., on results from
wind-tunnel experiments. The wind-tunnel lab-
oratory of Hamburg University was tasked to do
the experiments [85]. To cope with the large
amount of possible parameter combinations
(see Section 2.2.1) it was necessary to structure
the problem and to develop a good strategy for
the generalization of the experimental results.

Certain similarity requirements must be ful-
filled to transfer results from small-scale wind-
tunnel experiments to prototype scale. These
similarity laws are usually obtained by dimen-
sional analysis, a method which makes use of
the fact that physical equations must be dimen-
sionally homogeneous and hence the para-
meters occurring therein can only appear in
certain combinations.

The derivation of similarity laws is subse-
quently outlined at the example of an instanta-
neous heavy gas release as it was realized in the
Thorney Island field tests [86]. Figure 17 shows
the situation. A volume V0 of heavy gas with
density r0 and viscosity m0 is released into an
atmospheric boundary-layer flow characterized
by a power-law wind profile with exponent n
and a boundary layer thickness d. The initial

shape of the cloud is unknown in reality. Hence,
for simplicity a cylinder with height h0 and
radius r0 is assumed. The properties of the
surrounding air are described by ra and ma, za
characterizes the surface roughness, and �uaR the
velocity in a given reference height. The spread
of the cloud is affected by several obstacles.
Their geometry is fully defined by the length
scales l1; . . . ; ln and the porosity Q, symbolized
by a simple fence in Figure 17.

We restrict ourselves to the gravity spreading
Q zone which is dominated by the (negative)
buoyancy of the cloud and extends down to a
few percent of the initial gas concentration.
Within this zone, density differences between
the cloud and its environment are much larger
than those in the ambient flow. Therefore, the
influence of ambient stratification on the spread
of the cloud is small and can be neglected. With
this restriction in mind, the local dilution
x ¼ Dc=Dc0 (where Dc and Dc0 are the local
and initial concentration excess above ambient,
respectively) depends on the following vari-
ables

x ¼ f1ðt; x; y; z; g; r0;m0;V0; r0; zR; ra;ma; �uaR; d; l1; . . . ; ln;QÞ
ð32Þ

By applying dimensional considerations, a
characteristic length scale, timescale, and
velocity scale

Lci ¼ V
1=3
0 Tci ¼ Lci

g0

� �1=2

Uci ¼ ðLcig0 Þ1=2 ð33Þ

can be defined with g
0 ¼ gDr0=ra the ‘‘effec-

tive’’ acceleration due to gravity and
Dr0 ¼ r0�ra.

The subscripts c and i indicate that these
scales are characteristic variables for an instan-
taneous gas release. Nondimensionalization of
Equation (32) results in

x ¼ f2

�
t

Tci
;
x

Lci
;
y

Lci
;
z

Lci
;
Dr0
ra

;
LciUci

m0=r0
;
Lci�uaR
ma=ra

;
r0
Lci

;
zR
Lci

;
�uaR
Uci

;
d

Lci
;

l1
Lci

; . . . ;
ln
Lci

;Q
�

ð34Þ

Equation (34) indicates that the local dilution
x as a function of the normalized time t=Tci in
both model and full-scale takes on identical
values at locations determined by the coordi-
nates x=Lci, y=Lci, and z=Lci, provided that all
the remaining dimensionless parameters on the

Figure 17. Instantaneous release of a volume of heavy gas
into a shear flow disturbed by an obstacle. Definition sketch
taken from [85].
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right-hand side of this equation can also be
matched in the wind-tunnel experiment. These
parameters are the density excess ratio of the
initial cloud, a cloud Reynolds number and an
ambient Reynolds number, the aspect ratio of
the initial cloud r0=Lci, the roughness parameter
zR=Lci, the velocity ratio �uaR=Uci, which has the
quality of a Froude number (as can be seenwhen
Uci is replaced by Eq. 33), the nondimensiona-
lized mixing height d=Lci, the dimensionless
length scales, l1=Lci to ln=Lci, and the porosity
Q.

Both the dimensional analysis and the wind-
tunnel experiments do not include those pro-
cesses leading to the formation of the initial
cloud (burst of a tank, evaporation of a liquefied
gas). A possible ignition of the cloud if the gas
were flammable is also excluded from the anal-
ysis. We assume that the source is fully de-
scribed by an appropriately chosen initial den-
sity and initial volume and concentrate solely on
cloud dispersion.

In the case of a continuous release, the initial
volume V0 is replaced by the initial volume flux
_V0. Since _V0 contains the basic units length and
time, dimensional analysis results in the char-
acteristic scales

Lcc ¼ V2
0

g0

� �1=5

Tcc ¼
_V0

g
0 3

 !1=5

Ucc ¼ ð _Vog0 2Þ1=5 ð35Þ

and in the nondimensionalized variables

x ¼ f3

�
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;
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Lcc

; . . . ;
ln
Lcc

;Q
�

ð36Þ

The subscript cc identifies a characteristic
variable in the case of a continuous release.

Note that the VDI definition of similarity
parameters differs from that proposed in [87],
in which main difference lies in the fact that the
ambient wind speed employed to form the
characteristic scales. Since the zero ambient
wind case is excluded from the analysis thereby,
this approach was not adopted.

In a small-scale model it is neither possible
nor necessary to match all the similarity num-
bers listed in Equations (34) and (36) to proto-
type values. The t=Tc terms disappear when the
analysis is restricted to ensemblemean values of
excess concentration maxima (instantaneous
release) or to suitably defined time mean values

(steady continuous release). In general, the
Reynolds numbers (terms 6 and 7 on the
right-hand side of the equations) are significant-
ly smaller in a physical model than in the field.
This has, however, only marginal implications
as long as the Reynolds numbers are kept above
a certain critical value. For the cloud Reynolds
number LciUci=ðm0=r0Þ this value is about 400
according to [88]. For continuous spills the
critical value of the Reynolds number depends
on the specific release conditions. For low-
momentum ground releases which are consid-
ered here, LccUcc=ðm0=r0Þ is, according to
experience, a peripheral variable.

Since obstacles are represented directly in a
scalemodel and do not need to be included in the
roughness parameterization, zR is usually small.
With zR=Lc � 1 in both model and prototype,
the roughness criterion is at least approximately
fulfilled as long as the profile exponent n (see
Fig. 17) is matched. Similar arguments hold for
the boundary layer thickness d/Lc which ismuch
larger than unity in both cases (index c alone
indicates characteristic values for both instan-
taneous and continuous releases).

With the exception of extreme values which
are not considered here, the aspect ratio r0=Lc
should affect the cloud development only in the
vicinity of the source. Further downstream de-
tails of the initial cloud shape are expected to
become progressively less relevant. For the
determination of lower flammability distances
(LFD), defined as the distance from the source
within which ignitable gas concentrations
occur, it seems to be sufficient to characterize
the cloud by its initial volume (or volume flux)
alone.

With the provisions concerning the Reynolds
number in mind, approximate similarity is to be
expected by using an undistorted wind-tunnel
model andmatching the density excess ratio and
the velocity ratio.

The dispersion experiments in the wind tun-
nel were carried out in a carefully designed
boundary layer which matched the mean and
turbulent characteristics of a natural boundary
layer under neutral stratification [89, 90]. The
heavy gas clouds were modeled through re-
leases of sulfur hexafluoride/air mixtures. In-
stantaneous spills have been performed utilizing
a cylindrical container with a volume of
450 cm3 as sketched in Figure 17. At the time
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of release, the side wall of the container was
abruptly retracted into the wind tunnel floor.
Continuous releases were realized through an
orifice mounted flash into the tunnel floor. Vol-
ume fluxes of 100 to 500 L/h were emitted. The
vertical momentum of the discharge was small.

To cover the heavy gas dispersion problem in
its full complexity would have led to a huge and
highly intractable experimental program. To
reduce the number of experiments to a mini-
mum, some of the similarity parameters in
Equations (34) and (36) were varied in a sys-
tematic way in order to quantify their impor-
tance for the dispersion process.

The similarity requirement to keep both the
excess density ratio Dr0=Dra and the densi-
metric Froude number (identical with the ve-
locity ratio �uaR=Uc) the same in model and
prototype has the consequence of inconvenient-
ly and sometimes even impractically low wind
velocities in the small-scale experiment. To
match both parameters in a physical model
corresponds to the application of a mathemati-
cal model utilizing the full, non-Boussinesq-
approximated equations. On the other hand,
relaxing the excess density ratio requirement
and using the Froude number as the sole scaling
parameter for buoyancy effects would corre-
spond to a Boussinesq-approximated mathe-
matical model. Since the introduction of the
Boussinesq approximation is a common tool in
mathematical simulations, it was appealing to

check its consequences also in a physical model
by distorting the density ratio.

Controversy still surrounds the use of dis-
torted density scaling. Whereas concentration
versus time traces reported in [91] show lower
peak concentrations but extended time dura-
tions of cloud passage, pertinent experiments
carried out in [92] and [93] indicate only differ-
ences within normal experimental scatter. On
the other hand, in simulations of the China Lake
field trials in a density distorted model, the
heavy gas clouds were found to be moving
generally too slowly in the wind tunnel [94].

The results of the experiments carried out for
the VDI-group in the boundary layer wind
tunnel of Hamburg University [85] showed
exactly the same trend as was reported [94] (see
Fig. 18 for instantaneous releases). When a
certain experiment was repeated by varying the
density excess ratio but keeping the densimetric
Froude number the same, a cloud speed reduc-
tion in proportion to the density distortion was
clearly noticed. Local peak concentrations,
however, seemed to be only marginally
effected. Since a shift in cloud arrival and
departure times does not change the lower
flammability distances and thus the area within
which the gas–air mixture is hazardous, the
subsequent experiments with instantaneous
spills could be carried out with the Froude
number as the essential scaling parameter, the
density ratio remaining as a free parameter.

Figure 18. Concentration versus time traces for instantaneously released heavy gas clouds at a fixed position for different
initial densities [flat terrain, �uaRðLciÞ ¼ Uci]
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Results from experiments with continuous
spills exhibited a similar feature. Changing the
density excess ratio Dr0=Dra by a factor up to
ten had only marginal implications on ground
level concentration decay. Especially in the
range of lower flammability concentrations,
the differences were well within normal exper-
imental scatter. In conclusion, Froude number
modeling appeared to be appropriate in case of
continuous releases as well. The requirement
of identical density excess ratios could be
relaxed.

Risk prevention strategies are usually based
on worst case assessments. In order to discover
unfavorable conditions, the wind velocity ratio
�uaR=Uci was systematically varied and the
concentration field at ground level monitored.
Figure 19 shows the functional dependence of
local maximum ground level concentrations
(ensemble means) cM, normalized with the
maximum of all concentration maxima at this
particular location cuM, for varying distances
from the source x=Lci, and varying velocity
ratios, �uaR=Uci. The results were obtained from
instantaneous releases into a boundary layer
unobstructed by obstacles.

As was to be expected, the concentrations
were comparatively small for low wind veloci-
ties, since the cloud spreads horizontally in all
directions. The concentration ratio was small
again for large wind velocities due to the intense
dilution of the cloud by ambient turbulence.
Between these two extreme situations a

maximum appeared. It occurred at about
�uaRðLciÞ=Uci ¼ 1, which means that the lower
flammability distances are largest when the
front velocity of the heavy gas cloud (propor-
tional toUci under stagnant ambient conditions)
is of about the same magnitude as the advection
velocity �uaR (taken at reference height Lci).
Comparable results were obtained for continu-
ous releases. Also here, the largest lower flam-
mability distances were obtained for velocity
ratios of about 1. Since unfavorable ambient
conditions are of predominant interest in
risk assessment studies, the experimental pro-
gram was focused on the worst-case wind
velocity. This had the additional benefit of
diminishing the Reynolds number problem
since �uaRðLciÞ ¼ Uci is usually a moderate to
high wind velocity.

In case of an accidental release the quantifi-
cation of the source term is usually a difficult
task. A cloud forms which often consists of a
mixture of evaporated gas and ambient air. If the
gas was pressurized, droplets of liquid gas may
also be contained in the mixture (vapor flash).
The density of the mixture is not exactly known.
Fortunately, however, the density excess ratio
itself is only of secondary importance. It enters
the problem indirectly through the similarity
parameters, but here only with powers of 1/2
or less. Therefore, in most cases, it should not
lead to large errorswhen the initial density of the
initial cloud is taken to be simply the density of
the gas at boiling temperature.

Figure 19. Normalized concentration maxima cM=cuM as a function of wind velocity ratio �uaR=Uci at several ground-level
positions for instantaneously released heavy gas clouds
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Another uncertainty exists concerning the
volume or volume flux of the cloud. Although
the released mass flow of the gas can be re-
garded as being known, the dispersing cloud
warms up, thereby expanding to a larger volume
than it had initially. In the wind-tunnel experi-
ments only isothermal clouds were modeled.
For compensation, the initial volume V0 (or
volume flux _V0) was increased to the value it
takes on when warmed up to ambient
temperature.

To determine the sensitivity of lower flam-
mability distances (LFD) to these source para-
meters, some tests with varying mass fluxes of
pressurized propane released continuously in
unobstructed, flat terrain were carried out. In
the first case, the density was set to r0 ¼ 1.87
kg/m3, thereby assuming that the heavy gas
warms up to ambient temperature immediately
after the spill, with a corresponding increase in
_V0. In the second scenario the density of propane
at boiling point temperature r0 ¼ 2.36 kg/m3

was used, and the increase in volume neglected.
Figure 20 shows the lower flammability dis-
tances (based on mean values of the lower
flammability limit for propane, i.e., 2.1 vol%)
for the two cases as a function of the spill rate for
unfavorable wind conditions ðuaRðLccÞ ¼ UccÞ.
Although extreme situations were assumed the
LFDs differ by only about 20% which is not
much in the context of a safety analysis. At first
glance it is surprising that the lower flammabil-
ity distance decreases when the gas density

increases. The reason is that the lateral spread
is more intense for the heavier cloud with the
consequence of a reduced LFD value. Since, on
the other hand, the neutrally dense cloud does
not give the largest flammability distance, there
must be a worst-case density ratio. According
to experience it is in the range between
0 � Dr0=ra � 0:5, i.e., most heavy gases of
practical interest have density ratios above that
range.

Another unknown quantity in the formula-
tion of the source term is the amount of air
mixed into the cloud during cloud formation.
For risk analysis applications it seems to be
appropriate to neglect mixing processes at the
source. The release of a (then smaller) volume
of pure gas, in comparison with the mixture
containing an identical mass of heavy gas,
should always lead to the larger flammability
distance and therefore to a conservative esti-
mate. This assumption has been also confirmed
experimentally.

Wind-tunnel validation experiments were
carried out by using field data from continuous
release tests with methane (Burro and Maplin
Sands experiments) and propane (TÜV
Hamburg and Maplin Sands experiments). The
field data covered different source conditions
from nearly momentum-free spills of deep-
cooled liquefied propane andmethane over flash
releases to jetlike discharges of pressurized
propane. The spill rates varied over a wide
range. The experiments were carried out both

Figure 20. Sensitivity of lower flammability distances for fixed mass fluxes but different release scenarios (see text)
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over land and over water at varying ambient
wind and stratification conditions. For details
see [95–98].

In Figure 21 the lower flammability distances
monitored in the Burro and Maplin LNG field
trials are presented as a function of spill rate
(symbols). They are compared with those from
the wind-tunnel tests (curves), which were car-
ried out with pure SF6 and at an ambient wind
speed of uaRðLccÞ ¼ Ucc. As in the field, the test
area was flat and unobstructed. For the compar-
ison, the initial density in the large-scale experi-
ments was assumed to be the gas density at
boiling temperature, the initial volume flux _V0
was increased to the value it takes on at ambient
temperature, and, finally, entrainment of ambi-
ent air into the cloud during cloud formationwas
neglected. Due to concentration fluctuations
within the cloud, lower flammability distances
based on ground-level mean concentration va-
lues (dashed line) and maximum concentration
values (continuous line) were determined. Ac-
cording to theory the maximum curve (defined
as meanþ 2 RMS) should envelop all field data
which were similarly based on concentration
maxima but not necessarily taken under unfa-
vorable ambient wind conditions. As can be
seen, fair agreement was obtained, and this was
the case as well for the propane experiments.

Small-scale/full-scale comparisons with in-
stantaneously released heavy gases were carried
out by using field data obtained in the HSE
heavy gas dispersion field trials at Thorney

Island, UK, during 1982/83 [86]. By using a
foldaway tent, 2000 m3 of denser-than-air gas
was instantaneously released in each experi-
ment. The experimental setup corresponded to
that sketched in Figure 17. The field trials were
mainly carried out in unobstructed terrain, with
the exception of a few cases in which the
mitigating effect of a 5 m-high, semicircular
fence was tested. All experiments were repeated
in the wind tunnel by using a model on the scale
1:165 and matching all relevant similarity para-
meters. The agreement was again satisfactory.
Figure 22 shows this for the example of trial No.
20, which was done in the presence of a fence.

The data were taken at a position behind the
fence. The figure contains several concentration
versus time traces. Due to the turbulence within
and outside of the cloud, there is a high degree of
naturally occurring repeat variability in the
measurements. Although only ‘‘one-shot’’ data
were available from the full-scale trials, model
experiments were repeated five times to get
some idea of the degree of variability. Also
included in Figure 22 are the results from
wind-tunnel experiments carried out under
identical conditions but without the fence. As
the comparison shows, the protection provided
by the fence is remarkable and leads here to a
decrease in the concentration maximum by
nearly one order of magnitude.

To meet the demand of authorities and
industry for an easily applicable method for the
determination of flammability distances in

Figure 21. Comparison of data obtained in the Maplin Sands and Burro field trials with results from the wind tunnel
experiments
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urban or industrial landscapes, systematicwind-
tunnel experiments with a variety of obstacle
configurations were carried out. These obstacle
configurations included street canyons with dif-
ferent orientation towards thewind, street cross-
ings, downslopes, ditches, mitigating walls, and
cube arrays. Some of these obstacles led to a
significant increase, others to a significant re-
duction, of the extent of the area within which
hazardous gas concentrations can occur. The
obstacle configurations were chosen such that
both extremes were covered in the experiments,
in order to obtain quantitative information to
which degree obstacle effects can modify the
dispersion of a heavy-gas cloud.

Subsequently, as an example for an unfavor-
able obstacle configuration, the results from a
street canyon oriented parallel to the wind di-
rection are presented. The canyon was infinitely
long, its width was 2Lci (14Lcc) and the height of
the bordering buildings was Lci (7Lcc). Flow
visualization indicated that the height of the
buildings was already sufficient to trap the
heavy gas cloud completely. Instantaneous and
continuous releases were realized. The wind
velocity �uaR measured at height Lc was chosen
to be the characteristic wind speed Uc. Ground-
level concentration versus time traces were
recorded at eight locations downstream from
the source. Mean and maximum (mean þ 2
RMS) values of the local concentrations
Dc=Dc0 were determined by time-averaging the
concentration versus time traces (steady contin-
uous releases) or ensemble-averaging the

excess concentration maxima obtained in 10
repeats of the same experiment (instantaneous
releases).

The results obtained were transformed into
graphs, as presented in Figure 23. They allow
direct determination of worst-case lower flam-
mability distances as a function of the lower
flammability concentration for all major flam-
mable gases. Assuming, e.g., the instantaneous
release of 2000 kg of pressurized propane, the
density of the gas at boiling temperature
(�42.1�C) is r0 ¼ 2.38 kg/m3 and supposing
that the propane evaporates completely, the
initial volume of the cloud is V0 ¼ 1050 m3

(taking into account the expansion of the
cloud due to temperature increase to ambient
temperature during dispersion). According to
Equation (33), the characteristic length of the
spill is Lci ¼ 10.16 m. Assuming the release of
pure propane and considering that the lower
flammability concentration (LFC) is 2.1%,
Figure 23 provides the lower flammability dis-
tances based on mean and maximum ground-
level concentrations, i.e., LFDmean ¼ 37Lci
376 m and LFDmax ¼ 41Lci ¼ 417 m, respec-
tively. If the same spill were to occur in flat,
unobstructed terrain, the corresponding LFD
values would be 234 m and 305 m. In the case
of a semicircular wall of 0.4Lci height located
4Lci downwind from the source, the pair of
lower flammability values would decrease to
42 and 66 m, respectively.

The street canyon described above represents
one of the most unfavorable obstacle

Figure 22. Small-scale/full-scale comparison of Thorney Island experiment No. 20. The potential concentration versus time
traces in the absence of the fence are also included in the figure.
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configurations, whereas the semicircular wall
proved to be one of themost effectivemitigating
structures. The range within which lower flam-
mability distances change due to obstacle ef-
fects is therefore known. Obstacle arrays of
practical interest are likely to be between these
two extremes.Afirst estimate of LFDvalues can
therefore be obtained also for those obstacle
configurations which were not covered in the
investigation.

Altogether 25 obstacle configurations were
realized in thewind tunnel experiments [89, 90].
From the results, graphs according to Figure 23
were deduced. As demonstrated, these graphs
can easily be used to determine the lower flam-
mability distances for allmajor flammable gases
heavier than air. Due to the dimensionless pre-
sentation of the results, the graphs are applicable
to any spill rate.

To extend the range of applicability of
the results to toxic heavy gases, additional

measurements were carried out to determine
the size of the cloud at the end of the gravity
spreading phase (which was somewhat arbi-
trarily assumed to coincide with the 1% con-
centration level). The data obtained can be used
as input data for a numerical model which
calculates concentrations and dosage values for
locations in the far-field of the cloud.

The experimental data were summarized in a
data bank. A menu-guided program was written
which enables the user to use the results quite
easily on personal or main frame computers.

Determining heavy-gas dispersion presents
challenging modeling requirements. Complex
geometry areas and unsteady, negatively buoy-
ant flows drive current computing capabilities to
its limits. Numerical models which are princi-
pally capable to do the job are necessarily of
LES type. Such models are presently under
development but research tools rather than state
of application. In contrast to Guideline part 1

Figure 23. Lower flammability distances for instantaneously (top) and continuously (bottom) released heavy gas for varying
lower flammability concentrations
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which is based on a Gaussian model, Guideline
part 2 with its physical modeling backbone will
probably remain the standardGerman screening
model for a couple of years to come.

2.3. Pool Fires and Spill Fires

The discipline of combustion and flames makes
an important contribution to loss prevention in
process plants.When a flammable liquid, gas, or
solid is released accidentally and is ignited an
industrial fire occurs. These fires are frequently
intense emitters of thermal radiation and pollu-
tants such as smoke and other combustion pro-
ducts. The thermal radiation is the primary
mechanism for damage, e.g., to adjacent objects
and injury of plant personnel and potentially
people beyond the boundaries of the plant
[99–102]. In some cases, the development of
large smoke plumes (e.g., Buncefield
event [103] or 700 Kuwaiti oil fires during the
SecondGulfWar in 1990) endangers people and
the environment or air traffic. It is important for
the combustion behavior of flames [104–109] to
consider both the causes and the effect of fires
and explosions in process plants. Flames inside
the plant include flames in vessels, pipes, and
cool flames [99].

The treatment here is restricted to flames in
the open, i.e., pool fires, spill fires, unconfined
fires, (storage) tank fires, slot fires occurring
after ignition of fuel releases caused by an
accident in process plants. Such pool fires are
a part of several possible burning regimes [110,
111]. A vapor cloud fire (flash fire) occurs if the
released liquid fuel can be volatized to form a
cloud of combustible fuel–air mixture, with a
subsequent gas-phase ignition. If the burning
region then moves back towards the spilt fuel a
pool fire is established. Alternatively if the spill
is relatively small and the fuel release happens
in the presence of ignition sources a jet flame
occurs. If the release in the presence of ignition
sources is very large, a fireball develops. The
behavior and the modeling of jet flames, vapor
cloud fires (flash fires), and flares are summa-
rized in [99, 101, 102] and in Section 2.5.

A typical event tree for the accidental release
of a flammable material, showing the different
pathways that lead to various types of open fires
is given in [110, 112].

In many process plant fires the thermal radi-
ation is the dominant mode of heat transfer.
About this rather complex topic only an outline
treatment is given in the present context. Select-
ed standard texts on radiant heat transfer
are [111–121].

2.3.1. Zones and Measurable Quantities

When a flammable liquid accidentally spills
onto the ground or water and is ignited, often
a pool fire occurs. Pool fires are non-premixed,
buoyancy-driven flames established over hori-
zontal liquid or solid fuel surfaces other impor-
tant types. There is a considerable literature
about experimental studies and modeling of
pool fires, summarized in [99, 101, 102, 122].
A practical way to describe the complex phe-
nomena in a pool fire are the concepts of a
number of fairly well-defined zones and of
measurable quantities, although both concepts
have no direct correspondence to the fundamen-
tal physical parameters controlling the combus-
tion and different transport processes. The
following zones can be distinguished in most
pool fires (Fig. 24):

1. Especially in deep pools there may be sig-
nificant convective flows within the liquid
fuel and interactions between the fuel and the
vessel. Both phenomena influence the (ex-
ternal) characteristics and the burning be-
havior of the fire.

2. Above the fuel surface there is a constant-
shaped conical zone, including unburned
fuel vapor or fuel parcels and vapors of
pyrolysis products.

3. The conical vapor zone is surrounded by a
luminous clear flame zone, also with an
approximately constant shape.

4. Above the zone in (3) there is a further
combustion zone (pulsation zone) including
intermittency and turbulence phenomena.

5. Finally there is a generally turbulent, mainly
nonreacting buoyant plume, which is char-
acterized by axial and lateral profiles with
decreasing temperature and velocity.

Each zone is described in detail and different
physical characteristics are formulated which
control the behavior of these zones and their
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interactions [123]. A pool fire is then quantified
by the following main measurable quanti-
ties [99, 101, 102, 124]:

1. Mass burning ratem_
00
f in kg fuel s

�1 m�2) or
liquid burning velocity va in mm/min. The
quantities m_

00
f(d) or va(d) generally depend

on the pool diameter d. With increasing d the
flow regime of a pool fire changes from
laminar to turbulent.Early experiments [125]
show that there are two basic burning re-
gimes (limiting cases [126]) for pool fires:
a. Radiatively dominated burning for rela-

tively large diameters d � 1 m,
b. Convectively dominated burning for very

small diameters d < 0.2 m.

The most important parameter is the max-
imummass burning ratem_

00
f;max theoretically

occurring at infinite diameter d!¥. In more
recent experiments [127] the limit diameter
d0, beyond which m_

00
f (d) becomes indepen-

dent of d or may decrease slightly is not

d0 � 2–5 m but d0 � 20 m, e.g., for crude
oil. The maximum rate m_

00
f;max(d

0) is related
to the radiatively dominated burning regime
where the fire is effectively optically thick.
For the experimental indication of a slight
decrease of m_

00
f(d) at very large diameters d

� 10 m there are not enough reliable data.A
review of equations to estimate m_

00
f as a

function of d, fuel, t,�Dhc/Dhv, uw, and pool
rim effects is given in [99, 101, 112, 123]:

m_
00
fðdÞ ¼ m_

00
f;maxð1�e�kbdÞ ð37Þ

where t (s) is the time, uw (m/s) the wind
velocity, k (m�1) an absorption-extinction
coefficient and b (�) is a mean beam
length corrector, which cannot be derived
[128, 129].

2. Total heat release rate _Qc (kW):

_Qc ¼ m_
00
f;maxð�DhcÞAPhc ð38Þ

where hc is the efficiency of combustion

3. Flame height or flame length H (m). Gener-
ally, H is taken to be either the maximum

Figure 24. Characteristic flame in adiabatic unconfined pool and tank fires [112]
�Hcl mean height of the clear flame zone; �Hpul mean height of the pulsation zone; �Hpl meanheight of the plume zone;�_mp mean
mass flow rate of the combustion products; �T top mean temperature at the flame tip;

�_Qtop;tot mean total heat flow rate at the flame
tip; �u mean flow velocity; �uF mean flame velocity, �uf mean fuel vapor velocity.
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visible height Hmax or the time-averaged
visible height �H. The experimental determi-
nation of Hmax and �H is the intermittency
criterion [130]. A review of equations to
estimate Hmax/d and �H/d as a function of the
fuel Froude number Frf � m_

00
f=ra

ffiffiffiffiffi
gd

p
and

the dimensionless wind velocity u*w ¼ uw=uc
is given in [99, 101, 102, 112]:

H

d
¼ a�Frbf �ucw ð39aÞ

with

uc ¼ gm_
00
fd

ra

 !1
3

ð39bÞ

where uc (m/s) is a characteristic velocity, ra
(kg/m3) is the density of the ambient air and
a, b, c are empirical fuel-dependent para-
meters, summarized in [112]. There is also a
low-level Froude number Frv.

4. Flame temperature T (K). Generally, in a fire
there are axial and radial distributions of
temperatures depending on the diameter d
and fuel, which are not well known. The
measurements and predictions of tempera-
tures in fires are very difficult [131, 132]. For
example, in a single JP-4 pool fire (d ¼ 16
m) the following temperature regions ex-
ist [103, 112]: 873 K< Ths< 1653 K, 573 K
< Tsp < 973 K, where Ths, Tsp are flame
temperatures referring to hot spots and soot
parcels.

5. Soot and smoke production rates _Vs (m
3/s) or

m_ s (kg/s). The measurements and predic-
tions, especially in large fires, of _Vs or m_ s
are difficult. The behavior and modeling of
large-scale sooting fires is a highly complex
subject and remains a challenge and relevant
problem [122, 133, 134].

6. Thermal radiation, described either as the
surface emissive power (SEP) in kW/m2 or
as the fraction of the combustion energy
radiated frad (�), is the dominant mode of
heat transfer [103, 112, 135].

2.3.2. Physical Characteristics

In the following a summary of physical charac-
teristics or principal factors influencing the mea-
surable quantities (see above) associated with
a pool fire is given [112, 123, 128, 131–134],

i.e., pool geometry (d, liquid depth, substrate),
fuel type and composition, ventilationconditions
(e.g.,wind),surroundinggeometry(e.g.,openair,
height of compartment, proximity to walls), and
nature of the bounding materials (e.g., edge
effects due to the ‘‘lip’’ of a pan).

Fuel Type. The dependence of the above
mentioned six measurable quantities on the
type or composition of the fuel is very com-
plex; it is predictable only in some special
cases. Mostly only a qualitative understanding
is possible. For example, the burning behavior
of alcohol pool flames is different from most
other hydrocarbon fires, essentially because
the small variation of its m_

00
f on diameter d.

The reason for this effect,m_
00
f 	 m_

00
f;max, is that

alcohol pool flames produce only small
amounts of soot particles, i.e., they burn very
cleanly. Another characteristic effect is the
decrease of the SEP for aromatic or hydrocar-
bon fires with long-chain fuels.

Bounding Materials of Pool Fires and
Lip-Height Effects. In pool fires, mostly

discussed in the literature, the liquid fuel is
contained within a confinement, e.g., a vessel
with walls of definite height or a bund, which
allows the fuel to exist as a layer of sufficient
thickness. The burning behavior of such pan
fires or tray fires is different from that of spill
fires (see Section 2.3.3). For reasonably small
pools [136] the burning behavior depends clear-
ly on thematerial of the vessel, primarily caused
by differences in heat losses.

Several edge effects exist due to the lip of
a pan above the fuel surface to confine the
liquid. These effects include greater turbulence
near the flame base (leading to a higher
convective heat transfer), decreased flame
height H, increased gas emissivity eg, in-
creased gas-phase temperature near the fuel
surface [137], and hence increased m_

00
f [138].

However, there is insufficient data on lip height
effects.

Wind and Other Ventilation Effects. The
effects of wind or ventilation on pool fires are
very complex. For example, the wind velocity
has the following effects on a pool fire:

1. Enhancement of convective flows
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2. Improvement of mixing processes and com-
bustion efficiency leading to increased flame
temperatures [136]

3. A decrease in flame height [99, 101, 112,
129, 139]

4. Development of flame tilt and flame
drag [99, 101, 112, 139, 140]

5. Significant changes to the thermal radiation
profiles [141]

6. A significant increase in fuel vaporization
and mass burning rate in large open-air pool
fires

7. A great increase in the mass burning rate in
the case of confined pool fires e.g., tunnel
fires or fires within a compartment or corri-
dor; these fires, in particular large pool fires
(see Section 2.3.6), are significantly
underventilated in natural ventilation condi-
tions [142–145].

Nonsteady or Transient Effects. Most anal-
yses of pool fire behavior address steady-state
burning. There are several nonsteady effects
caused by heat transfer to the sides and the base
of the pan (especially in shallow pools) and
heating of the fuel itself. These effects lead to
a steady increase of the mass burning rate. A
further transient effect within the steady-state
burning phase is caused by the increase in the lip
height as the fuel level drops. As the fuel is
consumed the fuel layer becomes thinner.
Hence, the heat transfer to the substrate in-
creases greatly so that the mass burning rates
diminish. Completely nonsteady burning occurs
with many fuels, such as crude oils, whose
composition varies strongly during the burning
time.

Boilover. Some fuels do not show steady-
state burning behavior; they rapidly boil on
attaining a certain temperature, combined with
an overflow of the pan and an expanding of the
fuel surface. Especially hydrocarbons with
moisture content tend to boilover phenome-
na [146–148].

Pulsation. Pool fires exhibit a pulsating
behavior, as reviewed in [123, 149, 150]. The
oscillation frequency f is in general correlated
by a Strouhal–Froude number relationship
f ðdÞ¼ Sr Frf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=d

p /d�0:5, where Sr ¼ f d=uf
is the Strouhal number, uf � va the velocity uf or

the regression rate va of the liquid fuel, and
Frf � va=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
g d

p
is the fuel Froude number. A

modified correlation, derived in [151] is
f ðdÞ / d�0:63, validated for n-hexane, metha-
nol, JP-4, and diesel/premium gasoline/pentane
pool flames for 0.03 < d < 8 m. These pulsa-
tions significantly influence the air entrainment
in pool fires and thus the completeness of com-
bustion and the soot production (see below).

2.3.3. Spill Fires and Fuel Layer Thick-
ness Effects

An important variant of the pool-fire problem is
the liquid spill, which leads to a spill fire in
shallow pans or generally without confinement
of the fuel. The fuel-layer thickness (fuel depth)
is typically in the range of 0.7–4 mm and may
not be sufficient to achieve steady-state burning.

The overall heat release rate _Qc (see Eq. 24) of
spill fires depends on m_

00
f and the potential size

of the spill, i.e., the surface area AP of the fuel.
The fuel surface area is of great importance but
is difficult to predict, as it depends on the initial
momentum of the spilled fluid, the fluid surface
tension, and the porosity and roughness of the
substratematerials [152]. Any uncertainty in the
fuel depth leads directly to a change in the fuel
surface and hence the fire size. The size and
conditions in a spill fire depend on whether the
spill is continuous or instantaneous [112]. The
fuel depth can decrease after ignition, owing to
the change in fuel properties, combined with a
potential increase in the fuel surface of about 50
%.Unconfined spill fires show a strong reduc-
tion in convective heat flows within the fuel and
an increase in heat losses to the substrate. As a
result the reduced mass burning rate m_

00
f;spi of a

spill fire is m_
00
f;spi 	 0:2�m_ f;p, where m_

00
f;p is the

mass burning rate of a pool fire [154].
The effects of fuel layer, weathering, and

emulsification of the fuel on flame spread
rates [152, 155, 157] above a water substrate
is given in [155].

2.3.4. Soot Production

Soot consists of carbon particles with diameters
ds in the nanometer range which are produced in
a fire, oxidized, and glow, often in yellow and/or
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orange. The visibility of a fire is caused by the
continuous emission of radiation in the visible
spectrum by the burning soot. Carbon particles
agglomerate to form long-chain carbon mole-
cules or black smoke when the carbon produced
by pyrolysis is only partially oxidized or is not
oxidized at all because of the lower local
temperature.

There are many soot formation studies
[153, 156, 158, 159]. It can be concluded that
soot production in pool fire (plumes) is a highly
complex subject for the following reasons:

1. The formation and oxidation processes vary
spatially

2. There are strong temperature- and fuel-
dependent effects

3. The influence of turbulent fluctuations is
important

4. Pulsation of pool fires has a significant effect
on soot production.

Nevertheless it is possible with a simplified
analysis [160, 161] to establish generalized state
relationships for major gas species and
soot [160, 162, 163]. Some fundamental results
are:

1. In overfire (fuel-lean) regions of the plume
the soot amount varies with fuel type but is
approximately independent the position in
the plume. Beyond a certain flame residence
time the soot yield reaches an asymptotic
value and depends thereafter only on mixing
levels.

2. In underfire (fuel-rich) regions are exist
strong correlations between the soot volume
fraction fs,v and temperature; the soot exists
in nearly constant temperature layers, i.e., is
largely confined to a narrow region of mix-
ture fraction and temperature.

3. To predict soot yields some global kinetic
models are used (cf. [164, 165]) despite the
difficulty in correlating soot yields to mix-
ture fractions. These global kinetic multistep
models include nucleation, coagulation, and
surface growth processes by using flamelet
representations of each. This approach over-
comes limitations which are present in cor-
relations tomeanmixture fraction. However,
some problems with modeling the turbulent
interaction remain. In particular, it is shown

in [163] that spectral radiation intensities
might be increased by 40–100% from esti-
mates typically based on mean properties.

There are several models to relate the emis-
sivity eF and/or the extinction coefficient k of the
fire gases to the soot concentration cs. Gray-gas
models are proposed and/or used in pool
fires [101, 135, 139, 166–168]. More advanced
models, which include spectral resolution in a
finite number of bands, i.e., weighted sum of
gray-gas models and narrow-band models are
reviewed in [169, 170]. The absorptivity of
agglomerating carbon particles depends only
weakly on fuel and flame types [171].

In [172] the classical principle of smoke
point is used to relate soot production tomaterial
properties [173]; a numerical methodology is
proposed to obtain soot volume fractions.

Very little work has been done on the mea-
surement of smoke production rates in large
turbulent fires. From measured smoke produc-
tion in crude oil fires (0.085 m < d < 17.2 m)
themass fraction smoke yield msm

mc
�mf ¼ Ysm (%)

can be correlated as [174]:

YsmðdÞ ¼ 2:758�log dþ9:412 ð40Þ

where the constants depend very critically on
the fuel chemical composition and pyrolysis
properties.

The following two physical phenomena may
contribute to the production of smoke in large-
diameter fires, even in ‘‘clean-burning’’ fuels,
such as methane or LNG and ethanol:

1. The first phenomenon is caused by the lack of
oxygen in the fuel rich vapor core near the
flame axis above the fuel surface.Within this
core there is not enough oxygen to burn the
carbon particles produced by the pyrolysis
processes of fuel vapor. In this zone not only
are carbon particles produced but also a
decrease of the overall heat release rate _Qc
occurs, and hence a decrease of the temper-
ature, which results in increased smoke
production.

2. The second phenomenon is a decrease of the
effective concentration of fuel and fuel vapor
in the core zone caused by recirculation of
burnt gases by a toroidal vortex existing in
most large fires. Part of this fuel-concentra-
tion decrease contributes to the formation of
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carbon particles. The following two reverse
effects of smoke exist, where the domination
of the two effects depends on the chemical
properties of the fuel, chemistry of combus-
tion, the physical dimensions and the hydro-
dynamic of the gas flow within the fire. The
first effect (smoke-blockage effect [110,
175]) is the absorption (shielding) of the
emitted thermal radiation resulting in a sig-
nificant reduction of the thermal radiation
hazard distances Dycr [166]. However, this is
true only under the assumption that the
whole fire including the lower clear flame
zone (see Fig. 24) is obscured by a sufficient-
ly thick layer of black smoke. This obscura-
tion leads also to a strong decrease of frad.
The second effect of smoke is an increase of
the temperature of the flame gases caused by
the decrease of the radiant emission. No
model exists that includes all mentioned
phenomena and effects. Additionally there
is a lack of experimental data, in particular
due to the height Hcl (d, fuel) of the clear
flame zone as a function of d and fuel type.

2.3.5. Heat Transfer

In liquid pool flames with d< 0.3 m the thermal
radiation can be neglected and the convective
heat transfer dominates [176, 177]. However, in
most practical fire scenarios with liquid fuels,
thermal radiation is the dominant mode of heat
transfer [101, 123, 178, 179]. The thermal radi-
ation hazard from a pool fire depends mainly on
the fire size (i.e., d) and the fuel type (i.e., flame
heightH, liquid properties) [140]. More specifi-
cally, thermal radiation (radiative heat loss) is
caused by the major combustion products (CO2,
H2O, CO) and carbon particles (soot and smoke)
in the flame and plume. In large pool fires the
absorption coefficient xs is mainly due to soot
and it is shown that themain fraction (> 90%) of
the radiation in fire plumes is emitted from the
visible region of the flame, where carbon par-
ticles radiate heat [180]. In moderate-sized liq-
uid pool fires the radiated heat flux near the
plume depends strongly on fuel-dependent rates
of soot and the production of combustion pro-
ducts [181]. For large hydrocarbon fires (d >
3 m) the fire gases become optically thick [112],
i.e., the effective emissivity eF ¼ 1�ts 	
1�0:01 	 0:99 and the surface emissive power

SEP saturates [101, 182–185]. Pool fires with
smaller diameters d� 3 m can also be optically
thick if strongly sooting fuels burn. In sooty fires
of still larger diameters d  3 m, the SEP is
essentially reduced by a factor of up to 6 [101,
183, 184]. This is called the smoke blockage
effect (see above). This issue is complicated by
the occurrence of strong intermittency in the
appearance of hotter luminous zones on
the external surface of the fire, including the
phenomenon of turbulent mixing. Hence, aver-
aging approaches are no longer valid (cf.
Section 2.3.6).

2.3.6. Large Pool Fires

Initially small pool fires are convectively domi-
nated and large pool fires are radiatively domi-
nated. However, the term ‘‘large pool fire’’
refers also to diameters of 10 m < d <
100 m. In the following large fires are optically
thick, i.e., often for d & 3 m.

Several phenomena, which are exhibited by
large pool fires, were mentioned above. How-
ever, in this section these issues and other key
features of large pool fires are discussed.

Fire Tests. For a further fundamental un-
derstanding of the different processes in large
pool fires, experimental and modeling studies
are necessary. Most of the large-scale experi-
ments of interest for obtaining radiation valida-
tion data are reviewed in [179]. Work on
detailed measurements to identify soot produc-
tion, flow fields, and heat-transfer mechanisms
in large-scale liquid pool fires is being done at
Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque,
NewMexico [186–188]. Several sets of fire tests
were carried out within oil-spill mitigation pro-
grams in the USA and Japan [189–191]. The
experiments were the basis for the development
of important aspects of the fire dynamic simu-
lator (FDS) [192–194]. Detailed large-scale
experiments on pool fires of different liquid
fuels were carried out to identify the thermal
radiation (SEP), dissipative structures, proba-
bility distributions of temperature of hot spots
and soot parcels, oscillation phenomena, wind
influences, and flow fields at the Universities
Stuttgart [131, 132, 151, 195] and Duisburg-
Essen [112, 133, 134]. These experiments led to
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the completely new model OSRAMO II [103,
196] and started the development of CFD sim-
ulation of large pool fires in Germany [112, 133,
134, 197–203].

In addition—also for a better understanding
of large-scale pool fires—an experimental pro-
gram with small-scale liquid pool fires was
carried out to identify mass density fields, ther-
mal boundary layers, density sources and sinks,
temperature fields, periodic and quasiperiodic
phenomena, flow velocity fields, and concen-
tration fields of stable species [151, 195, 199,
204–207].

Low-Level Froude Number and Low
Reynolds Number Flow. A fundamental

aspect of the fluid flow in large-scale pool fires
is the very low fuel vapor Froude number:

FrvðdÞ � uvffiffiffiffiffi
gd

p ð41aÞ

with

uv ¼ rf
Mf
Tf;bp

273
22:4

va;max ð41bÞ

where Mf (kg/kmol) is the molar mass of
the liquid fuel, Tf;bp(K) the boiling point of the
liquid fuel, and uv the initial velocity of
the vaporized fuel on the order of 0.75 cm/s
. uv . 1 cm/s [208, 209]. The values of these
low-level Froude numbers are in the range Frv
	 3.2 � 10�3 (d ¼ 1 m) and Frv 	 3.2 � 10�4

(d ¼ 100 m). The reason for the very low
Froude numbers Frv is the roughly constant uv
if the mass burning rates m_

00
f are approximately

constant at large diameters 1 m � d � 20 m
(dependent on fuel type [140]) whereby the
source length scale d continues to increase. The
velocity is a key feature of large-scale pool fires.
This low uv in combination with buoyancy
effects and the low Reynolds number flow leads
to several theoretical and experimental difficul-
ties [123]. These difficulties concern the inter-
action between fuel and oxidizer, the soot pro-
duction in the fire, and the heat feedback rate _Qba
to the fuel surface. The knowledge of the struc-
ture of such flows is essential, since the vertical
entrainment in the near flow field is the domi-
nant entrainment mechanism. For scaling the
near-field entrainment data phenomenological
models of entrainment based on large-scale
vortex dynamics are needed; for this purpose

LES codes are important [123]. Furthermore,
the pulsation phenomenon in fire plumes is
related to the behavior in the near field. A
Rayleigh–Taylor instability due to the density
stratification in the region where the flow necks
above the fuel surface leads to periodic and
quasiperiodic [151] oscillations. A strong ac-
celeration of the flow along the plume axis
within one d is shown experimentally and by
modeling. At a height of around d/2, i.e., at the
point where the streamwise velocity reaches
zero, the formation of the toroidal vortex struc-
ture occurs (see Fig. 24), which controls the
eddy shedding. There are Strouhal–Froude
number correlations [150, 210] but the mecha-
nism involved in the instability is not yet
completely understood [40].

Soot Production. Recent research on large
pool fires [211, 212] confirms that the increased
production of soot in large-scale fires is a key
factor which controls the behavior of these fires.
Unlike in smaller fires, where relatively clean
burning flames occur with soot emergence only
at the flame tip, large fires show a great amount
of soot production in the lower part of the fire
plume [123]. The soot formation leads to the
existence of two different sections in a large
pool fire:

1. A clear flame zone (a luminous band) just
above the fuel surface (fuel source)

2. Obscuration of the fire by dark smoke in the
upper parts of the plume

With increasing d the soot yields increase,
reaching approximately constant values of soot
mass fractions fm,s (d > 2–3 m) 	 0.15 [213].
For a prediction of reliable smoke concentra-
tions in large pool fires, it is necessary to do
more theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions on soot processes [123].

Radiative Heat Transfer and Energy-
Blockage Phenomena. The radiative heat

transfer in large pool fires (d & 1 m) has been
studied extensively [110, 123, 132–134, 197]. It
is clear that the mass burning rate m_

00
f is domi-

nated by the radiative feedback to the pool
surface, dependent on the fuel type and diameter
d. This feedback shows significant structural
differences between low-sooting (e.g.,
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alcohol) flames compared to large hydrocarbon
fires. An estimation ofm_

00
f for free-burning fires

is given in [128]. The phenomenon of radiative
energy blockage by a large attenuation of the
radiative feedback exists in the fuel-rich region
near the pool surface [123].

A similar blockage phenomenon exists to the
external radiation with a significant decrease of
the SEP and thus a decrease in frad, whereby the
value can fall as low as frad 	 0.03 at d >
30 m [123]. More reliable methods are still
required for predicting radiative heat rate loss,
including the effects of radiative blockage.

The blockage phenomenon to the outside of
the fire occurs in large pool fires with a ratio C/H
> 0.3, where a large portion of the external
surface of the fire is obscured by an envelope of
thick black smoke due to formation of soot
parcels. However, this smoke shield is not com-
plete and it opens up randomly, according to the
turbulent nature of the flow. As a consequence
the fuel is transported in the radial direction
where it can be combusted more efficiently, to
release pulses of great radiation intensity by
formation of hot spots (cf. Section 2.3.7). The
intermittency of the hot spots and soot parcels
leads to problems with the prediction of the
radiation field, although equivalent surface area
approaches have been mostly used [101].

2.3.7. Modeling of Pool Fires

Recent Pool Fire Models. Fire models
range from very simple relations for specific
tasks to extremely complex simulation tools
including many submodels to predict different
aspects of fire behavior. Which fire model is
used in any specific scenario depends on (1) the
scenario itself, (2) the required outputs, and (3)
the desired accuracy of the prediction.

With current models it is possible, in princi-
ple, to include the calculations of

1. Plume characteristics
2. Dispersion of combustion products
3. Heat transfer to adjacent objects

which are often required output for risk
analysis [123, 214].

Although computer technology has reached a
very high level in recent years, a compromise is

generally required between the desired com-
plexity (e.g., model resolution, number, and
type of submodels) and the CPU time required
for simulations. Modern models are able to
simulate pool fires with a certain accuracy, but
they still have some limitations. This is due to a
lack of detailed knowledge, e.g., on soot forma-
tion and hence on thermal radiation, as well as
on the chemistry/radiation–turbulence interac-
tions. Some recent pool firemodels (cf. [99]) are
discussed below.

The ISIS-3D model [215] accounts for the
fuel evaporation rate and radiation heat transfer
and is able to estimate the total heat transfer
from larger fires to objects engulfed in the flame
or nearby. It is possible to describe the general
characteristics of the object temperatures within
a fairly short computer time. Validations are
carried out by comparing themodel outputswith
data from large pool fire experiments.

The fire dynamic simulator [194, 216] uses
simplified Navier–Stokes equations [217], also
called the low Mach number combustion equa-
tions, which describe the low-speed motion of
gas driven by buoyancy forces and chemical
heat release. For the prediction of large-scale
fire und plume behavior that includes plume
characteristics, combustion product dispersion,
and heat effects to adjacent objects, the large-
eddy simulation (LES) is used. The code FDS
was developed by NIST, and the model has
been validated also against many pool fires
[216, 218].

For a practical numerical simulation it is
necessary to introduce simplifications in the
Navier–Stokes equations. Thus, useful numeri-
cal codes were developed, known as computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD).

For modeling pool fires the CSAFE group in
Utah/USA [219] has developed state-of-the-art
methods on massive parallel computers. As an
archetypal fire a heptane pool fire (d ¼ 20 m)
was used to demonstrate the integration of
multiscale phenomena. A detailed soot mecha-
nism is incorporated in a LES fire simulation by
using the intrinsic lower dimensional manifolds
(ILDM) method. The sensitivity of the radiant
heat transfer to the soot formation mechanism
has also been studied. The simulation tool can
predict global characteristics of large-scale pool
fires, including the puffing frequency and the
velocity profiles close to the base of the pool fire.
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However, there are several quantities associated
with radiative heat transfer and species genera-
tion that cannot be predicted. Although LES
modeling appears as the most promising tech-
nique, it has still many limitations when applied
to large pool fires [220]. Hence, work onmodel-
ing pool fires continues [221–224].

Another promising model of large pool fires
on parallel computers is used by the research
group at the Department for Chemical Engi-
neering I, University Duisburg-Essen, Ger-
many. With the corresponding computer code
pool, fires of different diameters in the rage 1 m
� d � 25 m and different fuels like n-pentane,
gasoline, diesel, JP-4, LNG, and organic per-
oxides (e.g., DTBP, di-tert-butyl peroxide)
were investigated. Based on LES for turbulence
modeling transient simulations are performed
that take into account the detailed behavior of
the fire plume [133, 134, 197–199, 206, 225]. A
promisingmethod is the use of an assumed-PDF
approach with laminar flamelets depending on
the mixture fraction approach for combustion
modeling. With this method the CPU time can
be reduced although nonequilibrium chemistry
is considered. For soot modeling the Magnus-
sen, Tesner, or Moss–Brokes models are used,
while an efficient soot flamelet model is under

development. The soot models play an impor-
tant role to obtain the effective absorption coef-
ficients for solving the radiative transfer equa-
tion (RTE). Both a weighted sum of gray-gas
model (WSGGM) and a new special step func-
tion based on the behavior of dissipative struc-
tures in pool fires leads to effective absorption
coefficients as a function of temperature of the
fluid dynamic structure. The discrete-ordinates
model has been shown to be a good way to
model the thermal radiation of large pool
fires [134, 197]. Many results are presented and
discussed on workshops at ICES (Institute for
Combustion & Energy Studies) University of
Utah, Salt Lake City, USA and SANDIA Na-
tional Laboratories, Albuquerque, USA [196,
198–203, 206, 207, 226].

In summary, the CFD simulation is a prom-
ising method to predict the following transient
quantities in large pool fires: flow velocity
fields, flame temperature fields, surface emis-
sive power (SEP), radiative loss fraction, irra-
diance E, critical thermal distances and species
concentrations, without and with wind influ-
ence. The CFD predicted SEP(x,y,t) on an in-
stantaneous isosurface with temperature T
400 K is shown in Figure 25. A clear, hot flame
zone above the fuel surface with a surface

Figure 25. CFD predicted surface emissive power fields on an isosurface with T ¼ 400 K of a JP-4 pool fire (d ¼ 16 m)
A) Instantaneous SEP(x,y,t) field; B) Time-averaged SEP(x,y) field
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emissive power SEP ¼ 250 kW/m2 can be rec-
ognized. Further very strong inhomogeneities of
SEP(x,y,t) (Fig. 25A) and SEP (x,y) (Fig. 25B)
are observed. From CFD simulation very
strong inhomogeneities of the temperature
fields T(x,y,z,t) and the temperature fields �T(x,
y,z) are predicted (Fig. 26).

The predictions of the time-averaged SEP(d,
JP-4) dependence with OSRAMO II and CFD
simulation aswell as themeasurement points for
different fuels as a function of pool diameter d
are presented in Figure 27. For kerosene,
JP4, and other smoky pool fires in the range
0.1 m . d . 100 m a very good agreement

Figure 26. CFD predicted temperature fields in a JP-4 pool fire (d ¼ 16 m) in the plane z ¼ 0
A) Instantaneous isotherms T(x,y,0,t) ¼ const.; B) Time-averaged isotherms T�(x,y,0) ¼ const.

Figure 27. OSRAMO II- and CFD predictions of the time-averaged SEP(d, JP-4); dependence as well as measurement points
for different fuel as a function of d
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between predictions and measurements exists.
Hence, OSRAMO II is validated for these fuels.
For other fuels and in particular for LNG there
are, at present, partially still larger deviations
between prediction and measurements.

An important result is that for most fuels
SEP(d) decreases at d & 2 m with increasing d.
However, for LNG the decrease of SEP(d) can
probably be expected at d> 35 m. Note that the
deviations are also caused by the uncertainty of
measured SEP values. Values depend on the
size of the flame surface AF, which is very
difficult to predict [166].

The Radiation Model OSRAMO II. The
model OSRAMO II (Organized Structures RA-
diation MOdel) was developed to predict heat
transfer to adjacent objects. OSRAMO II, which
represents a reasonable compromise between
the complex CFD simulation tools with many
submodels and the simplifiedmodels such as the
solid flame radiation models, is summarized
in [112]. The validated model OSRAMO II has
the advantage of a significantly reduced calcu-
lation time compared with CFD models. In the
following a short summarized description of the
recent large pool fire radiationmodel OSRAMO
II is given [103, 112].

Organized Fluid Dynamic Structures. A de-
tailed analysis of the instantaneous VIS and IR
radiance structures of large-scale pool fires has
shown that in a real pool fire the following
organized (dissipative or coherent) fluid dynam-
ic structures [151, 195] exist:

1. Effective reaction zones (re)
2. Hot spots (hs)
3. Soot parcels (sp)
4. Fuel vapor parcels (fp)

The model OSRAMO II accounts for the
existence of these organized structures includ-
ing the modeling of the effective absorption
coefficient xeff;i (i ¼ re, hs, sp, and fp) of the
organized structures to describe the smoke
blockage effect caused by the formation of
carbon particles. The following approxima-
tions for these fluid dynamic structures are
assumed:

1. The organized structures i are homogeneous
flame gas mixtures (i ¼ re, hs, fp) or

carbon-particle soot clouds (i ¼ sp) with a
characteristic length scale li

2. All organized structures are gray bodies
which are absorptive, emittive, and transmis-
sive, whilst scattering is neglected

3. Each organized structure has a separate
constant, time-averaged temperature �T re 6¼
�Ths 6¼ �T sp 6¼ �T fp

4. Each organized structure has a separate
constant, time-averaged modified effective
absorption coefficient �̂xeff;re 6¼ �̂xeff;hs 6¼
�̂xeff;sp 6¼ �̂xeff;fp

5. The hot spots and soot parcels appear sto-
chastically distributed on the flame surface
with the area fractions �aspðdÞ ¼ 1��ahsðdÞ of
hot spots and soot parcels

Calculation of Actual Surface Emissive
Power. With OSRAMO II the time-averaged,
actual surface emissive power SEP

II
actðdÞ of a

pool fire, partly obscured by smoke is given by
the following equations [112, 227]:

SEP
II
actðdÞ ¼ �ahsðdÞSEPma

hs ðdÞþ�aspðdÞSEPspðdÞ ð42aÞ

with the surface emissive power SEPiðdÞ in
kW/m2 from the organized structures (i ¼ hs,
sp):

SEP iðdÞ ¼ ½1��̂tiðdÞ�sð �T4
i � �T

4
aÞþ�̂tiðdÞ½1��̂treðdÞ�sð �T4

re� �T
4
aÞ

ð42bÞ

where �Ti (K) are temperatures for i ¼ hs, sp; �Ta

(K) is the ambient temperature; and �̂ti the
modified, effective transmissivities of the orga-
nized structures with i ¼ re, hs, sp:

1��̂tiðdÞ ¼ �̂eeff;iðdÞ ¼ 1�expð�x̂eff;idÞ ð42cÞ

where �̂eeff;i (�) are the modified effective emis-
sivities and �̂xeff;i (m

�1) the modified, effective
absorption coefficients of the organized struc-
tures with i ¼ re, hs, sp:

�̂xeff;iðTiÞ � �xeff;iðTiÞbi ¼ 1:81� 103 �f vbi �Ti 	 1:12� 10�3bi �Ti

ð42dÞ

where �f v (isooctane) 	 6.2 � 10�7 is the soot
volume fraction [228] and bi [�] a ratio, defined
in Equation (42e); the characteristic length
scales liðdÞ (m) of the organized structures with
i ¼ re, hs, sp:

liðdÞ ¼
�̂xeff;i
�xeff;i

d � bid ð42eÞ
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and the area fractions �ai (�) of the organized
structures with i ¼ hs, sp:

�ahsðdÞ ¼ 1��aspðdÞ ¼ 1�exp � d0
d

� �� �a1
ð42fÞ

where d0 (m) and a1 (�) are empirical
parameters.

A multiple, nonlinear regression referring to
the empirical SEPexpðdÞ curve for the fuel JP-4
leads to the following temperatures �Ti, absorp-
tion coefficients �̂xi of the organized structures
with i ¼ re, hs, sp and parameters d0, a1 [229]:

�T re ¼ 1413 Kð1140�CÞ �̂xeff;re ¼ 0:380 m�1 d0 ¼ 3:260 m

�Ths ¼ 1329 Kð1056�CÞ �̂xeff;hs ¼ 0:404 m�1 a1 ¼ 1:104

�T sp ¼ 632 Kð359�CÞ �̂xeff;sp ¼ 1:035 m�1 ð42gÞ

The SEPhsðdÞ and SEPspðdÞ curves for hot-
spots and soot parcels have maxima and reach
constant values of SEPhs(d & 6 m) 	 177 kW/
m2 and SEPsp(d & 1 m)	 9 kW/m2. The curves
show that the ratio SEPhs;max=SEPsp;max ¼ 6 is
valid. The decrease of the SEP

II
actðdÞ curve for

the total flame for d & 2 m is caused by the area
fractions asp(d) of the soot parcels, which in-
crease strongly with d. The increase of all
SEPðdÞ curves up to a maximum is caused by
an increase of the emissivities �̂eeff;iðdÞ accord-
ing to Equation (42c) and very small values of
�aspðdÞ according to Equation (42f). It is impor-
tant to compare the SEP

II
actðdÞ curve from

the validated OSRAMO II according to
Equation (42a) with the SEPðdÞ curves from
other models used till now (Fig. 28). All of the

other models cannot describe the measurements
(see Fig. 27) at d . 4 m and d & 30 m.

Based on detailed measurements from ther-
mograms [134] the time-averaged SEP for a
pool fire at a certain diameter d in the radiation
model OSRAMO III [103] does not have a
constant value, but a probability density func-
tion (PDF) g(SEP,d), as shown in Figure 29.
This PDF represents the stochastic behavior of
the hot spots (hs) and soot parcels (sp) in smoky
single-pool fires (d ¼ 16 m) in the following
SEPhs andSEPsp ranges [103, 112]: 33 kW/m2 .
SEPhs . 430 kW/m2 and 6 kW/m2 . SEPsp .
50 kW/m2.

Calculation of Critical Thermal Distances.
CFD simulation is also a helpful tool to deter-
mine the irradiance �ECFDðDy=dÞ by virtual
radiometers that are defined at several positions
in the computational domain at different relative
distances Dy/d in horizontal direction from the
pool rim [112]:

�ECFD
Dy
d

� �
¼ tatatawE:F

Dy
d

� �
SEPCFD ð43Þ

where ata (�) is the absorptivity of the receiver
element and wE;FðDy=dÞ the view factor func-
tion for a vertical, cylindrical-shaped fire [101,
112]. Relative critical thermal distances Dycr=d
from a large pool fire can be determined from
Equation (43) by using a limit value Ecr ¼ 1.6
kW/m2 for harmful effects (see Fig. 30) [230].
For JP-4 firesDycr=d values decrease for organic
peroxides like DTBP fires the Dycr=d values
increase with increasing d. The relative critical

Figure 28. SEPactðdÞ curves predicted with the validated model OSRAMO II in comparison with till now used models [103]
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thermal distances of DTBP pool fires are larger
than those of JP-4 pool fires by a maximum
factor of about 2.7.

2.3.8. Conclusions and Outlook

The phenomenology of large-scale pool fires
has been qualitatively characterized for several
decades. Many of the specific processes have
been described extensively. In order to classify
pool fires in a quantitative manner, some well-
defined parameters have been established. At

present, quantitative predictions, especially of
temperatures, air entrainment, and species con-
centrations, can be carried out, but their reli-
ability is still unclear, in particular for more
complex scenarios.

Despite enormous work on large-scale pool
fires significant uncertainties in predicting the
behavior of these fires exist. As clearly formu-
lated in [122], there is ‘‘a critical need for more
well instrumented experimental studies as well
as further development of numerical models’’.

Many uncertainties exist in the area of spill
fires [122]. Attempts at modeling large-scale

Figure 29. Log-normal PDF g(SEP) and experimental histogram h�SEP of a JP-4 pool fire (d ¼ 16 m) in the radiation model
OSRAMO III [103]

Figure 30. CFD predicted relative critical thermal distances Dycr=d of A) JP-4 pool fires and B) DTBP pool fires
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pool fires are very difficult or are hindered
because of the following problems

1. Finding a mathematical closed-form solu-
tion of the governing equations (conserva-
tion of overall mass, species mass, momen-
tum and energy).

2. Finding models describing the physics and
chemistry of pool-fire behavior which lead to
filtered equations and closure of the govern-
ing equations. These equations should in-
clude the range of length and time scales
which can be resolved numerically.

A simulation science based analysis of large-
scale pool fires using a massively parallel com-
puting exists. However, such analyses are very
time consuming, and uncertainties remain.With
the presented new simplified models the calcu-
lation time can be reduced significantly, but the
accuracy of the outputs is generally decreased.

It is important to note that large-scale pool
fires are turbulent, which leads to the existence
of dynamic vortical structures or organized
structures. Thermal radiation is the dominant
mode of heat transfer in larger pool fires, which
is strongly affected by the presence of soot and
smoke. Therefore, fire chemistry must include
reaction mechanisms for soot formation,
growth, and oxidation. To understand or model
the behavior of larger pool fires all these coupled
aspects must be considered.

A challenging and relevant problem remains
the modeling of heat transfer from large-scale
pool fires to adjacent objects. The inclusion of
radiative and convective heat transfer leads
to important unknowns and hence to new
uncertainties.

2.4. Flash Fires, Fireballs, and Jet
fires

If there is a release of a flammable vapor and
sufficient time before ignition for a cloud to be
formed, either a flash fire or a fire ball may result
(see Fig. 14). This is supported by the experi-
mental evidence presented in [231]. At least six
out of ten vapor cloud experiments resulted in a
fireball. An explosion is possible as well if one
or several of the following conditions are
met [232]

. Partial confinement and/or obstruction

. Jet release

. Explosively dispersed cloud

. High-energy ignition

Consequently no explosion is expected if
none of these conditions are satisfied. Addition-
ally, Figure 14 shows that another possible
outcome is simply dispersion.

2.4.1. Flash Fires

A flash or vapor cloud fire is defined in [232] as
‘‘The combustion of a flammable gas or vapor
and air mixture in which the flame propagates
through that mixture in a manner such that
negligible or no damaging overpressure is
generated’’.

There are relatively few models for treating
vapor cloud fires. Their objective is to determine
the heat radiation levels as a function of distance
from the cloud surface. While it may be as-
sumed that anyone inside the burning cloud
would suffer fatal injury, the degree of harm
to persons outside depends on factors such as the
SEP of the cloud and their distance from the
cloud center. Hence, the consequence assess-
ment chiefly consists of a dispersion calculation
assessing the dimensions of the cloud (cf.
Section 2.2).

In [233] three models are mentioned. It is
stated there that their application is limited to
low momentum sources, that there is little or no
validation, and that there are areas of disagree-
ment in calculating flame height and flame
speed.

In what follows the semi-empirical proce-
dure ofRAJ andEMMONS is presented on the basis
of [232, 234]. The model takes into account the
speed of the flame as it moves through the cloud.
It is assumed that during combustion there is a
turbulent flame front propagating into the un-
burned cloud at a constant velocity which is
roughly proportional to the wind speed, and that
at high gas concentrations there is a tall flame
plume at the edge of the unburned cloud. Then
the flame height is calculated from

H ¼ 20d
S2

dg

r0
ra

� �
wr2

ð1�wÞ3
" #1=3

ð44Þ
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where the flame speed S is obtained from

S ¼ 2:3�Uw ð45Þ

where Uw is the wind speed in m/s. The ratio of
the density of fuel and air is given by

r0
ra

� �2

¼ ð1�fÞMairþfMfuel

Mair

� �
ð46Þ

The stoichiometric air/fuel mass ratio r is
calculated from the stoichiometric mixture
composition fst and the molecular weights of
air Mair and fuel Mfuel.

Finally,w is obtained from the actualmixture
composition fst, the stoichiometric mixture
composition fst, and the expansion ratio for
stoichiometric combustion a

w ¼ f�fst

að1�fstÞ
for f > fst

w ¼ 0 for f � fst ð47Þ

The expansion ratio a is typically equal to 8
for hydrocarbons.

To assess the impact on the surroundings a
surface emissive power (SEP)must be assumed.
According to [232] E ¼ 173 kW/m2 is appro-
priate in this case.

The duration of the fire is taken to be

td ¼ D

S
ð48Þ

where D is the cloud diameter in m and S
the flame speed according to Equation (45). The
size of the cloud and the part that lies within
the limits of flammability may be assessed on

the basis of atmospheric dispersion calculations
(cf. Section 2.2)

If the flame is assumed to be a flat plane, as is
done in [232], the variation of flame width W
with time is given by

W ¼ 2�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2�ðR�S�tÞ2

q
ð49Þ

During the time tD W increases from 0 to R
and drops back to 0 again.

The foregoing model is still widely used;
more recently a CFD gas dispersion and flash
fire model, namely, the Kameleon FireEx mod-
el, has been developed [235]. The importance of
correctly assessing the cloud shape is illustrated
by the large impact of the cloud height on the
result, as illustrated by Figure 31.

2.4.2. Fireballs

Fireballs are defined as ‘‘a burning fuel–air
cloud whose energy is emitted primarily in the
form of radiant heat. The inner core of the cloud
consists almost completely of fuel, whereas the
outer layer (where ignition first occurs) consists
of a flammable fuel–air mixture. As the buoy-
ancy forces of hot gases increase, the burning
cloud tends to rise, expand, and assume a spher-
ical shape.’’ [232]. According to [234] there are
several situations in which they may occur, i.e.

. Bursting of a vessel under fire conditions

. Bursting of a vessel without a fire

. Ignition of a release from a pipeline for
liquefied gas

Figure 31. Flash fire from a release of 1500 kg of propane forming a cylindrical cloudwith 10 vol% fuel concentration for two
different heights and awind speed of 2 m/s and the same releasemodeled as a fireball (using probit equation no. 9 fromTable 20
in Chap. 3)
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. Eruption of hot oil giving rise to a release of
burning vapor

Often a fireball accompanies a BLEVE (boil-
ing liquid vapor cloud explosion, see Sec-
tion 2.5.3) which may result from the rupture
of a vessel containing a liquefied gas.

An important parameter for assessing the
damage from a fireball is its surface emissive
power unless the object to be protected is within
the fireball itself and therefore directly exposed.
The model presented here is the frequently used
solid flame model. According to [233] the re-
sults substantially depend on how the SEP is
defined and measured. In [234] a low value of
141 kW/m2 and a maximum value of 450 kW/
m2 are quoted. In [232] a range from 320 to
350 kW/m2 is indicated; on this basis a SEP of
350 kW/m2 is recommended there.

The majority of models for treating fireballs
is based on correlations for diameter and dura-
tion (cf. [232, 234]). More fundamental models
are discussed, for example, in [234]; the appli-
cation of CFD to fireballs is described, e.g.,
in [236].

The correlation for the fireball diameter
reads as follows

D ¼ k1M
n1 ð50Þ

where D is the diameter of the cloud in m, k1 a
constant, n1 an index, andM the mass of fuel in
the fireball in kg.

The duration of the fireball td (s) is calculated
according to

td ¼ k2M
n2 ð51Þ

Several sets of values for the constants in
Equations (50) and (51) are quoted in [234].
Some of them are given in Table 11.

Investigations presented in [237] came to the
conclusion that the coefficients proposed
in [232] furnish conservative results. These are
no. 4 from Table 11 for the diameter D of the
fireball and for its duration tD:

. M � 30000 kg (coefficients of no. 4 from
Table 11)

. M > 30000 kg (coefficients of no. 2 from
Table 11)

In [238] the limiting value of the above
inequalities for M is given as 37 000 kg based
on investigations of HSE.

Whether the outcome of a fireball is assessed
to bemore severe than that of a flash fire depends
on the parameter values, as is illustrated by
Figure 31.

2.4.3. Jet Fires

Jet fires may arise in cases of releases from
apertures either planned (e.g., flare) or unfore-
seen (e.g., leak or rupture). In [239] a jet fire is
defined as a ‘‘turbulent diffusion flame resulting
from the combustion of a fuel continuously
released with some significant momentum in
a particular range of directions’’. Among them
the horizontal direction is often the most dan-
gerous, because the flame may impinge on
adjacent objects. Depending on the fluid re-
leased a jet fire may result from one-phase or
two-phase flow. Although CFD was applied to
jet fires already a long time ago [240] semi-
empirical models are still commonly used [241,
242]. Hence, empirical correlations for charac-
teristic parameters of jet flames are given below
following and shortening the presentation
in [239].

Flame Length for Vertical Releases. The
flame length is the distance from the release
point to the defined end of the flame; the latter
is usually defined as the envelope of the visible
flame, because the dark end with soot radiates
comparatively little heat. This is true for some
hydrocarbons but does not apply to sonic
natural gas flames, which are almost invisible
close to the release point. According to API
R521 the following correlation may be
applied for vertical subsonic flares of gaseous

Table 11.Coefficients for Equations (1) and (2) (according to [234])

Model

no.

k1 n1 k2 n2 Substance

1 5.55 0.333 – – propane

2 6.36 0.325 2.57 0.167 hydrocarbons

3 5.25 0.314 1.07 0.181 n-pentane

4 5.80 0.333 0.45 0.333 hydrocarbons

5 5.88 0.333 1.09 0.167 propane

6 5.72 0.333 0.45 0.333 butane

7 5.33 0.327 0.923 0.303 hydrocarbons

8 6.48 0.325 0.852 0.26 LPG

9 5.50 0.333 0.38 0.333 hydrocarbons
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fuels in still air

L ¼ 2:76�Q0:452 ð52Þ

where L is the length in m and Q the heat
released in combustion in MW. An alternative
due to WERTENBACH is

L ¼ 18:5�m_0:41 ð53Þ

where m_ is the mass flow rate in kg/s.
MCCAFFREY derived the following correla-

tion for vertical flame lengths based on subsonic
and sonic vertical releases of natural gas from
30–102 mm orifices and a heat release up to
470 MW

L ¼ Bþ200�De ð54Þ

where B is the flame liftoff distance (between
the origin and the visible flame) in m and De is
the effective hole diameter in m (the actual hole
diameter for subsonic releases; for sonic
releases the diameter to which the jet has ex-
panded when reaching atmospheric pressure).

The best founded correlation for vertical
releases in still air is due to BECKER et al., which
after incorporating ideas by HAWTHORNE et al. is
given below with KAGHATGI’s extension

2:85�De

L0

� �2=3

¼ 0:2þ0:024
g

D2
eu

2
e

� �1=3

L0 ð55Þ

where L0 is the flame length in still air in m,W is
the mass fraction of fuel in a stoichiometric
mixture with air, g the acceleration due to gravi-
ty, and ue the expanded jet velocity in m/s.

The implicit Equation (12) forms the basis of
the conical frustum jet flame shape derived by
CHAMBERLAIN [234].

Effect of Cross-wind for Vertical Releases.
In a cross-wind situation the flame length
shortens considerably due to enhanced entrain-
ment and mixing. This effect may be repre-
sented by

L ¼ L0½0:51expð0:4�vÞþ0:49� ð56Þ

where L is the wind-affected flame length in m
and v the wind speed in m/s (L0 as above).

Flame Liftoff. MCCAFFREY and EVANS using
data from sonic and subsonic 20–470 MW
methane flames determined that

B

ue
¼ 2:5�5 ms ð57Þ

where B is the lift-off distance in m and ue as
above.

Flame Shapes for Nonvertical Releases.
There is little data from large-scale jet flames
for which the release direction forms an angle
with the vertical axis. COOK et al. derived a
center-line trajectory model for inclined natural
gas flares based on data from 3.5–25 kg/s re-
leases at an angle of 45� to the vertical, pointing
into the wind, cross-wind, or downwind. The
curvilinear flame length is given by

L ¼ 1:555�Q0:467 ð58Þ

where L and Q are as above.
Surface Emissive Power. There is consider-

able confusion about SEPs for jet fires; ‘‘spot’’
and ‘‘average’’ values must be distinguished.

The assessment of the effects of jet fires
depends largely on the type of model used,
e.g., semi-empirical, integral, or field (CFD)
model. The use of the SEP concept is debatable.
If in a model an average SEP is required for a
surface emitter flame shape it can be derived
from correlations for the F factor (cf. [239]).
Hence, the concept presented here should be
used with caution and merely for screening.

In an account on experimental work a maxi-
mum SEP of 250 kW/m2 is quoted in [234];
however, the variation along the flame is em-
phasized there. In [241] a range from 200 kW/
m2 to 400 kW/m2 is indicated. HSE [243] gives
an acceptable value for calculations of 200 kW/
m2. In [244] a value of 170.67 kW/m2 is given
for a methane jet flame.

2.4.4. Thermal Radiation Impacts at a
Distance from the Source

To assess the effects of heat radiation on a target
using the procedures of Section 2.7, the heat flux
density must be calculated as a function of
distance from the flame surface. In doing this
two effects must be accounted for:

1. The reduction of the heat flux density owing
to the geometries of the emitting and receiv-
ing bodies. This is described by the view
factor fab(x), which represents the ratio of the
received to the emitted power.

2. The atmospheric transmissivity for radia-
tion, which depends on distance and on the
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humidity of the atmosphere; it is described
by the transmissivity factor t(x).

Hence, we obtain the heat flux density at
distance x from the source

q
00 ðxÞ ¼ SEP�fabðxÞ�tðxÞ ð59Þ

While the view factor depends on the geom-
etry and hence is flame-specific, the transmis-
sivity applies for all cases; according to [232] it
may be represented by

tðxÞ ¼ 0:4343�ln½1:41�w�0:108�ðx�rÞ�0:13� ð60Þ

where w is the relative humidity of the atmo-
sphere in %, and x the distance between the
center line of the flame, which has radius r, and
the receiver (both in m). The equation applies to
relative humidities �20%. Higher humidities
increase the absorption. HSE [243] accepts
humidities � 60% for fireballs and jet fires.

View Factor for Pool Fires. Pool fires are
normally represented by the geometry of a tilted
cylinder [244, 245]. With cylinder (flame)
length L and radius r, both in m, and the tilt
angle u between the vertical line and the center
line of the flame we have the following view
factor for the flux incident on a plane at a
distance of x m from the center of the pool
(cf. [245])

pFv ¼ acosu

b�asinu

� �
a2þðbþ1Þ2�2bð1þasinuÞffiffiffiffiffiffi
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where a ¼ L
r, b ¼ x

r, A ¼ a2þðbþ1Þ2�2aðbþ1Þ
sin u, B ¼ a2þðb�1Þ2�2aðb�1Þsin u, and
C ¼ 1þðb2�1ÞðcosuÞ2

Fh is the view factor for a horizontally placed
object, and Fv that for vertical placement.

Usually the squared average of both is used

fab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2
vþF2

h

q
ð62Þ

View Factor for Flash Fires. In the model
described above the vapor cloud is considered to
be a cylinder; the fire is modeled as a plane fire
front moving with velocity S towards the target.
That implies that the distance between the fire
and the target is a function of time

x ¼ lþD

2
�S�t ð63Þ

where l is the distance between the cloud center
on the ground and the target, and D the cloud
diameter, both in m.

For calculating the view factor we need h, the
height of the cloud, which ideally stems from
calculations of atmospheric dispersion and the
flame width. The latter is divided by two, i.e.,
b ¼ W/2, to determine contributions fromeither
side of the normal on the flame surface [232].
This gives the view factors

Fh ¼ 1

2p
tan�1 1

xr
�A�xr�tan�1A

� �
ð64Þ

Fv ¼ 1

2p
A�hr�tan�1Aþ B

hr

� �
�tan�1B

� �
ð65Þ

where

hr ¼ h

b

xr ¼ x

b

Hence we obtain

fhv ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2
vþF2

h

q
ð66Þ

To account for the contribution from both
sides of the flame (see above)

fab ¼ 2fhv ð67Þ

is finally used.
ViewFactor for Fireballs. Fireballs aremod-

eled as spheres radiating on a plane receiver; if
we assume that the ball has not yet risen above
the ground the following view factors are ob-
tained

Fh ¼ ðD=2Þ
½x2þðD=2Þ2�3=2

ð68Þ
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Fv ¼ xðD=2Þ2
½x2þðD=2Þ2�3=2

ð69Þ

fab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2
vþF2

h

q
ð70Þ

View Factor for Jet Fires. There is virtually
no indication of view factors for jet fires. In the
context of the presentation of the Craven model
in [234],where the flame ismodeled as a vertical
cone, the following approximate view factor
for a target at right angle with the flame axis
is given

fab ¼ rL

px2
ð71Þ

where 	10Dmax (Dmax is the maximum cone
diameter in m) and x the horizontal distance
between the axis of the flame and the target inm.

2.5. Explosions

Explosions are important mechanisms of dam-
age to humans, the environment, or property
which may arise from the operation of process
plants. An explosion results from a rapid release
of energy, which causes a blast wave. The
pressure measured at right angles to the blast
wave is known as side-on overpressure (some-
times called free-field overpressure). If the pres-
sure transducer is placed in the middle of wall
facing the blast front, the reflected overpressure
is obtained. The dynamic pressure is defined as
ru2/2 where r is gas density and u gas velocity.
A time plot of the pressure wave from an
explosion of a vapor cloud is shown in
Figure 32 [246]. A positive-overpressure phase
is followed by a negative one, whose damaging
potential should also be considered.

The following cases of explosions may be
distinguished

. Release of stored compression energy (e.g.,
compressed gas)

. Release of a liquefied gas (e.g., flash release)

. Release of stored chemical energy (e.g., ex-
plosives, flammable gases, decomposition)

. Energy release due to a fast surface reaction
(e.g., dust explosion, steam explosion,
aerosols)

. Thermal explosion (e.g., runaway reaction)

. Condensed-phase explosions (e.g., an
explosive)

The cause may be physical, chemical, or
both. Properties of materials and conditions
which may give rise to explosions are treated
in ! Plant and Process Safety, 2. Hazardous
Materials and Process Conditions; runaway
reactions are dealt with as well.

Explosions may be confined or unconfined,
with intermediate situations being possible.
Confined explosions give rise to higher pressure
increases than unconfined ones.

Consequences of explosions may be

. Generation of missiles (Section 2.6)

. Blast effects

. Thermal radiation

. Formation of craters

. Terrestrial shock waves

The treatment given belowmainly deals with
unconfined explosions. For treating explosions
several models are available [247, 248]:

. Empirical models are also referred to as quasi-
theoretical and are based on limited experi-
mental data; they can be considered as the
most simplified methods for treating blast
effects from vapor cloud explosions. Well-
known models belonging to this category are
the TNT model [234], the TNO multi-energy
model [244] and the Baker–Strehlow
Model [250].

. Phenomenological models are simplified
physical models which only represent essen-
tial aspects of the physics of explosion. This

Figure 32. Time plot of the explosion side-on overpressure
of a vapor cloud explosion
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category includes SCOPE (Shell Code for
Over-pressure Prediction in gas Explo-
sions) [251] and CLICHÉ (confined linked
chamber explosion) [252, 253].

. CFD models solve the partial differential
equations governing the explosion process.
Probably, the best known model of this cate-
gory is FLACS (flame acceleration simulator)
[254].

According to [247] empirical models are
suited for screening, phenomenological meth-
ods represent a good substitute for CFD, and
CFD allows a detailed representation of real
scenarios.

However, insufficient knowledge of phe-
nomena, uncertainties, and limitations of any
of the methods became evident in the investiga-
tions carried out in the aftermath of the
Buncefield accident. In [255] the following
phenomena were investigated in order to
explain the unexpectedly high pressure peaks
(> 200 kPa) encountered

. Mist explosion

. Multiple detonation

. Strong ignition

. Multiple ignitions

. Stratified explosion

. Flame acceleration due to dust particles

. Unsteady deflagration accelerated by forward
radiation from the flame front

. Unsteady deflagration without radiative
effects

. Cellular flames

. Chemistry effects

. Pancake-shaped cloud

. Inhomogeneous fuel concentration

. Internal tank explosion

. Localized high overpressure

. Precursor event

The investigations are still continuing.
In what follows two of the empirical models

are presented, the TNT model and the Baker–
Strehlow–Tang (BST) model.

2.5.1. TNT Equivalency Method

To compare the consequences of energy re-
leases, for example following depressurization

of a gas stored under pressure or the explosion of
an explosible substance, theymust be referred to
a common denominator. Knowledge about the
effects of explosives serves as a basis in this
case. Many of the correlations used are related
to the blast effects of TNT (trinitrotoluene).

The important difference between the explo-
sion of an explosive and that of a flammable gas
is brisance. That is reflected by a very short
pressure wave in the case of TNT as compared
with that produced by explosions of flammable
gases. Despite this difference and other limita-
tions, discussed in detail, e.g., in [248], the TNT
model is still themostwidely used procedure for
assessing explosion effects. Its basic idea is to
convert the explosion energy to be treated into
the corresponding quantity of TNT (TNT equiv-
alent). For this equivalent values between 4190
and 4650 kJ/kg are indicated in [244]; in [234] a
value of 4681 kJ/kg is proposed.

An important parameter for characterizing
the explosion effect is the peak side-on over-
pressure. This may be determined according to
the following relationship, which stems
from [255] and was renormalized to agree with
the Marshall curve [244]

ps ¼ 159:5077�
808 1þ r

0

4:5

� 	h i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ r

0
0:048

� 	h i
1þ r

0
0:32

� 	h i
1þ r

0
1:35

� 	h ir ð72Þ

where ps is the side-on overpressure in kPa from
an explosion at atmospheric pressure, r

0
the

scaled distance, which is calculated according
to r

0 ¼ r=W
1=3
TNT; WTNT is obtained by dividing

the energy released in an explosion by the TNT
equivalent, e.g., 4650 kJ/kg. Figure 33 shows a
representation of Equation (72).

2.5.2. Vapor Cloud Explosions (VCE)

TNT Equivalency Method. The calculation
of the equivalent mass of TNT for vapor cloud
explosions is realized according to

WTNT ¼ a�WDHc

ETNT
ð73Þ

In Equation (73) W is the mass of reacting
fuel in kg, DHc its enthalpy of reaction in kJ/kg,
andETNT the energy released in the explosion of
1 kg of TNT; a is the efficiency, which in the
case of high explosives is taken to be equal
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to 1 [256]. Its value for vapor cloud explosions is
discussed below.

There are quite a number of largely different
values for the factor a, which reflects the effi-
ciency of the explosion. Table 12 gives an
overview. The differences highlight the fact that

the quantity strongly depends on the boundary
conditions.

According to [232] the energy E ¼ W �DHc

should be multiplied by the following factors in
order to account for specific situations

. Explosion close to the ground: 2

. Spherical vessel slightly above ground for r0
> 1: 1.1

. Cylindrical vessel slightly above ground: 1.6
if 1.6 < r0 < 3.5 and 1.4, if r0 > 3.5

Baker–Strehlow–Tang Method. The Bak-
er–Strehlow method [249] was developed to
provide estimates of blast pressures from vapor
cloud explosions. The model experienced vari-
ous extensions [257, 258] and is now called the
Baker–Strehlow–Tang (BST) method. It com-
prises a number of steps assessing flame speed,
fuel reactivity, confinement, etc. [248]

. Walk through plant identifying potential ex-
plosion sites

. Decide on the dimensionality of the confined
areas to work out flame speed

. Calculate burning velocity for fuel mixtures

The blast pressure and impulse are read from
a series of graphs based on experimental
experience.

The drawbacks of the TNTmethod, reflected
by the spread of the yield factor (see Table 12),
can be explained only in part by uncertainties
concerning the amount of fuel released.
A significant proportion of it is attributed to
differences in the combustionmode of the vapor

Figure 33. Peak on-side overpressure ps as a function of
scaled distance (so-called Marshall curve) in kPa for an
initial (atmospheric) pressure of 105 kPa (Note: since the
curve is not defined for pressures above 620 kPa, the
pressure was fixed to 620 kPa in the corresponding range
because it makes no difference concerning the probability of
death (see Chap. 3), which is practically equal to 1 for
620 kPa and above)

Table 12. Efficiency a of vapor cloud explosions (based on [234, 244])

Authors Efficiency

Brasie und Simpson (1968),

Brasie (1976)

0.02 near-field and 0.05 far-field together with a method for assessing the

released mass of fuel

Eichler und Napadensky (1977) 0.2 for 6.9 kPa overpressure

Health and Safety Executive

(1979 and 1986)

0.03 for a gas with low reactivity (methane), 0.06 in case of medium reactivity

(propylene oxide), 0.1 for high reactivity (ethylene oxide) together with a

method for assessing the released mass of fuel

Exxon (CCPS 1994) 0.03 for open terrain and 0.1 for partial confinement together with a method for

assessing the released mass of fuel

Industrial Risk Insurers (1990) 0.02

Factory Mutual Research (1990) 0.05 (low reactivity), 0.1 (medium reactivity), 0.15 (high reactivity)

CPR-14 E (1988) 0.1

British Gas (Harris and Wickens, 1989) 0.2 (for nondetonating clouds of natural gas, mostly methane)

Direction des Études et Recherches, France,

(van den Berg and Lannoy, 1993)

0.0002–0.159 with a mean value of 0.03
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cloud. A wide spectrum of flame speeds may
result from flame accelerations under various
confinement and congestion conditions in in-
dustrial environments. These are represented by
a family of curves corresponding to various
cloud combustion modes instead of a single one
as for the TNT method. This family of curves
provides positive pressure, negative pressure,
and impulse as a function of distance [259]
(Fig. 32).The main features of the procedure
are presented here following [259, 260].

Based on a review of the literature the
objective is to determine the flame speed of
the explosion via the Mach numberMw, which
then serves for selecting the appropriate
curve.

In order to obtain the peak side-on overpres-
sure ps, and impulse I, the following relations
are used

r
0 ¼ r

pa
E

� 	1=3
ð74Þ

�ps ¼
ps
pa

ð75Þ

�Is ¼ I� a0

E1=3p
2=3
a

ð76Þ

where r
0
is the scaled distance, r the distance

between the center of ignition and the target in
m, E the total combustion energy of the fuel–air
mixture under stoichiometric conditions in J, �ps
the scaled overpressure, I the positive blast
impulse in Pa�s, �Is the scaled impulse, and a0
the speed of sound under ambient conditions in
m/s; pa is the initial pressure (mostly atmospher-
ic, but other pressures are possible).

Flame speed is represented by the Mach
number; here two representations are
distinguished

. Mf : Flame speed measured in experiments
relative to a fixed observer (Eulerian coordi-
nate system)

. Mw: Flame speed in a moving system
(Lagrangian coordinate system)

For low flame velocities the two are related
as follows

Mf ¼ ru
rb

� �1=3

Mw ð77Þ

This relation is invalid when Mf approaches
unity. For supersonic flames

Mw ¼ Mf ð78Þ

applies. For near-sonic flames

pmax�pa
pa

¼ 2:4� M2
f

1þMf
ð79Þ

is used.
In Tables 13 to 15 the relevant quantities for

the use of the above equations are given.
The foregoing tables enable one to determine

the scaled distance (curve abscissa) and the
Mach number corresponding to the problem
under investigation. The scaled overpressure
(both positive and negative) and impulse may
then be read from the corresponding family of
curves (on the ordinate of the diagrams) [259],

Table 13. Choice of the Mach number Mw

2-dimensional flame expansion (cylindrical flame)

Fuel reactivity Obstacle density

High Medium Low

High DDT* DDT 0.59

Medium 1.66 0.66 0.47

Low 0.66 0.47 0.079

2.5-dimensional flame expansion

Fuel reactivity Obstacle density

High Medium Low

High DDT DDT 0.47

Medium 1.0 0.55 0.29

Low 0.5 0.35 0.053

3-dimensional flame expansion (spherical or hemispherical flame)

Fuel reactivity Obstacle density

High Medium Low

High DDT DDT 0.36

Medium 0.50 0.44 0.11

Low 0.34 0.23 0.26

*DDT: deflagration–detonation transition.

Table 14. Reactivity classification for flammable substances

(after [232])

Fuel Reactivity

Hydrogen, acetylene, ethylene oxide high

Ethane, ethylene, propane, propylene,

butane, isobutane

medium

Ammonia, methane, natural gas low
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where the Mach number is used to identify that
curve from the family of curves which proceeds
for the case at hand.

A comparison between the TNO multi-ener-
gy model and Baker–Strehlow–Tang method
can be found in [261].

Figures 34 and 35 show some results of the
application of the foregoing methods. Figure 34
focuses on a comparison; Figure 35 shows the
impact of an explosion and a fireball. Since
either would occur with a certain probability,
the combination based on evaluating the prob-
ability of each from the event tree of Figure 14 is
included as well.

2.5.3. Boiling-Liquid Expanding-Vapor
Explosion (BLEVE)

In [232] a BLEVE (boiling-liquid expanding-
vapor explosion) is described as ‘‘the explosive-
ly rapid vaporization and corresponding release
of energy of a liquid, flammable or otherwise,
upon its sudden release from containment under
greater-than-atmospheric pressure at a temper-
ature above its atmospheric boiling point. A
BLEVE is often accompanied by a fireball if
the suddenly depressurized liquid is flammable

and its release results from vessel failure caused
by an external fire. The energy released during
flashing vaporization may contribute to a shock
wave.’’ Apart from pressure vessel failures due
to an exposure to fire spontaneous (catastrophic)
failures are also to be considered.

Hence, we are dealing with a physical and
possibly, in addition, a chemical explosion. The
treatment of the physical explosion is given
below; the chemical explosion, if it proceeds,
leads to a fireball. If 36% or more of the liquid is
evaporated (see below) all released fuel is as-
sumed to contribute to the BLEVE and eventu-
ally to the fireball. For hazard prediction pur-
poses the amount of gas contained in a BLEVE
can be assumed to be three times the amount of
flash evaporation up to 100% of the available
fuel [232].

It is generally claimed that for a BLEVE to
occur a sudden pressure drop must take the
liquid to the superheat limit spinodal [232,
234]. However, recent investigations cast some
doubt on this [259].

The procedure outlined in [232, 244] is
adopted here for the treatment of the expansion
process. It is based on thermodynamically as-
sessing the difference in internal energies be-
tween the original and expanded states. Addi-
tionally, the question is considered of whether,
given the initial pressure, temperature, and type
of substance, flashing of the liquid phase makes
a contribution to explosion energy or not. An
analogous procedure should be adopted if a gas
does not behave as ideal, for example, due to
very high pressures.

The energy content is determined by
the internal energy u(T,v) in kJ/kg. The

Figure 34. Conditional probability of death following the explosion of 1500 kg of propane calculated with the TNT and BST
models (Mf ¼ 1, 2-dimensional flame, obstacles: slightly above medium)

Table 15. Mach numbers and pmax for Equation (79)

Mw Mf pmax Mw Mf pmax

0.037 0.07 0.010 0.50 0.70 0.68

0.074 0.12 0.028 0.75 1.00 1.24

0.125 0.19 0.070 1.00 1.40 2.00

0.250 0.35 0.218
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corresponding values must be read from tables.
These mostly contain enthalpies h(T,v) in kJ/kg,
so that the following relationship must be ap-
plied

uðT ; vÞ ¼ hðT ; vÞ�pv ð80Þ

where T is the absolute temperature, v the
specific volume, and p the pressure. For a mix-
ture of substances the thermodynamic proper-
ties are generally not known. The sum of the
internal energies of the individual substances
may then serve as a coarse approximation [244].

A gas and a liquid phase are always present
inside the vessel. The energy converted during
the expansion process is usually calculated by
assuming an isentropic (adiabatically revers-
ible) expansion. Of course, the real process is
irreversible. However, the assumption of the
process being adiabatic is almost true because
we are dealing with fast processes which do not
take sufficiently long for a substantial energy
exchange with the surroundings. For example, a
catastrophic vessel failure takes just a few hun-
dred milliseconds.

The assumption of an isentropic change of
state connects the gas content before expansion
(1) with that afterwards (2), namely:

s1;g ¼ xgs2;gþð1�xgÞs2;l so that xg ¼ s1;g�s2;l
s2;g�s2;l

ð81Þ

where s denotes the specific entropy in kJ/kg and
x the vapor ratio subscript ‘‘g’’ denotes gas
phase and subscripts ‘‘l’’ liquid phase. The
vaporization of the liquid phase during expan-
sion is described by

s1;l ¼ xls2;lþð1�xlÞs2;l so that xl ¼ s1;l�s2;l
s2;g�s2;l

ð82Þ

The energy E in kJ liberated during expan-
sion is obtained as follows:

E ¼ u1;gfþu1;lw�½u2;gxgþð1�xgÞu2;l�f�½u2;gxlþð1�xlÞu2;l�w
ð83Þ

where f is the mass of gas in the vessel and w
that of liquid before expansion in kg, i.e.

f ¼ V

v1;g
u and w ¼ V

v1;l
ð1�uÞ ð84Þ

where V is the vessel volume in m3; the maxi-
mum volumetric fraction of vapor in vessels u is
usually not less than 0.1.

The foregoing considerations give the basis
for assessing the physical effects of a BLEVE,
that is, shock wave and missile flight (see
Section 2.6).

The experimental and theoretical work
of [262] suggests that the shock wave observed
in a BLEVE is driven by vapor energy, whilst
the process of rapid liquid flashing following
tank failure is too slow to produce a shock
wave.

According to [263] the overpressure as a
function of distance in the far field (scaled
distance > 2) can be calculated by the TNT
equivalence method (Section 2.5.1). To the near
field the following relationship should be ap-
plied (cf. [232])

p1
pa

¼ pso
pa

1�
ðk1�1Þ a0a1

pso
pa
�1

� 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2k0

p ½2k0þðk0þ1Þ� pso
pa
�1

� 	
2
4

3
5
�2k1=k1�1

ð85Þ

where p1 is the pressure inside the vessel in kPa,
pa the ambient pressure (101.3 kPa), pso the
absolute peak side-on pressure, a1 the speed of
sound in the vapor inside the vessel inm/s, a0 the

Figure 35. Conditional probability of death following the explosion (TNT model; efficiency 0.2) or fireball from 1500 kg of
propane as well as the combination of both with probabilities calculated on the basis of Figure 14 withP1 ¼ 0.7, P3 ¼ 0.6, i.e.,
0.7 for fireball and 0.12 for explosion
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speed of sound in ambient air (340 m/s), k1 the
ratio of specific heats of the vapor of the vessel
contents (cf. Table 16), and k0 that of ambient
air (k0 ¼ 1.4). The above equation is implicit
and must be solved iteratively.

The recommendation in [262] is to assess the
shock wave for vapor and liquid energies sepa-
rately (Eqs. 82 and 83), respectively] and com-
bine them, this procedure being conservative.
The experimental work of [262] suggests that
the vapor energy alone is responsible for the
shock wave. However, the possibility that at
larger scales liquid flashing contributes to the
shock wave is not discarded there. Figure 36
shows a comparison of both approaches.

Table 17 gives the near-field range according
to Equation (74) with r0 ¼ 2, where according
to Equation (85) a peak on-side overpressure of
1.64 bar results; using probit equation no. 4 from
Appendix A (Table A1) a conditional prob-
ability of death of 0.8 is found to correspond
to this overpressure.

Figure 37 shows the impacts of the physical
(BLEVE) and the chemical (fireball) explosions
as well as the combined effect of both. It is
evident that harm is mainly due to the chemical
explosion, a circumstance which makes the
impact from the fireball and the combined im-
pact practically coincide.

2.5.4. Dust Explosions

‘‘The hazard of a dust explosion or a fire exists
wherever flammable materials are handled.
Generally, a dust explosion occurs only if the
dust is dispersed in air, but transition from a fire
to an explosion can occur, or vice versa’’ [234].
The conditions for a dust explosion are
explained in ! Plant and Process Safety, 2.
Hazardous Materials and Process Conditions,
Section 4.3.

According to [234] the following scenario is
often encountered in industry: a primary explo-
sion occurs in an item of a plant. Due to insuffi-
cient explosion protection or destruction by the
primary explosion a flame arises. The air
disturbance disperses the dust in the work room
and causes a secondary explosion often involv-
ing a larger quantity of dust and hence more
energy release than the primary explosion. The

Table 16. Ratio of specific heats (from [263])

Substance Acrolein Acrylonitrile Ammonia n-Butane CO Chlorine Ethene Benzene Hydrogen Dry air

k ¼ cp/cv 1.151 1.152 1.301 1.095 1.4 1.331 1.238 1.075 1.405 1.4

Figure 36. Conditional probabilities of death following the blast wave from a BLEVE of 1500 kg of saturated propane with
different volume fractions of gas (energy from liquid and vapor as well as from vapor alone; TNT model)

Table 17. Near-field ranges for the problem illustrated in Figure 36

Case Near-field range, m

10% gas energy from liquid and gas 15.24

10% gas energy from gas only 3.60

40% gas energy from liquid and gas 15.41

40% gas energy from gas only 6.50
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possibility of a dust detonation, however, is
considered as being remote.

In what follows the spreading of the blast
wave originating from a dust explosion is trea-
ted; [264, 265] give the following relationship
for dusts of class St 1 (see! Plant and Process
Safety, 2. Hazardous Materials and Process
Conditions, Section 4.3)

pr ¼ pmax;A
Rs

r

� �3=2

ð86Þ

where

pmax;A ¼ 0:2�predA0:1V0:18 ð87Þ

Rs ¼ 8SV0:3 ð88Þ

where Rs is the distance in m from the vent
where the maximum pressure occurs (S ¼ 0.25
for vertical and S ¼ 0.2 for horizontal dis-
charge), V the vessel volume in m3, and A the
vent area in m2, 8V0:3 the maximum length of
the flame of a homogeneous air–dust mixture in
m, and pred the maximum overpressure in the
vented enclosure in bar.

Additional limitations are

. Pressure of vented enclosure pred < 2 barg,
vent opening pressure < 0.1 barg

. 0.1 m3 < V < 1000 m3

In [265] the following simplified equation
for blast overpressure at a distance r from the
cloud center pr is given along with a more

refined approach.

pr ¼ pa 1þ
k0

ðk0þ1Þpred
raa

2
0

n o1=2

ðk0þ1ÞðlogrÞ1=2r

2
64

3
75 ð89Þ

where k0 is the heat ratio of air (1.4) and the
other quantities are defined as above.

Reference [266] provides a detailed account
of dust explosions and [267] gives an overview
of the numerous pending problems in the inves-
tigation of such explosions.

2.6. Vessel FragmentationandMissile
Flight

Pipes and vessels containing high-pressure
gases or superheated liquids are closed systems.
An explosion in such a system may produce
fragmentation of the containment and thus gen-
eratemissiles. Thesemay directly cause injuries
to people or damage structures. Furthermore,
they may enhance accident effects by destroy-
ing or disabling surrounding process equipment
and initiating accidents there. The latter
phenomenon is known as the domino effect; it
is of increasing concern in safety assess-
ments [268, 269].

The presentation of vessel fragmentation
given here closely follows [270, 271]. An
account of accidents involving bursts and frag-
mentation is given in [272] and [273, 274].

The pressure of failure and hence the explo-
sion energy in a vessel depend on the failure
scenario. Causes of a vessel burst may be

Figure 37. Conditional probabilities of death following the blast wave from a BLEVE of 1500 kg of saturated propane
(energy from liquid and vapor; 10% vapor) and those produced by the ensuing fireball (20% atmospheric humidity) as well
those from the combination of both (the curves for chemical explosion and for physical plus chemical explosion are virtually
identical)
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. Overpressure (e.g., overfilling, warming up in
combination with the failure of pressure
relief)

. Mechanical failure (e.g., due to defects or
boundary weakening, caused by embrittle-
ment, corrosion, etc.)

. Engulfment in a fire

In the case of overpressure failure, the failure
pressure of the vessel, i.e., its maximum work-
ing pressure times a safety factor (4 in case of
carbon-steel vessels) should be used. Mechani-
cal failures should be dealt with by applying the
normal operating pressure and, in case of fire
engulfment, a value of 1.21 times the starting
relief pressure is recommended in [275]. Frac-
tures of vessels may be either brittle or ductile,
the latter being more likely.

The trajectory of the missile is calculated in
two dimensions while accounting for the
resistance of air proportional to the square of
its velocity. This applies to the so-called bal-
listic range which lies between very low ve-
locities, where resistance is proportional to
velocity, and supersonic velocities, where re-
sistance is a complex function. Fragments from
vessel bursts are usually encountered in this
range. We then have the equations of
motion [272].

d2x

dt2
þ r�CD�AD

2�m � dx

dt

� �2

¼ 0 ð90Þ

d2y

dt2

 r�ðCD�AD � CL�ALÞ

2�m � dy

dt

� �2

þg ¼ 0 ð91Þ

where:

. x: horizontal direction in m

. y: vertical direction in m

. m: fragment mass in kg

. CD: drag coefficient

. AD: drag area (projected area) in m2

. CL: lift coefficient

. AL: lift area (projected area) in m2

. r: density of air in kg/m3

. g: acceleration due to gravity in m/s2.

Since the drag force is opposed to the
direction of motion, in Equation (90) the direc-
tion of motion is always the same, while in
Equation (91) it differs between the ascending
(þ) and descending (�) parts of the trajectory.

For this reason the drag force is aligned with the
force of gravity during ascent and opposed to it
during descent. This leads to different solution
functions for the two phases of flight, which
can be obtained analytically [269]. Several
input quantities are required for applying
Equations (90) and (91) to practical cases:

. Pressure at the time of release

. Energy content of the vessel on rupture

. Degree of filling of the vessel at the initiation
of the accident in the case of superheated
storage

. Percentage of initial energy imparted to the
fragments on the whole

. Number of fragments

. Shape and mass of fragments

. Percentage of initial energy imparted to the
individual fragments

. Orientation of trajectory (azimuthal and polar
angles of departure)

. Drag coefficient

. Wind direction and speed during the accident

All of them are either stochastic or uncertain.
Both stochastic and uncertain quantities should
be treated as random variables. They are repre-
sented by probability distributions and propa-
gated through the calculations using the Monte-
Carlo method [269–271]. There is not much
observed evidence for generating the required
probability distributions. Some indications are
given here.

In [276] the following numbers of fragments
originating from the rupture of spheres ob-
served in accidents are given: 3, 4, 5, 5, 6,
16, and 19. From [273, 276] 46 relevant events
for the rupture of cylindrical vessels were
identified giving a mean number of 2.7 frag-
ments. For cylinders a distinction must be
made between bullets and end caps. However,
there is no empirical indication as to their ratio.
An important factor of influence still untreated
in this context is the amount of leakage be-
tween fragments at the launch stage, which
influences the energy imparted to the frag-
ments. A detailed discussion of this phase of
the accident for horizontal cylindrical vessels
is given in [277].

The orientation of the fragment trajectory is
characterized by the polar and azimuthal angles.
No indication for preferential directions of the
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polar angle of the flight trajectory has been
found. In [276] the azimuthal angle is divided
into 12 sectors, for which different probabilities
have been identified. Hence, a preferred flight
direction is indicated.

The drag coefficient CD depends on factors
such as geometry, surface roughness, and ori-
entation with respect to direction of the flow. A
blunt, sharp-edged shape with negligible Rey-
nolds number dependence is assumed. A rea-
sonable range for fragments from spheres is
CD ¼ 0.8–1.4 which applies to shells for dif-
fering angles of attack. For end caps of cylin-
drical vessels CD ¼ 0.8–1.1 and for bullets CD

1.1–1.8 applying to flat disks is deemed appro-
priate. Fragments tend to be chunky. Then the
possibility of lift, an effect popularly known as
‘‘frisbying’’, need not be considered, in contrast
with flat fragments.

The fill condition at the time of the accident,
which is important for the calculation of the
total energy imparted to the fragments in case of
superheated storage, is practically never known
for real accidents. It may be assumed to lie
between 0.1 and 0.9.

Direction and speed ofwind at themoment of
the accident may have an impact on the flight
trajectory of the fragments. They are stochastic
variables but are normally neglected.

In case of lacking empirical evidence plau-
sible assumptions for the probability distribu-
tions of the variable in question are made
in [270, 271].

The initial velocity of a fragment is obtained
from

v0 ¼ 2Ek

m

� �1
2

ð92Þ

where Ek is the kinetic energy imparted to the
fragment, m its mass, and v0 its initial velocity.
The determination of Ek requires the energy
content of the vessel to be calculated in the first
place. In doing this one must differentiate be-
tween the storage of a gas and that of a super-
heated liquid. Several equations are in use for
treating the expansion of an ideal gas. Among
them are [275]

Brode’s equation

E ¼ p1�p0
g�1

�V ð93Þ

Baker’s equation

E ¼ 1� p0
p1

� �ðg�1Þ=g" #
p1
g�1

�V ð94Þ

Baum’s equation

E ¼ 1� p0
p1

� �ðk�1Þ=k
þðk�1Þ p0

p1
1� p0

p1

� ��1=k
( )

p1
k�1

V ð95Þ

where:

. E: energy of explosion of the vessel in kJ

. V: volume of the vessel in m3

. p1: failure pressure of the vessel in kPa

. p0: atmospheric pressure in kPa

. g: ratio of specific heats

A detailed discussion of the merits and draw-
backs of Equations (93)–(95) is given in [275].
In conclusion it is stated there that no consensus
exists on how to assess the energy of an explo-
sion of a pressure vessel. A pragmatic and
conservative approach is to use the one of the
three equations resulting in the highest energy.

In case of a superheated liquid a boiling
liquid expanding explosion (BLEVE) occurs.
The calculation of the physical energy released
in such a case is presented in Section 2.5.3.

The energy thus calculated caters for vessel
expansion, rupture, blast, and fragments.Hence,
only a fraction of the energy of explosion ap-
pears as kinetic energy of the fragments. In
order to arrive at this energy Ek, E must be
multiplied by a factor which ranges between 0.2
and 0.5, with 0.2 being the recommended
value [275].

The computer codes developed on this
basis were validated by comparisons with
experimental values and observations after
accidents [270, 271]. In what follows only the
comparison with findings after the accident in
Mexico City is presented.

In the boiling-liquid expanding-vapor explo-
sion (BLEVE) which occurred in the Mexico
City disaster probably two out of three spherical
vessels with characteristics given in Table 18
failed [274].

Table 18. Characteristics of the vessels from [274]

Parameter

Vessel mass 146 259 kg

Vessel volume 1600 m3
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They contained superheated propane, bu-
tane, or a mixture of both. The failure pressure
was assessed to be 1.34 MPa. For propane,
which is assumed to be the vessel contents for
being the predominant substance on the site, this
corresponds to a saturation temperature of
310.9 K. From the graph provided in [275] an
expansion work of 2 MJ/m3 may be read (this is
an alternative to the procedure outlined in Sec-
tion 2.5.3). It refers to the vapor fraction in the
vessel, since at this temperature flashing of the
liquid fraction is unlikely to occur. The uncer-
tainty surrounding this quantity is described by a
constant pdf; the interval [1.8, 2.2] MJ/m3 was
chosen to represent it. The empirical findings on
fragment ranges given in [274] are well repre-
sented by a truncated normal distribution, as
done in Figure 38.

The average energy of a fragment hitting the
ground after completing its flight is 28.2 MJ; the
energy loss due to the drag force amounts to
37.0 MJ. The average velocity on touching
ground is 54.1 m/s, a quantity larger than that
required to penetrate a vessel. According
to [274] the latter lies in the range 4–12 m/s.

Details on the explosion and missile genera-
tion of cased explosives may be found in [272].

2.7. Threshold Values, Probits,
Damage

To assess the impact of an injury factor, e.g.,
pressure wave impact or toxic concentration,

two methods are in use. One is the comparison
with threshold values (see Table 19), which
provides damage types for discrete steps of
intensity of the injuring factor. The other one
is the application of the probit (probability unit)
concept, which allows for a continuous transi-
tion expressed in terms of probabilities of harm
related to differing intensities of the injuring
factor. This is an adequate way to provide
knowledge from other areas, e.g., medicine and
toxicology, in such away that it can readily used
by the engineer in analyzing risks.

Experience shows that the injuring or causa-
tive factors for harm from process plants may be
represented by log-normal distributions [272]:

Y ¼ k1þk2 ln x ð96Þ

Figure 38. Comparison of fragment ranges observed after a BLEVE of stored liquefied propane in Mexico City [274] with
calculation results [270]

Table 19. Threshold values for fire and pressure loads (from [272])

Dose limit, kJ/m2 Impact

375 third degree burns

250 second degree burns

125 first degree burns

65 threshold value for pain, no irritation

or blisters on skin

Overpressure, bar Type of damage

0.01 typical pressure for breaking glass

0.07 partial destruction of building; buildings

become uninhabitable

0.34–0.48 virtually total destruction of building

0.69 major damage and shifting of heavy

machinery (3000 kg) from its

location
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where x is the causative factor, e.g., a peak
pressure of a pressure wave. To obtain the
probability corresponding to a certain intensity
of x, the following relationship is used

p ¼ fðY�5Þ ð97Þ

where f denotes the standard normal distribu-
tion [278]. The choice of the argument of the
standard normal distribution is made such that
Y ¼ 5 corresponds to a probability of 0.5, i.e.,
the 50% value.

Appendix A provides an overview of probit
equations for toxicity, pressure waves, and heat
radiation.

3. Appendix A: Probit equations

Inwhat follows a number of probit equations are
compiled.

Probit equations for lethal toxic loads
[279, 281]

Acrolein

1. Y ¼ �9:931þ2:049 lnðC�tÞ

Acrylonitrile

1. Y ¼ �29:42þ3:008 lnðC1:43�tÞ

Ammonia

1. Y ¼ �30:75þ2:049 lnðR¥
0

CðtÞ2:75�dtÞ

2. Y ¼ �28:33þ2:27 lnðR¥
0

CðtÞ1:36�dtÞ

3. Y ¼ �35:9þ1:85 lnðC2�tÞ

Benzene

1. Y ¼ �109:78þ5:3 lnðC2�tÞ

Hydrocyanic acid

1. Y ¼ �29:42þ3:008 lnðC1:43�tÞ

Bromine

1. Y ¼ �9:04þ0:92 lnðC2�tÞ

Chlorine

1. Y ¼ �17:1þ1:69 lnðR¥
0

CðtÞ2:75�dtÞ

2. Y ¼ �36:45þ3:13 lnðR¥
0

CðtÞ2:64�dtÞ

3. Y ¼ �11:4þ0:82 lnðR¥
0

CðtÞ2:75�dtÞ

4. Y ¼ �5:04þ0:5 lnðR¥
0

CðtÞ2:75�dtÞ

Hydrogen chloride

1. Y ¼ �16:85þ2:0 lnðC�tÞ

Ethylene oxide

1. Y ¼ �6:8þlnðC�tÞ�

Hydrogen fluoride

1. Y ¼ �48:33þ4:853 lnðC�tÞ

Table 20. Probit equations for loads from different forms of energy [279, 280]

No. Type of damage Probit equation

1 Structural damage to frame structures Y ¼ �23:8þ2:92 ln p0

2 Eardrum rupture Y ¼ �15:6þ1:93 ln p0

3 Y ¼ �12:6þ1:524 ln p0

4 Death due to lung injury Y ¼ �77:1þ6:91 ln p0
5 Death due to impact (whole-body displacement) Y ¼ �46:1þ4:82 ln J
6 Serious injury due to body translation by impulse Y ¼ �39:1þ4:45 ln J
7 Injury from missiles, particularly glass Y ¼ �27:1þ4:26 ln J
9 Death from thermal radiation Y ¼ �46:1þ4:82 ln J

Y ¼ �14:9þ2:56 lnðteq004/3�10�4Þ
10 Fatal injury from thermal radiation (unprotected by clothing) Y ¼ �36:38þ2:56 lnðteq004/3Þ
11 Fatal injury from thermal radiation (protected by clothing) Y ¼ �37:23þ2:56 lnðteq004/3Þ
12 First degree burns Y ¼ �39:83þ3:02 lnðteq004/3Þ
13 Second degree burns Y ¼ �43:14þ3:02 lnðteq004/3Þ
p0 ¼ peak overpressure in N/m2; J ¼ impulse in Nsm�2; te ¼ duration of radiation exposure in s; q00 ¼ radiation intensity in W/m2.
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2. Y ¼ �26:36þ2:854 lnðC�tÞ
3. Y ¼ �35:87þ3:354 lnðC�tÞ
4. Y ¼ �25:87þ3:354 lnðC�tÞ

Formaldehyde

1. Y ¼ �12:24þ1:3 lnðC2�tÞ

Carbon disulfide

1. Y ¼ �46:56þ4:2 lnðC�tÞ

Phosgene

1. Y ¼ �27:2þ5:1 lnðC�tÞ
2. Y ¼ �19:27þ3:686 lnðC�tÞ

Phosphine

1. Y ¼ �2:25þlnðC�tÞ

Sulfur dioxide

1. Y ¼ �15:67þ2:1 lnðC�tÞ

Hydrogen sulfide

1. Y ¼ �11:15þlnðC1:9�tÞ

Toluene

1. Y ¼ �6:794þ0:408 lnðC2:5�tÞ

whereC(t), abbreviated as C, is the time-depen-
dent concentration in ppm and time is in min
(exception: * in mg/m3 and min).
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